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How to use this book? 

First, we urge you NOT TO READ IT. It is far better if you start exploring it like when you
are checking the internet before a vacation. Read the first section if you you are not sure
you want to start an enterprise from your research. Read the last if you already
generated some IP and need to know what next. We also linked presentations which are
available online if you are interested what the other experts say about the topic. And if
you are bitten by the innovation bug, check out our hands-on courses for honing your
skills in biotech ventures. 
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Bioventures - The specific issues of the new economy of life sciences
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We are research scientists, who ventured into
the uncharted waters of starting up a business
based on our own experimental results in life
sciences.  We believe that there are at least 3
stages every idea provider need to go
through:
1, formulating a project from the results
2, creating a workplan according to business
principles, and
3, presenting the idea to potential financiers. 
These are the main chapters of this eBook. 
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Discussions with the tech transfer office
Sunday, February 13, 2011

‘I developed a technology by which the function of damaged limbs or

organs might be restored after an injury or surgical extraction’ – said the

inventor. The principal concept of the technology is that every human

tissue can be characterized by a well-defined mechanical stiffness and

physiology. It is possible to synthesize a biodegradable 3-dimensional

polymer with the same mechanical property...

Read more...

Why can’t they see the excellence of my
invention?
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Have you ever thought about how many outstanding technology and

method were invented in the history which would change the world but

never or just several years later came to the market? Just think to

Leonardo. How many of his inventions sank into oblivion and how many

effort needed while the mankind re-invented them in the 19th and 20th

century? Nowadays, I meet a lot of talented researchers who...

Read more...

Before you start a venture
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Before you betake yourself to business planning there are some questions

you should ask yourself:

Who do I want to be in five, ten and twenty years?

One day a researcher dropped by our office because he developed a method

which might revolutionize medicine. He wanted to consult with a professional in

order to discuss the exploitation options of his invention. He was just reaching

thirty and he conveyed the impression of an appealing young man who was

committed to change the world.

Why can’t they see the value of my invention?

Main Learnings

This is where it all starts. You
have research results and
there is a chance that it will
produce more than a
publication. What to do next?
Submit a patent? Talk to
colleges in the industry?  Issue
a press release? These are the
first things most researchers
do after they realize that
their results might be useful.
Or they go to the technology
transfer office, where they
can get professional help, or at
least they have the legal right
to demand it. If you are an
idea provider and interested in
what others did in a similar
position, check out these
videos. 
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How do I want to feel and see myself then?

What life do I want to live?

What are the really important things in my life?

The answer you give for these question is your primary goal. It’s crucial to

be thoroughly enlightened upon your primary goal because...

Read more...

Turning knowledge into value
Sunday, February 13, 2011

The academic employee

I deliberately don’t use the term ‘academic researcher’ or ‘academic

developer’ because these definitions may abuse the outsiders. The term

‘academic employee’ much suitable for describe the scope of duties of a

classic academic employee who is often considered as ‘academic

researcher’. The academic employee has to perform a number of various

tasks beside his scientific...

Read more...
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Invention versus business idea
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Invention versus business idea

The invention gives solution for a practical problem whereas the business

idea focuses on the fulfillment of a validated market need. For the better

understanding let’s see our model story from scientific point of view (see

first chapter):

The scientific approach

The technology facilitates the regeneration of damaged tissues by using

biodegradable materials.

And now...

Read more...

Costumer value proposition
Sunday, February 13, 2011

A true story

King Camp Gillette was an American businessman, popularly known as the

inventor of the safety razor, although several models were in existence

prior to Gillette's design. While Gillette did improve the design of the

safety razor (patent US775134), his true invention was an inexpensive,

high profit-margin stamped steel disposable blade and a unique business

model that later became known...

Read more...

Market research
Sunday, February 13, 2011

In preparing for battle I have always found that plans are useless,
but planning is indispensable.
- Dwight D. Eisenhower

When all things fall into their places

Main Learnings

We heard from several
scientists that their business
plan is not a problem, because
it will be put together by an
accountant. Sure, they will have
a document ready, but this is
not the goal. During the
planning phase you are forced
to think over and summarize
each aspects of your business.
And this thinking, planning,
arguing, summarizing process is
tough work. So much so, that a
rule of thumb at valuing a
startup company is that the
technology and business plan
are equal in monetary value.
There are a number of good
books on the topic, but the
cheapest and esaiest option is
to check out these videos: 
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Marketing research is the function that links the consumer, customer, and

public to the marketer through information - information used to identify

and define marketing opportunities and problems; generate, refine, and

evaluate marketing actions; monitor marketing performance; and improve

understanding of marketing as a process. Marketing research specifies the

information required to address...

Read more...

Specifics of the biotechnology sector
Sunday, February 13, 2011

‘Biotechnology’ is a very broad term, with no specific meaning in general

[5]. However, one important international definition is contained in the

multilateral environmental agreement, the Convention on Biological

Diversity, which defines ‘biotechnology’ as:

‘any technological application that uses biological systems, living

organisms, or derivatives thereof, to make or modify products or

processes...

Read more...

Business models in biotechnology
Sunday, February 13, 2011

To extract value from an innovation it is crucial to apply an appropriate

business model. Business model converts new technology to economic

value. For some start-ups, familiar business models can’t be applied, so a

new model must be devised. Tell the truth, it is a risky way. Rather follow

the advice of Guy Kawasaki:

‘Copy somebody. Commerce has been around a long time, and by now

clever people...

Read more...

Business planning in biotechnology
Sunday, February 13, 2011

The role of business plan is to connect the strategy with the

implementation. It’s strongly recommended to start to write business plan

from the very beginning but there are certain turning points where it is

inevitable. You must write business plan when you want to:

create a company,

involve fund,

sale the company,
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merge with strategic partners.

These turning points reflect the evolution of a company...

Read more...
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Plan ahead
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Creating presentation is a supremely creative process. At least it shoud

be. The preparation of a presentation is an act requiring creativity, not

merely the assembling of facts and data in linear fashion. Once you will

see that preparaing a presentation is a ‘whole-minded’ activity that

riquires as much right-brain thinking as it does left-brain thinking. In

fact, while your research and...

Read more...

Know your audience
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Garr Reynolds tells an illuminating story in the PrezentationZen (see

references). ‘Recentely, I attended an event where an expert in the area of

biofuel technology was giving a presentation to a local chamber of

commerce about the topic and about what their company does, etc. After

the hour-long talk was over I realized that the presentation was a miracle

of sorts: until that day I didn’t think...

Read more...

Persuading levels
Sunday, February 13, 2011

The next step is to establish your goal. Set your goals from the audience’s

perspective. What do you want your audience to know, think, feel when

your presentation is over? The ultimate purpose of your presentation is to

evoke compelling desire to action from the audience. However, the way to

reach this goal is quite long. Let’s see the levels of you persuading

process: 

‘If the audience could remember only one thing – and you will lucky if they do -,

what do you  want it to be?’

-Garr Reynolds

Can you tell me why should I invest in you?

Main Learnings

Why do I need to beg for
money? This is the question
burning into most scientist’s
minds when they first prepare
for an investor presentation.
This is not the cosy, familiar
environment of a scientific
convention, where the collegues
are happy to hear each other’s
results. An investment
presentation, also called a pitch
is targeted to people with
money in their pockets - they
are not interested at all in you
or in your line of research.
They are only interested in how
to make more money with
minimized risks - you and your
idea is just a vehicle for it.
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The question is [5] at what...

Read more...

The ten slides and twenty minutes rule
Sunday, February 13, 2011

It’s impossible to press everything into a single presentation, so don’t

waste your and the audience’s time on it. It’s enough if you communicate

‘enough’. ‘Enough’ means to get you to the next step – whatever that is.

For founding, the next step is meeting with more partners in the firm. For

partnering, the next step is meeting with more people within the

organization.

The purpose of a pitch is to...

Read more...
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Introduction to IP
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Generally speaking, intellectual property law aims at safeguarding creators

and other producers of intellectual goods and services by granting them

certain time-limited rights to control the use made of those productions.

Those rights do not apply to the physical object in which the creation may

be embodied but instead to the intellectual creation as such. Intellectual

property is traditionally...

Read more...

Conditions of patentability
Sunday, February 13, 2011

An invention must meet several criteria if it is to be eligible for patent

protection. These include, most significantly, that the invention must

consist of patentable subject matter, the invention must be industrially

applicable (useful), it must be new (novel), it must exhibit a sufficient

“inventive step” (be non-obvious), and the disclosure of the invention in

the patent application must meet...

Read more...

The life of an invention
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Although most inventors will be concerned with the rights a patent grants

during its monopoly or in-force period (from the date the patent issues

Main Learnings

This appendix is the
shortened and edited
version of the training
resources of the US ....
which is free to use for
education purposes. In case
you need more detailed
information, feel free to
explore the original source
which can be found here.
Our training courses on IP
strategy can be experienced
in these videos.

Intellectual property, very broadly, means the legal rights which result from

intellectual activity in the industrial, scientific, literary and artistic fields.

Countries have laws to protect intellectual property for two main reasons. One is

to give statutory expression to the moral and economic rights of creators in

their creations and the rights of the public in access to those creations. The

second is to promote, as a deliberate act of Government policy, creativity and

the dissemination and application of its results and to encourage fair trading

which would contribute to economic and social development.

What is intellectual property?
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until it expires (20 years after the filing date)), the law actually recognizes

five “rights” periods in the life of an invention [6]. These five periods are

as follows:

Invention Conceived but Not Yet Documented:

When an inventor conceives of an...

Read more...

Priority right
Sunday, February 13, 2011

In patent, industrial design rights and trademark laws, a priority right or

right of priority is a time-limited right, triggered by the first filing of an

application for a patent, an industrial design or a trademark respectively.

The priority right belongs to the applicant or his successor in title and

allows him to file a subsequent application in another country for the

same invention, design...

Read more...

Scope of the patent
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Patent claims are the part of a patent or patent application that defines

the scope of protection granted by the patent. The claims define, in

technical terms, the extent of the protection conferred by a patent, or the

protection sought in a patent application. The claims are of the utmost

importance both during prosecution and litigation. A patent is a right to

exclude others from making, using,...

Read more...

Owner of the patent
Sunday, February 13, 2011

In most countries, both natural persons and corporate entities may apply

for a patent. In the United States, however, only the inventor(s) may apply

for a patent although it may be assigned to a corporate entity

subsequently and inventors may be required to assign inventions to their

employers under a contract of employment. In most European countries,

ownership of an invention may pass from the...

Read more...
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The cost of IP
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Let’s say you have achieved a breakthrough in your research, and have

applied for a patent – what do you do next? There are many patents that

have never been successfully transformed into new products in the

marketplace – what goes wrong in these cases? In some cases, it’s

because the technology was not practically feasible, or was superseded by

newer technologies. In other cases, the inventor...

Read more...

Infringement
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Generally speaking, a patentee acquires the right, enforceable at law, to

decide who shall and who shall not exploit his patented invention. He

retains this right for the term of the patent, provided he pays any

necessary renewal or maintenance fees.

The grant of a patent allows its owner to exclude others from exploiting

the patented invention. The right of the owner is called exclusive

because...

Read more...

Patent pending
Sunday, February 13, 2011

The expressions "patent pending" or "patent applied for" refer to a

warning that inventors are entitled to use in reference to their product or

process once a patent application has been filed, but prior to the patent

being issued or the application abandoned. The marking serves to notify

potential infringers who would copy the invention that they may be liable

for damages seizure, and injunction...

Read more...

Patent conventions
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Paris Convention

The Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, signed in

Paris, France, on March 20, 1883, was one of the first intellectual property

treaties. As a result of this treaty, intellectual property, including patents,

of any contracting state are accessible to the nationals of other states

party to the Convention. 
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The "Convention priority right", also called "Paris...

Read more...

Freedom-to-operate
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Planning for the development, production and launch of a new product is

as much a matter of forecasting future market developments as it is of

minimizing risks. A major risk for any company, particularly companies in

technology sectors in which there is extensive patenting, is that the

commercialization of a new product or technology may be blocked by a

competitor holding a patent over a...

Read more...

Trademarks
Thursday, January 13, 2011

A trade mark is a sign used to distinguish goods or services in the market

place from the goods or services of another trader. The trade mark can

appear directly on the product (such as on a label on a bottle), in its

packaging and other material (such as on a box or bag the product is sold

in, and on instructions, guarantees and other documents), and in

advertising and promotional material (for...

Read more...

Industrial design
Thursday, January 13, 2011

The industrial design system protects the distinctive appearance of

products – it only protects the look of items, and not how they function or

the underlying technology. So if you had design protection for a new kind

of folding chair, your rights would only extend to chairs that looked like

your protected design, not chairs that folded in the same way. Protection

is given to distinctive...

Read more...

Trade secrets
Thursday, January 13, 2011

Trade secrets are information of a business or technical nature that have

commercial value and have been kept confidential. They can include secret

processes, mixtures of ingredients, recipes, know-how or any other
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confidential information that may give a competitive edge or may

otherwise be valuable. TRIPS requires that there be some form of legal

mechanism available to stop the disclosure and...

Read more...

Copyright for researchers
Thursday, January 13, 2011

For researchers and academics, copyright has mainly been of concern

because their work involves use of published works – textbooks, journal

publications, research outcomes. If you have written a textbook, you may

be concerned that unauthorized copies of the textbook become used so

widely that there is no market left for the authentic copies of the textbook

– apart from reducing your royalties from...

Read more...

General IP strategies
Thursday, January 13, 2011

From the foregoing it’s perhaps clear that patenting is a long and

expensive procedure, so it is worth to know the market trends relating to

your invention before you apply for a patent. Before you elaborate the IP

strategy you should take into consideration the following four general

cases.

1. Long lifespan and hard-to-copy subject matter

When the invention is predicted to be viable on the market...

Read more...
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Combining research and IP strategies
Sunday, February 13, 2011

As researchers, you need to integrate your intellectual property strategy

with your research and development strategy from as early on in the

research program. This will maximize the commercial benefits that may

derive from your hard work. Intellectual property management issues arise

at every stage of research, from planning, through to research outcomes

and the completed product in the...

Read more...

Research practicalities
Sunday, February 13, 2011

This section covers some of the practical management issues you may

confront as a researcher or as the manager of a research program.

Keep laboratory notebooks to establish the date of your invention

As discussed in above the intellectual property, most countries follow the

first-to- file system, meaning that the effective legal date attached to the

patent is, generally, the first date a patent...

Read more...

Negotiating Agreements
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Ensuring your freedom to operate is another scenario in which you may

have to negotiate an agreement – in this case, to reach an agreement to

‘license in’ the technology you need from the person, organization or

company that holds IP rights over the technology. In many cases, the

There are several nice definitions of biotechnology, however, we believe that the
essence of the biotech industry can be captured in one sentence:
Start small and think big in life sciences. Since it is really different if it’s green,
bloody or moves around,  in this section we describe biotech-specific issues of
venture creation and intellectual property.

Start small and think big in life sciences

Main Learnings

This appendix is the
shortened and edited
version of ‘Intellectual
Property and Biotechnology:
A Training Handbook.’ We
selected some sections
which we felt important for
our readership. Please go
ahead and get the original if
you need more in depth
information, the good news
is that it is free. On the
other hand, we have our own
take on biobusiness models,
see these videos:
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value of the IP system is derived less from the IP rights as such, than from

the legal arrangements that are negotiated...

Read more...

Research agreements
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Ideally, a research agreement should include: 

set out what you are going to do 

set out how much you will be paid, and when

provide a mechanism to enable the program to be changed if necessary

ensure your rights to publish your research

protect confidential information

set out what happens to the research results and intellectual property, and

ensure that you don’t get sued if the research work doesn’t...

Read more...

Exploitation of IP rights
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Licensing and assigning the IP rights

One basic choice is whether you should actively exploit your IP rights

yourself, or to keep your IP rights and license them to others to use, or

sell or assign the rights to another person. You can, in principle, make

different choices in different countries for exploiting IP rights for the

same underlying invention. If you are based in Malaysia, you could in...

Read more...

IP management in biotechnology
Sunday, February 13, 2011

This section concentrates in particular on the details of a technology

licensing. This is a practical aspect of IP management and use that affects

many researchers, even those without a direct commercial interest.

A licence has two general functions – it is a legal document, a contract

which creates legal obligations that apply to the parties that enter into it;

but it also helps to define and...

Read more...

Due diligence
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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Of course, your commercial partner will need some reassurance about the

quality of the offer you are making to them. If you are involved in

licensing technology or seeking commercial support for your research you

are likely to hear of ‘due diligence.’ When a future partner is considering

whether or not to license technology, to buy a share of patent rights, or to

support your research, they will...

Read more...

Decoding licenses and technology
agreements
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Licenses on IP are literally a part of everyday life, although we are not

always aware of this. When you buy a book, a software package or a

music CD, you may be buying a license for limited uses of copyright

material – you normally don’t get an unlimited licence that permits you to

do whatever you like with the copyright material. This is unlike the case if

you buy other objects – say a computer,...

Read more...

Preliminary documents
Sunday, February 13, 2011

Heads of agreement or letter of intent

A potential licensee may be unwilling to make firm and detailed

commitments, for instance to pay a certain level of royalties or to cross-

licence its own proven technologies, before an opportunity to evaluate the

technology that is to be licensed. But they may be unwilling to invest in

the evaluation process unless they have some confidence they will get...

Read more...
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‘I developed a technology by which the function of damaged limbs or organs might be restored after an

injury or surgical extraction’ – said the inventor. The principal concept of the technology is that every

human tissue can be characterized by a well-defined mechanical stiffness and physiology. It is possible

to synthesize a biodegradable 3-dimensional polymer with the same mechanical property like the

damaged tissue. During the manufacturing process drug molecules and tissue specific growth factors

can be encapsulated into the structure of polymer which enables their programmed, long-term delivery

in the human body. The polymer can be implanted into the site of tissue defect by conventional surgical

techniques and it has the capability of advancing tissue regeneration. By this method the treatment of

patients who suffer   incurable tissue defects may be viable. 

If I understand correctly almost every limb and organ might be cured by the help of your invention – I

asked the inventor.

Exactly – he said. That’s why I don’t understand why nobody wants to invest in the technology. I’ve

presented my idea to a lot of pharmaceutical companies and investors but it wasn’t worth anything.

Every industrial contact said ’it’s very interesting and maybe we can make a deal later on but now we

have no capacity for a huge project like this’. On the other hand, they requested every document of my

technology and held it for several months in order to ’make a deliberate decision’. I’m afraid they stole

my idea. The investors said ’the project is not mature enough for an investment’. I don’t understand

them at all. Why can’t they see the excellence of my invention? If I had money I could achieve my goals

I’m sure. That’s why I am here now. I would like to ask your help to raise money and partners to bring

my invention to the market and cure patients.

Is your technology patented – I asked him?

No, it isn’t. I haven’t got enough money to submit an application – said the inventor.

I asked the inventor which investor groups and companies did he presented the idea to.

He said ‘I presented my idea to the biggest investor groups and pharmaceutical companies because they

must have enough money to invest into my technology.’

Finally I asked him about his ambition. ‘How do you envisage yourself and your relation to the business

Discussions with the tech transfer office
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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<< Previous Next >>

in the future?’

Well, I want to hold the invention in my hand and establish a company – the inventor said. I want to

control the technology and business parts as well. I think I’m the most capable person of managing the

business because I’m the only one who understands the technology. 

...and this is how it went. If you feel like you are  bit like the imaginary inventor in this story, this book

is for you.
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Have you ever thought about how many outstanding technology and method were invented in the

history which would change the world but never or just several years later came to the market? Just think

to Leonardo. How many of his inventions sank into oblivion and how many effort needed while the

mankind re-invented them in the 19th and 20th century? Nowadays, I meet a lot of talented researchers

who possess better and better inventions, however, just a few of them are turned to product and provide

value for the society. Do you know what is the secret of those few successful inventions? Their secret is

not the technology. The secret is the man behind the invention.

Every inventor I’ve met possessed a common attitude. All of them wanted to create ’meaning’. All of

them imagined a future where their invention make the world a better place. And I believe this is right.

It’s impossible to change the world without dreams. But beside the dreams there is one more thing

which is necessary to create ’meaning’. This is the business thinking.

The way of business thinking

The business thinking is the bridge between the dreams and the reality. Let suppose you are an inventor

who possesses an excellent idea which can change the world. Unfortunately, the others can’t see as far

away into the future as you and can’t see that better world that you imagine. You must show it if you

want them to understand you! Bring the future within their reach! From the perspective of investors and

industrial parties what you have is just an exciting scientific project but not a business. If you want the

’others’ to understand your intention you are to recognize the manner of their thinking before that. In

order to become able to understand the others you must pick up the capability of projecting yourself

into their place.

Case study

Once a student knocked on the door of a principal scientist. The student had an idea and wanted the

scientist to help him to achieve it. The scientist never saw the student before but the student wanted to

talk to only him because the scientist was considered a great authority in the field. The student found

out a clever method which made possible an early diagnosis of lung cancer which may open the door to

its successful therapy. What did the scientist do? Did he give opportunity to the student to achieve the

project or he did not? Maybe the student was persuasive and really keened on elaborate the method and

the scientist understood the relevance of his endeavor but there was only one rational decision. He

denied the student. But why did he dismissed him?

The answer is simple. The student did not seek up the right person. The student wanted to see the most

Why can’t they see the excellence of my invention?
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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acknowledged scientist at the University because he thought that only one particular scientist had the

capability to understand and support his idea. The student forgot to take into account that the scientist

was not familiar with cancer diagnostic methods. His field was the regenerative medicine. Although the

potential of student’s plan was obvious but nobody could expect from the scientist that rearrange the

facilities of his lab in order to support the student.

The lesson which should be learnt is to identify your audience. The student missed the audience. Just

like the inventor when he offered his technology for investors and pharmaceutical companies regardless

their interest. Before you give an offer you must identify your partners as precisely as it possible. If you

know their motivation you’ll be able to give them what they want. 

Let’s play with the idea that you are a principal scientist and you are dealing with heart tissue

regeneration. On a day a researcher tell you that he has found out a method by which the heart muscle

can be regenerated in one hundred percent after a heart-attack. He asks you to cooperate with him in

the development of the method. What would you answer him? Would you dismiss him? Of course, you

wouldn’t. He offers you something in which you are interested. Your business partners expect the same

from you. They want you to give them what they want. I’ll emphasize it several times because this is key

for the success not just in the business but even in scientific cooperations as well. If you want to recruit

business partners you must take into consideration their interest beside your goals.

If your are interested in the project – as a scientist - what the researcher offers you ask a detailed

description of the idea and research plan from the researcher in order to realize the relevance of the

concept and in order to find the way of your cooperation. Just like you the investor or industrial party

also wants to see a clear description of your intention and a detailed plan in which you show how do you

want to achieve your goal. This document is called business plan. Actually, the business plan is very

similar to a research plan. In your business plan - likewise to a research plan - you are to work out as

precisely as possible that What? do you want to do, How? and When? do you want to do it. Regard to

your business plan as your passport to the partners. Without that you can’t prove the entity of your

business idea and you are considered just a dreamer.

The business plan is not a strict road-map that you have to follow whatever happens. The business

planning helps you to consider your idea from different aspects than before and helps your business to

adapt with the changing circumstances. As it is not possible to elaborate a perfect research plan – you

always must make less or more changes on it during the work – likewise you can’t make a perfect

business plan. The business plan is dynamically changing which is driven by the improving business

idea, the recognition of limits and opportunities. The aim of business planning is to help you to set up a

logical order of actions you must do, milestones you must reach and prepare you to the change.

Because must change.

If you want to be successful in the business you must understand that your business partners are not

scientists. The mechanism of their decision making completely alters from yours and maybe sometimes

you feel that they are not quite right in their head. Therefore, always be open-minded. Try to
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understand them. Try to understand their motivation. There isn’t other way because it’s not possible to

change them. The only person who you can change is You.
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Start Here! Academic idea Business Planning Pitch your plan

Before you betake yourself to business planning there are some questions you should ask yourself:

Who do I want to be in five, ten and twenty years?

How do I want to feel and see myself then?

What life do I want to live?

What are the really important things in my life?

The answer you give for these question is your primary goal. It’s crucial to be thoroughly enlightened

upon your primary goal because there is only one aim of your future venture: to supply you to reach

your primary goal. Without primary goal whatever you do is meaningless. It’s useless to establish a

venture in the hope that it’ll help you to find your primary goal. This is a tried and tested way to the

failure. If you can’t define your primary goal you neither can define the strategic goal of your venture.

Your strategic goal determines what you have to do in your venture in order to reach your primary goal.

Without a clear future plan your venture will not relief your life but it will sour it. Believe me. Just look

around you. I’m sure that you could find somebody in your family or among your friends who ever had

established a venture because it was ‘trendy’ but his own company cracked him up [1]. 

According to Guy Kawasaki [2] the best reason to start an organization is to make something meaning.

Meaning is not about money, power or prestige. It’s not even about creating a fun place to work. Among

the meanings of “meaning” are to

Make the world a better place.

Increase the quality of life.

Right a terrible wrong.

Prevent the end of something good.

So, - as Guy Kawasaki said – the most important question you should ask yourself before start a venture:

Do I want to make meaning?

Once somebody said me that ’there always be a man in every company who moves toward the insanity

step by step’. By now I’ve realised his wisdom. Do you know why the most of small-scale entrepreneurs

get insane? Due to their multiple personality. Everybody who starts a venture possesses three souls in

his/her body. The three souls are: the Specialist, the Manager and the Entrepreneur. The problem is that

each of them wants to be in charge and none of them wants to be the inferior of others.

Let’s see an example for the interaction of multiple souls. 

Before you start a venture
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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Everybody knows the story of plump guy and thin guy [1]. Imagine you are the plump guy and watching

the athletic world championship in the TV. Fascinates you the contest. You are admitting the briskness

and resistance of athletes meanwhile you are eating the second sandwich in one hour. And then a voice

inside you says: What are you doing?! You are overweight. Do something! You are better than that! The

voice is the thin guy in you. Somebody awakened in you who has a totally different judgment what

should you look like and what should you do. Who is that thin guy? The thin guy is using the words like

discipline, exercise, regularity. The thin guy is an intolerant, smug, obsessed despot who insist on the

facts. The thin guy hate the plump guy. He can’t be keep still. He always be in move.

Before you could realize what’s happening you change your life. You waste the fattening meals from your

fridge and buy a pair of running shoes and weights. You completely rearrange your life in a snap. You

revive! You reprogram your days: getting up at 5 a.m. and go jogging 3 miles. Cold shower at 6 a.m. For

breakfast whole meal bread with black coffee and a half grapefruit then you go by bike to work. After

work 2 miles jogging again and you go to bed at 10 a.m. You are surprised because you can keep the

strict program. You lose 1 kg in 2 days. In the night you dream that you win the Chicago Marathon. Why

not? If the things goes well it is possible. One day later you lose more 1 kg. It’s incredible! It’s fantastic!

You feel like a superstar! Next day you do the training with your whole heart. You do twice more

exercises then ever before. You hardly wait to stand up to the scale again in the evening. And you see

that... nothing changed!!! You didn’t lose any weight. But how is it possible?!

You become depressed. You are resentful. How many effort for nothing?! It’s not fair! But this time you

get over yourself. You will try it again tomorrow. You decide that you will be much more strict to

yourself than today. And come the next day. But you feel that something changed. You don’t know what

but the things are not the same than before. It’s raining. It’s cold in the room. You feel funny. What

happened? You can’t explain the situation for some minutes and then you suddenly realize it. Another

person controls your body. The plump guy! He’s here again! And don’t want to go jogging. Actually, he

don’t even want to get out of the bed. ’Run? You just kidding!’ The only exercise which motivates you is

the eating. And suddenly end yourself up in front of the fridge. Much precisely you are in the fridge! You

scour the whole kitchen. There is only one desire which keeps you in move: to have a meal. The plump

guy is back  and takes over the control.

It happens with all of us because we think that we are single sovereign personalities. So, when the thin

guy makes a resolve to change the things we believe that it is our independent decision. And when the

plump guy awakening again and set the things back we also think it is our decision. But it’s not true. We

shouldn’t say that ’it’s my decision’ but rather ’it’s our decision’. Because the plump guy and thin guy

are totally different personalities with different needs, field of interest and life style. That’s why they

don’t get on well with each other. Each of them need completely different things. The problem is that

the thin guy is only interested in his needs, field of interest and life style. And then something happens

– for instance you become disappointed when you stand up to the scale in the evening, the weather

turns to cold or somebody offers you a relishable cake what you can’t refuse. The very moment the

plump guy come out of the background and takes the control over you. By now the plump guy is in you.

You are the plump guy again. By other words: when you are the thin guy and take a vow it should be

kept by the plump guy. Contrarily, when you are the plump guy and take a vow it should be achieved by

the thin guy. Now then are you still surprised to hard to keep the promises we take to ourself? It does

not mean at all that we are indecisive or unreliable persons. The fact is that we consist of multiple
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personalities and all of them possess individual fields of interest and activity patterns. If we ask one of

them to give way to the other it generates stress and what is more it often unleashes a real war inside

us. Who ever experienced the fight of plump guy and thin guy he knows that what I’m talking about. I’m

sure you also went through similar things. You can’t be the plump and thin guy all at once. Either of

them must lose. And all of them know that.

Well, it’s a war which is taking place in the soul of every starter entrepreneurs. In this war there are three

parties: the Specialist, the Manager and the Entrepreneur. It’s a war in which nobody can win.

The Entrepreneur

The Entrepreneurial spirit excel at his capability of turning ordinary things into exceptional

opportunities. The Entrepreneur is the prophet in us. He is a dreamer, the fountain of inciting energies

of action. He and no other the fantasy which paints the picture of the future. He is the catalyzer of

ventures. The Entrepreneur lives in the future, never in the past and just rarely in the present. The source

of his pleasure is the playing with the ’how about’ ideas. In the field of science the Entrepreneur is the

most academic person who focuses on non practical problems. We can find them in disciplines, like

nuclear physics, theoretical mathematics or theoretical space research. In the art he excels at the field of

avant-gard. In the business life the Entrepreneur is the inventor, the strategist, the developer of new

methods.

The Entrepreneur possesses the best part of latent creative energy in the human being. He always

struggles with the unknown. He think only about the future, turns possible the impossible and create

harmony from the chaos.

Every strong Entrepreneur personality has particular need to control others. As he lives in his imagined

futuristic world he wants to control the actions and people around him because he wants to concentrate

on his own dreams.

The Entrepreneur always needs the change and make a mess around him which makes his employees

writhe. Therefore, he often ends him up alone because the others can not keep up with him. As he is

making an advance on his own way it needs more and more effort to trail the people along with him.

These things strongly determines the ideology of Entrepreneur which makes up of two parts: abundant

opportunities and ordinary people who stall him. His mission is to harness the opportunities and not

stick in the mediocrity due to the other’s fault. The ordinary people mean an unceasing problem for the

Entrepreneur because they are always hampering him to achieve his goals. 

In order to reach his goals the Entrepreneur uses the following tools: first he pushes around, then

badgers, chides, adulates, tries to tickle you palm, roars, at length it down on him that nothing works

he promises anything what you want [1].

The Manager

The Managerial personality is practical. Without him wouldn’t exist planning, orderly state and reliability.

The Managerial ego is that who goes to the store and buys a lot of plastic boxes, takes them down to

the garage where sorts and puts into them the diverse nails and screws. After that he puts the tools

onto the wall in apple-pie order. In order to ensure the long-term order he paints the shape of every

tools to the wall.

The Entrepreneur lives in the future whereas the Manager lives in the past. The Entrepreneur aspires to
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control whilst the Manager wish for orderly state. The life-blood of Entrepreneur is the ceaseless

changing environment meanwhile the Manager is obsessively insists on the status quo. The Entrepreneur

always sees the opportunity in the action whereas the Manager concentrates on the problems. The

Manager builds up a house and lives in that until the end of his life. The Entrepreneur builds up a house

and goes about a new one after he finishes the first. The Manager puts the things into precise order. But

then the Entrepreneur create that things which can be aligned by the Manager. The Manager tags at

Entrepreneur’s heels and tidies up around him. Without Entrepreneur there wouldn’t be mess which

could be restored. 

Without the Manager the business life wouldn’t exist and there wouldn’t be society. Without

Entrepreneur there wouldn’t be innovation. The opposition between the dreams of Entrepreneur and the

pragmatism of Manager is the cradle of prangs [1]. 

The Specialist

The Specialist is the one who does the things. His credo is ’do it yourself if you want it to be perfect.’ He

loves to tinker. He loves to pick the things to pieces and set them together. According to him you

shouldn’t dream about the things but you should achieve them. The Entrepreneur lives in the future, the

Manager lives in the past but the Specialist lives in the present. The Specialist loves the concrete things

and that the things can be done.

He is happy as long as he can work, however, he likes to do only one thing at a time. He knows that it

isn’t possible to do two things at a time. Just a bozo would try it. Therefore, he works persistently and

happy when he controls the things. So, the Specialist never trust in who he works for because they

always try to pass more tasks off on him which is doable. According to the Specialist the speculation is

not a useful activity except it focuses on down-to-earth things. Therefore, he looks askance at high

thoughts and abstractions. In his own conceit the thinking is not work - moreover the thinking is in the

work’s way. The Specialist is not interested in the theoretic part of things. He is interested in only one

thing: how is it possible to do something. Every theory must be restricted to methodology in order to

become valuable for the Specialist. Otherwise he is not willing to understand it [1].

The Specialist knows if he hadn’t existed the world would have got into a serious trouble. Without him

nothing would have done. But there would have been a lot of people who had thought about ’what

should they do?’

Fact of the matter is that everybody is in the Specialist’s path. The Entrepreneur always deranges the

Specialist’s plans when he introduces his new excellent idea. On the other hand, the Entrepreneur

creates new and new interesting tasks for the Specialist. This twoness is the basis of their symbiotic

cooperation and they conversely need each other.

Unfortunately, the reality often differ from the mentioned ideal situation. Why? Because the most of

entrepreneurial idea do not work in the real world which annoying the Specialist. The Specialist is angry

because he can’t focus on his important work and he is forced into doing something which probably

doesn’t make sense.

The Manager also cause problem for the Specialist because he is committed to tidy up around the

Specialist and degrade him as a ’part of the system’. The Specialist is a rugged individualist, so he can’t

bear that anybody treat him like this. From his perspective the ’system’ inhuman, cold and impersonal. It
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kills the personality. According to the Specialist the real work is done by one person otherwise he

doesn’t regard the task to work.

Contrarily, for the Manager the work is the system of tasks in which the Specialist is just one part of the

whole. Thus, the Specialist is a problem for the Manager which must be handled. On the other hand, the

Specialist regards the Manager as a meddlesome fledgling who must be kept away.

As a matter of fact the main source of problems of the Specialist and the Manager is the Entrepreneur.

Of course, both the Entrepreneur, the Manager and the Specialist all together reside in us. If they got on

well with each other we would be very capable persons. In this case the Entrepreneur could sour towards

new goals. The Manager could make a working system in which the Specialist performed the things. In

this manner all of them could do those things which give them pleasure. Unfortunately, the experience is

that among many just a few people are endowed with such a balanced soul in the business. The reality

is that most of the starter small-scale entrepreneurs consist of Entrepreneur in 10 percent merely,

Manager in 20 percent and Specialist in 70 percent.

One day the Entrepreneur wakes up for a vision.

The Manager exclaims: come on!

Meanwhile they are arguing the Specialist take the opportunity and starts on a own venture. It’s not

because he wants to encourage the entrepreneurial dream but in order to free himself form the control

of Manager and Entrepreneur at long last. This is what the Specialist have been waiting for. The boss is

dead! But this is the beginning of the end of new venture because not the right person handles the pole

yoke. The Specialist controls the actions!

In order to understand better what I’m talking about close your eyes and try to evoke your days for a

moment. Look at yourself from outside. If you do so you will see how come out your divers personalities

during a day. You’ll see how they fight for their own domination and how try to hamper each other.

You’ll see that one of your ego is starved of ordinary state meanwhile another is dreaming about the

future. And you also will see your third ego which never can keep still and always wants to tinker in the

lab. This ego feels himself guilty if he don’t busy himself with something. Briefly, you’ll see the dreamer

Entrepreneur, the Manager who tries to retain the status quo and the Specialist as he deranges the other

two. You must realize that it is not enough to see the diversity of your personalities but your life

depends on their relation. You must find a well-balanced state of them. What you do until that it’s a

war! A war that nobody can win.

If you analyzing yourself for a long time you’ll understand that one of your personality is always stronger

and controls the others. You also will realize the destructiveness of your dominant personality on your

life. If you want to be balanced you must give opportunity for the steady improvement all of your

personalities. If you don’t do so your venture will reflect your bias. 

Therefore, a venture without a Manager – who makes orderly state in it – and a Specialist – who gives

content for the order – must expect on an early and dramatic die. The Manager without a Specialist and

an Entrepreneur will take little stuffs into plastic boxes until he wakes up and realize that nobody needs

them. This sort of venture passes away quietly. 

Contrarily, without Entrepreneur - who keeps the things in move – and Manager – who takes care about
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the apple-pie order – the Specialist works hard from dawn till dusk day by day. In his striving he often

misses the point and build a motorway which cuts his garden. Thus, the Specialist-run ventures die in

fatigue.
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Start Here! Academic idea Business Planning Pitch your plan

The academic employee

I deliberately don’t use the term ‘academic researcher’ or ‘academic developer’ because these definitions

may abuse the outsiders. The term ‘academic employee’ much suitable for describe the scope of duties

of a classic academic employee who is often considered as ‘academic researcher’. The academic

employee has to perform a number of various tasks beside his scientific researches, e.g. takes part in

the education of grad and postgraduate students, manages the inventory of the institute and things like

that, however, most of all he writes a lot of grants.

Basically, the scientific carrier of an academic employee depends on the number of his publications and

on those relative importance which is characterized by impact factors. The more impact factors results in

higher academic status. In particular countries, such as in Hungary the academic carrier of a scientist is

influenced by his participation in the education as a teacher. It’s not rare that an academic employee

spends more time on the education than on his research projects.

In the first step of an scientific research project the academic employee identifies a scientific problem

based on his own experience and scientific data. In order to solve the addressed problem he starts a

research project. Maybe he can engage some PhD students and assistants to support the work. If his

endeavour is crowned with success he can publish the results in a scientific journal. After that he starts

another research project to solve a newer scientific problem so that receive more impact factors.

The mentioned process is called basic research. Basic research or fundamental research (sometimes pure

research) is research carried out to increase understanding of fundamental principles. Many times the

end results have no direct or immediate commercial benefits: basic research can be thought of as arising

out of curiosity. However, in the long term it is the basis for many commercial products and applied

research. Basic research is mainly carried out by universities. 

The academic employee’s responsibility is to gather funds to finance the research projects. Therefore,

the academic employee has to devote remarkable time to apply for new research grants and manage the

awarded ones. This often is a quite demanding and time consuming ‘privilege’.

The more publications (impact factors) advance the granting. It means that scientists who produce a lot

of impact factors receives grants easier than ones who are less productive. As time goes the researcher

publish more and more papers meanwhile progressing his carrier at the academy. The more publications

and higher academic status result higher chance to win more bigger grants. The more awarded and

accomplished grants further increase the credit of the researcher who receives newer and newer grants

Turning knowledge into value
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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more easily. Therefore, the academic employee gets used to apply for grants because those ensure him

a comfortable way for raising money to support his researches.  

When an academic employee come up with a business idea you must see the other part of his

professional life, too. If you consider the foregoing things it’s easy to realize that the average academic

employee is overburden by the management of his own academic carrier. However, the development of a

business idea requires quite a lot endeavour also in the beginning but more in time. The goal is to

provide good circumstances to the academic employee to achieve his business idea – by taking into

account his limits - and turn his unique knowledge into value for the society. This kind of efforts must

invigorate the academic carrier by providing a new aspect of it for the public. In order to reach this goal

the tech transfer process mustn't impair the academic status of academic employee. 

The academic idea provider

The next figure gives an overview of problem driven invention and market driven product development.

With regard to academic carrier the basic difference between an academic employee and an idea provider

is the subject of their research projects. The academic employee identifies a scientific problem by taking

into consideration only theoretical aspects whereas the idea provider addresses problem which possesses

practical relevance beside theoretical meaning. The idea provider is accessing and using some part of

the research communities' (the academy's) accumulated theories, knowledge, methods, and techniques,

for a specific, often state, commercial, or client driven purpose. This is called applied research.

Research planning phase
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In the first step of research planning the idea provider surveys the costumer needs. The goal of this

phase is to reveal the problem of end users which causes pain in their everydays. After that the idea

provider checks the current methods and technologies which are intended to solve the same problem. To

disclose the competitor companies and technologies he searches in patent and company databases and

tabulates the results for further analysis. The mentioned process is called market research (see chapter

Market Research below). As the result of market research the idea provider become familiar with the

field and discovers the niche opportunities (see chapter Unique Selling Proposition) and outlines his

business strategy. The business strategy is to satisfy the customer needs by solving their problem on a

‘better’ way than the competitors can do. In order to reach this goal the idea provider uses scientific

tools to invent or develop an original solution to the problem (R&D strategy) by taking into consideration

of market needs.

Research phase

During the research process the scientific concept is changed several times until the research

breakthrough is reached, so the constant revision of the ‘prior art’ is crucial. In the meantime the market

research must be completed with market trend analysis, including license agreements and emerging

fields. The trend analysis helps to identify the potential business and R&D partners. By this time the idea

provider have to has a clear picture about who will be the consumers, what will he offer them and how

will he reach them (see chapter Costumer Value Proposition). Based upon a clear costumer value

proposition some possible business models can be outlined (see chapter Business models in the

biotechnology).

Research breakthrough

The publication of the scientific results must be anticipated by patent application (see chapter Principles

of intellectual property). After patent filing the results can be published and presented in conferences.

Although the patent application provides exclusive rights for the exploitation of the technology

theoretically but it may be restricted by other parties who filed patent in the scope earlier. The idea

provider must be sure that the exploitation rights of his intellectual property are not restricted or he

must elaborate a strategy to solve the problem (see the chapter Freedom to operate). By this time the

competitive advantage of business strategy must be clear – including technology and business model –,

so the first version of business plan can be written (see chapter business plan in the biotechnology). 

Development phase

The elaboration of an appropriate international intellectual property strategy plays crucial role in this

phase. The intellectual property strategy determines the market(s) where the invention can be

commercialized (see chapter Principles of intellectual property). In this phase the prototype of the

product must be developed along with the documentation of manufacture process. Subsequently, a

detailed documentation must be handed in to the authorities. The documents have to contain every

scientific and technical aspects of the product. After diligent investigation of the documents the

authorities may give permission to commercialize the product. The mentioned procedures are the most

capital-intensive in the whole R&D phase, so a stable financial background is needed to support it (see

chapter The traits of biotech sector). Therefore, there must be a clear concept how and when the
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investment will return (see chapter the Business plan in the biotechnology).

Marketing phase

In the field of medical technologies is particularly important to set up a scientific advisory board (SAB)

which gives you access into an authoritarian community as medical society (see chapter Business plan in

the biotechnology). The most critical phase in the life of any start-up company is the entry to the market

and gain enough revenue to supply the growing (see chapter Business models in the biotechnology).

Therefore, it is beneficial to engage a professional management team as soon as possible. The

management team can work out effective sales and license strategies which may attractive for venture

capitalists (see chapters Business plan in the biotechnology and Intellectual property in the

biotechnology).
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Invention versus business idea

The invention gives solution for a practical problem whereas the business idea focuses on the fulfillment

of a validated market need. For the better understanding let’s see our model story from scientific point

of view (see first chapter):

The scientific approach

The technology facilitates the regeneration of damaged tissues by using biodegradable materials.

And now let’s turn it into business language:

The business idea

by the technology the clinics can improve the quality of their service by curing patients who suffer in

non-healing tissue defects;

moreover the clinics can reduce the cost of post-operative treatment, so they can spare money for the

insurance companies. 

As a matter of fact, when I’m talking about invention or business idea I’m talking about the same thing

but from different aspects. The essential of your business idea is to make ’meaning’ for the costumers,

whereas the science gives you tools to achieve it.

 

Invention versus business idea
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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A true story

King Camp Gillette was an American businessman, popularly known as the inventor of the safety razor,

although several models were in existence prior to Gillette's design. While Gillette did improve the

design of the safety razor (patent US775134), his true invention was an inexpensive, high profit-margin

stamped steel disposable blade and a unique business model that later became known as freebie

marketing. This beat out competitors and became the most popular razor of its time.

While working as a salesman for the Crown Cork and Seal Company in the 1890s, Gillette saw bottle

caps, with the cork seal he sold, thrown away after the bottle was opened. This made him recognize the

value in basing a business on a product that was used a few times, then discarded. As existing, relatively

expensive, razor blades dulled quickly and needed continuous sharpening, a razor whose blade could be

thrown away when it dulled would meet a real need and likely be profitable. The profit would be realized

on the throw-away blades, while the razor itself would be sold at little or no profit to encourage its

purchase. This has been called the Razor and blades business model.

Freebie marketing, also known as the razor and blades business model, is the concept of either giving

away a salable item for nothing or charging an extremely low price to generate a continual market for

another, generally disposable, item.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/King_Camp_Gillette 

The lessons we must learn from King Gillette’s story:

When you are thinking about a business model the most important question is that what kind of

meaning do you make for the customers?

The business model is more important than the technology.

The development of your business model is a process.

Your business model must answer the following questions:

Who is your costumer?

What is your product?

What kind of value does it make for your costumer?

How will you reach your costumers?

In other words, your business model must show that why the customers should buy from you? The

answer for this question is called costumer value proposition. 

A customer value proposition is a business or marketing statement that describes why a customer

Costumer value proposition
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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should buy a product or use a service. It is a clearly defined statement that is designed to convince

customers that one particular product or service will add more value or better solve a problem than

others in its’ competitive set.

A good customer value proposition is essential to provide convincing reasons why a customer should

buy your product, and also differentiate your product from competitors. Understanding customer needs

is important because it helps promote your product.

In order to achieve your objectives, a customer value proposition needs to be clear, concise and

compelling. If you want to develop a strong customer value proposition, you need to have a thorough

knowledge of your potential customer base. Strong value propositions are also expressed from the

customer’s perspective and talk about the experiences and benefits that they will have when using the

product. The following provides an  approach to creating a compelling customer value proposition:

Know your targeted customers and both their obvious and less apparent needs and desires.

Talk to your customers and understand the product's value from their perspective.

Know the competition. What product performance does your offering provide that competition does not.

Review existing competitive value propositions to develop an understanding of their relative strengths.

Do they send a stronger message to potential customers than the proposition you are considering?

Research classic customer value propositions to learn from the success and failure of other marketplace

offerings.

Brainstorm with both others in the company and potential customers to develop a value proposition that

states your product benefits clearly and accurately and brings sustaining brand recognition to your

product.

The two main attributes that allow consumers to differentiate among products are price and quality.

Finding the correct balance between these two attributes usually leads to a successful product. If a

company is able to produce the same quality product as its direct competition but sell it for less, this

provides a price value to the consumer. Similarly, if a company is able to produce a superior quality

product for the same or a slightly higher but acceptable price, the value to the consumer is added

through the quality of the product. A product must offer value through price and/or quality in order to

be successful.

The good value proposition is consumer need guided. So, when you compile the main message of your

value proposition you must pay special attention to your target audience – give them what they want. 

The initial and ongoing satisfaction of the end user is the goal of every business. Customer satisfaction

is achieved when superior customer value is delivered. Establishing a lasting business relationship will

lead to future sales. Price and quality are the most important factors in a consumer purchase.

When the sales target is not the end user, but a manufacturer or distributor, the most important factor is

conveying superiority of one product over another. There may be other factors besides price and quality
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that would affect a customer’s decision and communicating those as well is essential.

Let’s see some examples for the value proposition:

iPod versus other MP3 Players 

As early as 1996 MP3 players were available to the public for purchase. For the first few years the only

real value aside from price comparisons were the amount of music they could store. This all changed

when Apple Inc. burst on the scene with the iPod and iTunes, the software paired with its new MP3

player to manage the music through a computer program to organize and rename the music on

consumer computers. This software did not add cost to the iPod itself and was listed as a free add-on.

This is a perfect example of a customer value added proposition. The customer is given added value

through the software iTunes because it is free of additional cost to the customer. The combination of its

intuitive and easy to use interface along with the customer value added proposition of iTunes, it is easy

to see why the iPod in all of its forms dominated and still dominates the market.

BMW versus Other Luxury Car Manufacturers

BMW, "the ultimate driving machine". This is a key value proposition for BMW or Bavarian Motor Works.

They build luxury cars for those who can afford them. When other luxury companies started making

vehicles in direct competition to BMWs, BMW had to differentiate itself once again. It did this via a

customer value added proposition through their “No Cost Maintenance” program. The “No Cost

Maintenance” plan comes with the purchase of a new BMW vehicle and provides the owner with no cost

maintenance for the first 40,000 miles of use. Neither Audi, Lexus nor Mercedes offer a comparable

program.

DLP vs Plasma TV 

DLP tvs offer significant advantages versus plasma tvs. Specifically DLP tvs contain a bulb which

illuminates the screen and is replaceable for approximately $250. This allows for DLP tvs to have a

longer lifespan and therefore is a more cost effective purchase than plasma for consumers.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Customer_value_proposition 

Let’s get back to the model story!

If you remmember the researcher thought that his consumers are the patients. Actually, his consumer is

the health-care system, the doctors and the insurance companies. Although, the end-users will be the

surgeons and their opinion is crucial when a new medical product is wanted to be launched but he must

create value for the insurance companies as well. But how can he focus on two diverse target groups all

at once?

As a matter of fact he don’t have to focus on two groups because both of them are interested in the

same thing. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Customer_value_proposition
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Imagine that you are an ordinary costumer, you are walking between the rows in a store and managing

your weekly shopping when you suddenly see a fridge. How lucky! – talk to yourself. The old one is not

big enough, it more often breaks down and you don’t want get it repaired again for a lot of money.

Contrarily, the new one is energy saving, it has large shelves and enormous freezer part. It’s definitely

what you want. Then you check its price. It’s 2000 $! It’s much more expensive than you thought. You

start hesitate. You ask yourself that ‘do I really need a new fridge?’ ‘Actually, the old one is still

working.’ On the other hand, you realize that there is not enough place in your kitchen for that a big

fridge like this. Finally, your initial enthusiasm completely disappears and don’t buy the new, pretty and

spacious fridge.

Some weeks later, in another store, you see again a fridge. It’s a newer version of your previous fridge

which is supplied with several extras. When you check its price you can’t believe your eyes. Its price is as

low as it was five years ago when you bought the previous one. But you don’t want to make a bad deal

and have a look at other fridges, too. In some minutes you find a cheaper one. It’s really inexpensive

but it isn’t energy saving and it isn’t large enough. You make the decision soon. You buy the newer

version of your previous fridge. You know that what you can expect from that and its size perfectly

matches with the free place in your kitchen.

When you offer a new technology for a health-care system the decision makers think on similar manner

than an average costumer does. They evaluate the quality and the price of the offered technology. 

I draw you a figure for the better understanding. The ‘Y’ axis shows the price and the ‘X’ axis shows the

quality as independent variables of a product. The circle in the center indicates the state-of-the art, the

recent available technologies.
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When you are buying a product you want to get something which is better and cheaper than the current

one. It’s always an ideal situation from the customer’s point of view. For instance, it’s possible to buy a

better notebook at lower price than last year. Of course, everybody looks for business like this in the

biotech sector as well. If you have a better product and you can provide it on lower price than your

competitors it’s gives you a serious competitive advantage.

It’s also a possible way that you provide similar quality product than your competitors on lower price.

Every market is interested in cost saving solutions but it doesn’t mean at all that your product will

certainly be accepted.

A little bit more complicated situation when you offer high-quality product on high price. In this case

you must fulfill a verified market need or – which is much more harder – you must generate need for

your product.

Well, do you remember how was the technology translated into business idea above? 

by the technology the clinics can improve the quality of their service by curing patients who suffer in

non-healing tissue defects;

moreover the clinics can reduce the cost of post-operative treatment of the patients, so they can spare

money for the insurance companies. 

And now let’s shape it further:

The technology provides opportunity for the complete recovery of the patients who suffer in non-healing
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tissue defects, so the clinics can improve the quality of their service and reduce the cost of post-

operative treatment.

The key points of the customer value proposition are the following

The essentials of customer value proposition:

The consumers don’t want to buy technology but solution to their problem.

The consumers must feel that you solve their problem.

Most of the start-ups try to solve non-existing problems.
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Marketing research is the function that links the consumer, customer, and public to the marketer

through information - information used to identify and define marketing opportunities and problems;

generate, refine, and evaluate marketing actions; monitor marketing performance; and improve

understanding of marketing as a process. Marketing research specifies the information required to

address these issues, designs the method for collecting information, manages and implements the data

collection process, analyzes the results, and communicates the findings and their implications.

Definition from AMA (American Marketing Association)

Market research is the preparation, gathering, sorting and analyzing of data relevant to marketing

decision making [3]. The role of market research is to help organizations - in this case starter ventures -

align themselves towards their customers; in the narrow context the end users of the technology, and in

the wider context the general public, their organizational goals, which will reflect strategic goals of the

stakeholders,

changing market conditions.

The descriptive function of market research is the most important for a starter venture. It can inform the

funders about the competitors, the size of the market, etc. It also gives information about the costumer

Market research
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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needs. 

Market research has a power diagnostic ability, wherein the data is analyzed and behaviours and

attitudes explained. In case of a starter venture it is strongly recommended to involve professionals (for

instance a mentor who has experience in the field) for data analysis. 

It can also be used to predict evolving trends, especially where studies are conducted over time. The

monitoring of markets must be a regular task of biotech companies due to the dynamically changing

market environment. Markets research is a proactive tool that allows ventures to adapt their marketing

strategy to changes in the environment [3].

How to conduct a market research?

No organisation or venture should commence a research study before assessing the value of such work

in relation to the expense. Hence, the very first task is to assess whether to conduct market research at

all [3].

There are several situations where it may be best not to proceed:

Limited financial resources

This is a highly relevant issue for all Economies, but particularly so for Developing Economies which will

have many deserving and competing priorities for available resources. There are two principle situations

in which a lack of funding should preclude marketing research:

a.) When the venture lacks the funds to do the research properly. If a project requires a sample of 500

respondents but the budget allows for only 100 interviews, the quality of the findings will be

undermined.

b.) When funds are available to do the research but are insufficient to implement any recommendations

from the findings of the research. 

Precise objectives have not been formulated.

Research should not be undertaken until objectives are specified. Preliminary or exploratory studies can

be used to better understand the nature of the problem and how best to gather the data required for

intelligent analysis.

The costs of conducting research outweigh the benefits.

This may be a complex assessment relating to internal objectives and attendant metrics. Obviously, the

project has to be designed so that the findings are useful [3].

In-house vs. external market research

    Is a budget-constrained organization better off outsourcing market research to experienced service

suppliers, or should it build that expertise in-house, and perhaps rely on suppliers mostly for fieldwork

or data tabulation? Some large multinational corporations do nearly all their research in-house, including

project design and focus groups. Others choose to outsource or do both on a case-to-case basis. In case

of starter biotech ventures the in-house market research means that the inventors (founders) do it
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themselves the researches because of the lack of financial sources to engage professionals. 

For ventures on limited budgets it is financially appealing to do in-house marketing research. It is

important, however, to still maintain best practices otherwise it becomes a waste of time and money. It

can even damage the venture before the start by providing misleading or biased results leading to the

creation of ineffectual business strategies or marcom plans [3].

The key elements necessary for successful internally managed research projects are:

long-term vision;

clearly defined goals;

earmarked budget;

project management skills; and 

a means of measuring success.

www.marketingpower.com 

Advantages of outsourcing research

    Expertise and experience. Market research companies are specialists in gathering, analyzing and

reporting on data. They will have statisticians and trained interviewers at their disposal. They will

typically have specialized software with data processing capabilities and access to facilities, such as

focus group rooms and senior management contacts.

Confidentiality and security. Reputable research companies must strictly adhere to respondent

confidentiality: keep personal data of the interviewees private, and destroy all records as appropriate

after the study is completed. 

Unbiased viewpoint. While less familiar with biotech issues, the independence of market research means

that they are usually free of any organizational bias (as to how the findings should appear or how they

would like the findings to appear).

More efficient. Market research companies know where to find information and may have access to

information which is hard to find and costly to access on a one-off basis [3].

Advantages of conducting in-house research by inventors

    Lower costs. The internet provides a broadening free source of general market information.

Unfortunately, the most specific market data – especially in the field of biotechnology – are accessible

only for subscribers of databases. However, by a well-conceived searching strategy the needed

information can be obtained on free sites as well.

Stronger domain knowledge. The start-up biotech companies are focusing on niche markets which are

identified by the inventors. It means that the inventors have a deeper knowledge – on practical basis -

on the market traits than anybody else. Therefore, they may conduct a more specific market analysis

than an outsourced supplier who has not the depth of knowledge that is available in-house regarding

the key issues. However, the interpretation of gained data may require the involvement of an

experienced professional. 

Better control. In case of a starter biotech company it occurs that the strategic goals are not clearly

defined in the beginning. It results frequent change in searching strategy which fundamentally influences

the output of market search. This way the market search become a very important tool of the inventors

http://www.marketingpower.com/
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to revise their business idea [3]. 

The research process

Although, the internet provides a huge source of general market information but it is inevitable to survey

the end users’ and future business partners’ needs. In this part we give an overview of personal research

methods and strategies (see the figure below).

The research process begins with the recognition of a problem or an opportunity. 

Important steps in defining the issue:

What is the main issue?

Example: a new medical technology about to be launched

Next, it is important to reflect on why the information is being sought. Specifically: what decisions will

be made as a result of the research? The following activities may be useful in this regard:

Tips on how to do research yourself

Discuss how the information might be used, work out various scenarios

Prioritize issues and questions (nice-to-haves versus must-haves)

Create sample data and review how that serves the purpose

Make sure the issues are simply put forward

Why is the information being sought?

Example: to scout competitors and niche opportunities

How will it be used?

Example: crucial part of business strategy
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Exploratory research is performed at this point to amass essential background information. This is

gleaned through discussions with relevant parties within various organisation (producers, end users,

distributors, etc) to collect a variety of opinions from different standpoints on the same issue.

Examination of related websites and associations elsewhere concerned with the same issues will be

helpful.

Consider using: a pilot study, desk research, informal focus groups.

What are the field/industry dynamics affecting the issue?

Example: conduct some exploratory research

Finally, clearly state the research objectives so that the findings and recommendations can be measured

against these objectives [3]. 

What are the precise objectives?

Example: to find potential license parnters

Primary and secondary research

    The information required to meet the research objectives can be sourced through either primary or

secondary research (also known as desk research). This is one of the first decisions to be made in the

research process, although the solution may comprise of a combination of both. Typically is difficult to

know how much information can be garnered from desk research until the effort is made.

Secondary research is the sourcing of information that other people have previously generated through

primary research and is otherwise known as ‘desk’ research. This is an essential part of market research

and can save time and money. There is no point ‘reinventing the wheel’ by doing primary research on

reliable work already done. The essential thing is to check that all secondary research input is current

and trustworthy.

Typical sources for secondary research include: government statistics; trade and industry bodies; market

research reports; the national and international press; the internet; directories, etc [3].

Primary research involves gathering original data that did not exist before, as well as more nebulous and
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yet often extremely useful attitudinal data [3].

Qualitative and quantitative research

Primary research has two main branches, qualitative research and quantitative research, each with its

own characteristics:

Source: Carl McDaniel and Roger Gates, Marketing Research Essentials, (Wiley, 2007)

Of course there is no clear demarcation between qualitative and quantitative survey research. 

Quantitative research

This involves a large number of respondents’ input. Qualitative research is concerned with the

understanding of a subject and quantitative research more with measurement. (Think of ‘quality’ vs.

‘quantity’.) The aim is to ‘sample’ enough of the target group or representation of the population for the

findings to speak for the group or population as a whole. This efficient ‘sampling’ calculation is a

subject in itself exceeds the level of this handbook.

Qualitative research
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Because qualitative research can be much less expensive than quantitative research it offers budget

constrained organisations an opportunity to conduct research that will still be valuable, in understanding

the reasons for public attitudes to the new technology for example. However, it is important to

remember that qualitative research is not necessarily representative of the universe of interest. As

tempting as it may seem, it would be inaccurate to say the attitudes and behaviours of 10 or 20 high

school students are representative of that school’s students, let alone all high school students [3].

Data collection for quantitative research 

There are three main approaches to conducting fieldwork for a quantitative survey:

Face-to-face interviews

Door-to-door

Street / shopping mall intercepts

Phone interviews

Self-administered questionnaire surveys

On-line surveys

Face-to-face interviews are the most informative method of qualitative data collection because the

human interaction of face-to-face interviews provides the opportunity to probe for insights and build on

responses for greater value. However, whenever humans interact there are a multitude of social and

environmental factors to be taken into consideration which can cause inadvertent bias. Hence, the

success of this method of data collection depends on the skill and experience of the interviewer.

Door-to-door surveys People are contacted at home and in person. While very effective, this approach

has largely been abandoned in the US due to the high labor and transport costs involved. It is still used

in Developing Economies (in India only about 10% of the population have a phone at home), where

disciplined procedures are required to ensure random sampling.

Street/shopping mall intercept surveys a popular approach in Developed Economies, though some Mall

operators will not permit nuisance surveyors. But refusal rates are climbing and it is impossible to get a

representative sample.

Phone surveys offer many important advantages, including the fact that it is inexpensive and in

Developed Economies it facilitates sampling. It has some obvious disadvantages:

nothing can be shown (no media or advertising materials can be evaluated);

less reliable in determining economic status;

people’s patience for phone interviews is limited;

an in-depth survey or one with many probing questions is not well suited to the phone approach.

The main disadvantages of self-administered questionnaire surveys are: the poor response rate, poor

quality of response (often the respondent applies very little thought or clarification) and potential for

bias (the survey is responded to only by persons motivated to do so). These types of surveys work well

where there is a captive audience. One form of self- administered survey is the mail survey, which
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suffers a low response rate.

The use of the Internet (on-line surveys) has made a huge difference to the way surveys are conducted

and has become a science unto itself.

Advantages

Quick to implement

Lower cost (especially in Developed Economies)

Higher response rates

Disadvantages

Security concerns regarding personal information

Representative of web surfers only (can be overcome through the use of pre-selected incentivised

“panels” – these are costly to maintain but can be rented from specialists in Developed Economies)

Data collection in qualitative research 

There are many exotic types of qualitative research, however, the following are most likely to be useful

in the context of a starter venture’s research requirements:

•Depth interviews 

•Focus groups

•Mystery shopping

Depth interviews are unstructured interviews usually conducted face-to-face and are used when an

individual’s real views are sought or when the subject matter may be sensitive. The skill of the

interviewer here is to listen carefully and with interest to encourage the respondent to flesh out their

answers, and to probe into the reasoning behind the answers [3].

Advantages of depth interviews

One-on-one interaction gives the respondent a feeling of being involved in a conversation, a value

added interaction

Depth interviews are almost always longer than short phone or mall intercept interviews and can

therefore elicit more in the way of genuine insights

Flexibility to take the discussion in new, unexpected directions

Useful for B2B studies, where competitive issues or scheduling problems make focus groups impractical

It might be an affordable method for starter ventures if the interview is performed by the idea provider

(inventor)

Disadvantages of depth interviews

No group dynamic as in focus groups

Focus groups

Focus groups work on the principle that open discussion stimulates participants and leads to a ‘brain
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storming’ of ideas and viewpoints. Focus groups do not provide quantitative results. Focus group

participants must be relevant to the objectives of the research as assessed by predetermined criteria.

Due to the variables of personalities and demographics, usually at least two focus groups should be held

on the same topic. It is usually best to group participants with similar criteria together. For example by

profession group, scientists comprising one group, biotech entrepreneurs, another [3]. 

Mystery shopping is applicable mainly to B2B and internal research, the latter might include checking the

service quality of your own IP agency by having someone pose as a small business person [3].

Report

The result of market research must be summarized in a report and attached to the business plan [3].

The recommended structure of the report is the following:

TITLE PAGE: The title should be as short as possible while still conveying the full essence of what the

report is about. The title page would normally include: for who the report has been prepared and by

whom, the date, relevant contact information and “strictly confidential” as appropriate.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Important for longer, more extensive reports, it succinctly summarizes the main

findings, conclusions and recommendations. Extra care should be taken - maybe this will be the only

part of the report that is read.

INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY: The introduction may re-state some of the background

information including why the study was commissioned, so making the reader familiar with the purpose

of the study. The Methodology section should review the methods and procedures used to collect the

data. Every study has its limitations and these should be clearly identified.

MAIN REPORT: This is the body of the report and includes all the main findings. The findings can be

presented in a variety of ways, and it is important that the n count is always stated as well as the

original phrasing of the question.
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APPENDICIES: At a minimum these should include the statistical tables and questionnaires (if they are

relevant) including any translations.
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‘Biotechnology’ is a very broad term, with no specific meaning in general [5]. However, one important

international definition is contained in the multilateral environmental agreement, the Convention on

Biological Diversity, which defines ‘biotechnology’ as:

‘any technological application that uses biological systems, living organisms, or derivatives thereof, to

make or modify products or processes for specific use.’

It relates to the applied forms of biological science, and generally speaking refers to the technological

use of organisms and organic processes to produce outcomes which have economic or industrial value.

Fermentation techniques and traditional plant cross breeding are examples of historically important

forms of biotechnology (many of which remain highly important economically). In its broadest sense,

biotechnology has been used by humankind since before recorded history, for example baking bread and

brewing beverages, cheese-making, and conventional breeding of plants and animals.

More recently, biotechnology has come to refer to the processes and products associated with

manipulation of DNA, and the technologies resulting from gene sequencing. ‘Biotechnology’ includes the

more specific term ‘genetic engineering.’ Genetic engineering itself has a broad sense, including

modifying or manipulating organisms by controlling reproductive processes (for example, in vitro

fertilization and artificial insemination), and a more recent, specific sense of recombinant DNA

technology – the techniques of joining or recombining DNA material to create new genetic combinations

which then can be propagated to produce a desired new outcome. It is also sometimes referred to as

genetic modification, gene technology, or genetic manipulation. In distinguishing the general

background of biotechnology from these significant recent technologies, the Biosafety Protocol (The

Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the Convention on Biological Diversity) defines ‘modern

biotechnology’ as the application of:

‘in vitro nucleic acid techniques, including recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and direct injection

of nucleic acid into cells or organelles, or fusion of cells beyond the taxonomic family, that overcome

natural physiological reproductive or recombination barriers and that are not techniques used in

traditional breeding and selection.’

Enterprises which apply modern biotechnological techniques in order to develop, manufacture products

or provide service are called biotech companies. Depending on the field of activities the following sub-

sectors are altered:

‘Red biotechnology’ is applied to medical processes. It implies therapy development (biological drug,

gene-, immunotherapies, etc), development of drug research technologies, services or drug delivery

Specifics of the biotechnology sector
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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systems. Recently emerging field is the tissue engineering which uses cells on their own or in

combination with biomaterials for the replacement of tissue voids. Also can involved into this field the so

called molecular diagnostic technologies, genomics, proteonics and associating technologies.

‘Bioinformatics’ is an interdisciplinary field which addresses biological problems using computational

techniques, and makes the rapid organization and analysis of biological data possible. The field may

also be referred to as computational biology, and can be defined as, "conceptualizing biology in terms of

molecules and then applying informatics techniques to understand and organize the information

associated with these molecules, on a large scale."Bioinformatics plays a key role in various areas, such

as genetics and forms a key component in the biotechnology and pharmaceutical sector.

‘Green biotechnology’ is biotechnology applied to agricultural processes. One hope is that green

biotechnology might produce more environmentally friendly solutions than traditional industrial

agriculture. An example of this is the engineering of a plant to express a pesticide, thereby ending the

need of external application of pesticides.

‘White biotechnology’, also known as industrial biotechnology, is biotechnology applied to industrial

processes. An example is the designing of an organism to produce a useful chemical. Another example

is the using of enzymes as industrial catalysts to either produce valuable chemicals or destroy

hazardous/polluting chemicals. White biotechnology tends to consume less in resources than traditional

processes used to produce industrial good. The investment and economic output of all of these types of

applied biotechnologies is termed as bioeconomy.

Biotechnology and health

Despite much international attention given to genetically modified crops and food products, genetic

engineering in health has been the main focus for modern biotechnology for the past several decades.

Today, the greater part of global research and development in biotechnology, and the most cutting-edge

applications of gene technology are related to health. A variety of biotechnological techniques are used

in modern drug development and medical treatment. In some cases, for example, genetic engineering is

the basis for both the process and the product. In others, gene technology is used simply as one tool in

the development of new products such as pharmaceuticals [4].

Drugs, vaccines and diagnostics

The first biotechnology product approved for human health care was synthetic human insulin, which

came onto the market in the United States in 1982. Since then, more than 170 biotechnology- related

drugs and vaccines have been approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration, of which

113 are currently on the market. Another 350 biotechnology medicines, together targeting over 200

diseases, are in the later stages of development. Amongst those approved during 2000 are medicines to

treat pneumococcal diseases in children, diabetes, cancer and haemophilia [4].

DNA technology is expected to revolutionize vaccine development in the future. DNA vaccines have only

recently started the testing process, but are expected to eventually replace other methods of vaccine
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production. Conventional vaccines are made from either live, weakened pathogens (disease- causing

agents) or killed pathogens. Vaccines produced using live pathogens confer greater and longer- lasting

immunity than those using killed pathogens, but may carry some risk of causing the full-blown disease

to develop. Applying individual proteins as antigens in sub-unit vaccines is made possible by

recombinant DNA technology.

Two key broad areas of modern biotechnology are now used in disease diagnosis. The first is cell fusion,

which involves the production of self-replicating antibodies – monoclonal antibodies – for a specific

antigen, or disease agent. Monoclonal antibody diagnostic tests have been on the market for several

years and are now one of the most profitable areas of commercial biotechnology. These diagnostic tests

are actually quite inexpensive to produce, and this presents opportunities for some developing countries

to enter the international biotechnology market, and also develop diagnostics for diseases of particular

local relevance where these do not yet exist [4].

The second area of biotechnology used for diagnostics is DNA technology. DNA probes, which use

isolated segments of DNA to “attract” complementary gene sequences from pathogens, are already on

the market. They are relatively cheap to produce, and are usually more stable in transit and in tropical

climates than conventional diagnostics. DNA diagnostics are likely to grow into a major product area in

the future, owing to the developments taking place on DNA arrays, which are also known as DNA chips,

and microarrays. Microarrays allow the detection and analysis of thousands of genes in a single small

sample, giving the power of many DNA probes in one small array. Microarray technology is also

expected to greatly increase the efficiency of drug discovery, although no drugs have as yet been

developed using the technology [4].

Pharmocogenomics

Pharmocogenomics is concerned with individual response to drugs based on genetic make-up. Finding

the most suitable drug and dosage for a specific patient is currently done on a trial-and-error basis.

Dosage is calculated according to the weight and age of the patient. Actual patient response, including

processing and metabolization of the drug, and any adverse side effects, is largely determined by

genetic inheritance. Understanding these processes through genetic analysis of individual patients is

likely to lead to more effective treatment and improved drug development. Treatments could be tailor-

made for the patient, resulting in faster recovery, more cost-effective use of drugs and a decrease in

adverse reactions to some drugs. In drug development, it will become possible for new drugs to be

targeted at specific groups that are able to metabolize them effectively and without serious side effects.

This will mean fewer failed drugs trials, and less wastage of costly research and development where a

particular drug is suited only to a niche market. Pharmocogenomics is a very recent, but fast-moving

area of research, which is likely to revolutionize health care. Genetic analysis of individuals, and ready

access to a wide range of drug options, will of course be prerequisites for taking advantage of the

opportunities offered [4].

Gene therapy

Gene therapy involves the genetic engineering of a patient’s genetic code to remove or replace a mutant
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gene that is causing disease. There are two broad types of gene therapy that are possible. Germ- line,

or stem-cell, gene therapy involves altering patients' DNA in their stem (reproductive) cells. The

modification to their genetic “blueprint” is permanent, and hereditary. This type of gene therapy is

complex, and is considered too risky to undertake until the underlying biology is better understood. It

also raises many ethical concerns, for example, over the potential misuse of the therapy to create

“designer” babies. At the moment, germ-line gene therapy is banned in many countries. The second type

of therapy is somatic gene therapy. This involves engineering cells on a “localized” basis, without

affecting the patient’s basic genetic “blueprint”. The first such therapy was approved in 1990 to treat a

four-year-old child suffering from severe combined immune deficiency. Some of the child’s white blood

cells were extracted, genetically engineered in the laboratory and infused back into her bloodstream.

This successfully strengthened her immune system. Gene therapy techniques for cystic fibrosis have also

been approved, and candidate techniques for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease

and some cancers are under development. Somatic gene therapy is likely to become very important for

the treatment of diseases caused by single mutant genes [4].

The ‘red biotech’ sector can be characterized by:

Extreme long product development process.

Enormous risk of failure during the whole development process.

The product development is capital-intensive, moreover the investment need is hardly predictable in

advance.

Dynamically changing market, competitors, regulatory and financial conditions.
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The figure shows the milestones, average investment need and timeline of product development in ‘red

biotech’ sector. The structure is very similar to the picture of drug development. 

In vitro study: the goal of this phase is to find scientific solution for a practically relevant problem. The

subject matter of the invention can be patented and then published in a scientific journal. 

In vivo study: in this phase the efficiency of invention is tested on mammal cells and alive animals. The

goal is to proof the concept and perform changes and further developments in order to reach the desired

results.

Industrial phase: before the invention would be tested on human beings its quality must be proven and

guaranteed. The goal of industrial phase is to elaborate and standardize the manufacture process of

product in order to assure its constant high quality.

Phase I: the product is tested on human patients in low-risk indication in order to prove the safety of

the product. In this phase 10-20 patients are involved into the study.

Phase II: the product is tested in high-risk indication in order to prove its efficiency. This time large

number of the patients are involved into the study (100-1000).

Phase III: the product can be tested in other indications. It’s not mandatory and it can be managed later
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on, too.

Registration: based upon the results of pre-clinical and clinical studies a complete documentation have

to be handed to the authorities (FDA, EMEA, etc) in which the manufacturer have to prove the quality,

safety and efficiency of the product. If the authority issues approval the product can be commercialized.

Phase IV: the tests and developments must be maintained in order to:

get feedback from the market,

disclose latent product failures, and

find new indications (R&D and Phase III).

The picture might be more simple depending on the nature of the product. The development process of

a biotech product which is not intended for human use is easier and cheaper than the previously

outlined scenario.

But why does it worth to start a biotech venture if it is so expensive?

The huge investment may result in much higher profit in long-term. The next chart shows the lifespan

of a biotech product, including the investment need and expected revenues.
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As it was mentioned before, the development of an original biotech product which is intended for

human therapeutic use needs 10-12 years and eats up a couple million dollars (black curve). However,

the original product can be patented which gives monopoly for 20 years on the market for the

manufacturer. During this time period the manufacturer may be able to generate as high profit which

not just covers the investment but significantly exceeds it. After 20 years when the patent protection

expires competitors turn up on the scene who may come to the market by the same product (see chaper

Principles of Intellectual Property).

But it doesn’t mean the end of a biotech venture. After the original product is introduced into the market

the manufacturer can start on the development of generic products (green curve). The generic product

falls under the scope of the patent of original product, thus it can be commercialized by the

manufacturer exclusively as well. The development of a generic product consumes significantly less time

and money than the original product but they can generate similar profit rate than original product.

The more wider product portfolio, on the one hand, provides chance for higher profit for the

manufacturer (red curve). On the other hand, it results in competitive-edge against the competitors

when the patent protection expires.

The foregoing scenario expects an optimal case when the original product extremely effective and

satisfies an existing market need. However, the reality might be more complicated where the business

model must be more complex. 
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Business planning

Start Here! Academic idea Business Planning Pitch your plan

To extract value from an innovation it is crucial to apply an appropriate business model. Business model

converts new technology to economic value. For some start-ups, familiar business models can’t be

applied, so a new model must be devised. Tell the truth, it is a risky way. Rather follow the advice of

Guy Kawasaki:

‘Copy somebody. Commerce has been around a long time, and by now clever people have pretty much

invented every business model that’s possible. You can innovate in technology, markets, and costumers,

but inventing a new business model is a bad bet. Try to relate your business model to one that’s already

successful and understood. You have plenty of other battles to fight.’

A business model draws on a multitude of business subjects, including economics, entrepreneurship,

finance, operation, marketing and strategy. The business model itself is an important determinant of

profit to be made from an innovation. A mediocre innovation with a great business model may be more

profitable than a great innovation with a mediocre business model. 

When a right business model is applied the more effort results in more profit. A really good business

model provides faster gain than linear. 

Business models in biotechnology
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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Contrarily, when a company has a bad business model the more effort results in lower gain than linear.

When a business model is really bad the company loses money. 

The importance of a business model strongly depends on the patentability of technology but it never

dispensable. 

Patentable technology

Strong patent(s) provides monopoly for the technology on the market, so the professional management

team is not crucial in this case. On the other hand, the IP management is very important because the

value of the business is given by the patent(s).

Non patentable technology

If a technology is not patentable the role of professional management team raises up. The business

model gets key role because there are low entry limits for the competitors due to the lack (or weak) of IP

protection. In this case, the value of the business is given by the professional management team.

Typically this kind of companies are not managed by scientists. 
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There are four basic business models in the field of life science. These are:

‘Service’ model

‘Product’ model

‘Tool’ model

‘Hybrid’ model

The business models are not static systems but they can change in time in accordance with the changing

trends, such as market trends, the preference of founders or VCs. It’s a common trend that due to the

more complex and competitive circumstances most of the companies apply multiple business models.

The key success factors of the business models are the market size, technology, flexibility, scalability

and the team. The share of mentioned success factors differs in the various models. 

The Contract Research Organizations (CRO) or other servicing companies apply this model (Quintiles,

Covance, MDS Pharma). The ‘tool’ and ‘product’ models are much more preferred by VCs.

Business-to-business (B2B) describes commerce transactions between businesses, such as between a

manufacturer and a wholesaler, or between a wholesaler and a retailer. 
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The ‘tool’ model is preferred well-working model which attracts the VCs. Usually, the revenue comes

from license and royalty. Typically formulation, drug delivery, bioinformatics, etc. are capitalized by

‘tool’ model (Affymetrix, Invitrogen, Tecan).

The companies produce and sale end-products, such as drug and diagnostics (Pfizer, Novartis, Roche

Diagnostics).

Business-to-consumer (B2C) describes activities of businesses serving end consumers with products

and/or services.
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The ‘hybrid’ model can be an optimal choice for a start-up technology-oriented company. It worth to

choose the ‘hybrid’ model if the start-up company

can be the leader on a niche market by a unique, cutting-edge technology,

can provide service for industrial partners and/or universities,

develops and patents new technologies in order to license them.

The ‘hybrid’ model is favorable when a start-up company can give service and maintain development in

the same field and in the same time. For instance, if a start-up company develops drug delivery systems

it may give CRO service for industrial partners or for universities in molecule formulation and the

revenues can be spent on the development of own technologies and the creation of a patent portfolio.

The goal of ‘hybrid’ model is to sustain the company until it can change ‘tool’ or ‘product’ model.
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Business planning

Start Here! Academic idea Business Planning Pitch your plan

The role of business plan is to connect the strategy with the implementation. It’s strongly recommended

to start to write business plan from the very beginning but there are certain turning points where it is

inevitable. You must write business plan when you want to:

create a company,

involve fund,

sale the company,

merge with strategic partners.

These turning points reflect the evolution of a company and all of them need different approach when

you write your business plan. Totally different questions must be answered when you start-up a

company than you think about exit strategies. It means the business plan is not a static thing but it’s

dynamically changing and developing along with the company. The business planning helps you to revise

your business strategy, adapt it with the new circumstances and gives opportunity to learn from the

mistakes. When you are preparing for a turning point the aim of your business plan is to give an

overview of the business to your partners. The good business plan helps to find the most advantageous

trade-off between the strategic goals and the possibilities of a company.

The business plan consist of the following points usually:

Executive summary

Technology, product, IP, intended developments

Market and competitor analysis

Marketing plan

Team, company structure and working

Risk assessment and management

Financial plan and exit strategy

Action plan and milestones

Executive summary

It is the most important part of your business plan because it will determine whether people read the

rest of the document. However, if the executive summary fails to spark interest, then the game is lost

before it even begins, and the rest of the business plan won’t matter because no one will ever get to it.

It’s a good tactics to outline the executive summary in the beginning and ameliorate it time by time

while you are writing other parts of the business plan. 

Business planning in biotechnology
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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Technology, product, IP, intended developments

Maybe it’s better that it is written by an experienced technology-manager than by the inventor. It is a

good test to know whether the manager and researcher understand each other. Usually a manager

speaks a completely different language than a researcher just like an investor. The investor is not

interested in the technical part as much as the researcher, so it’s better to present it concisely and

clearly.

In this part of business plan you must show what problem is solved by your product from the costumer’s

point of view? What is the comparative advantage of your product or service? Detail every aspects of

intellectual property relating to the technology e.g. current and planed patents, etc. You must pay

attention to disclose enough details to make the technology part clear for your partners. If you wan to

give additional information about the technology put it into an attachment. If you feel that the partners

need too much details information make a Confidentiality Disclosure Agreement (CDA) before you hand

it out.

Market and competitor analysis

In this section you must show the segments of targeted market and positioning your product or service

on it. Detail why will the consumer be interested in your product or service. Be severe and avoid the

common places, like ‘large market or big enough market’ and don’t try to prove the market size. The

investor who read your business plan or listen to your pitch much better know the market than you.

Even if they don’t they will know when you lie.

Guy Kawasaki gives the top ten lies that entrepreneurs tell investors. It worth to consider some of them.

Lie 1: ‘Our projection is conservative.’

Most of the entrepreneurs want to fascinate the investors with the size of target market and the business

opportunity that it provides. Usually the market analysis contains a quote from a well-known consulting

firm such as Gartner, or the Yankee Group stating that size of targeted market will be $50 billion within

the next four years.

The problem with this prediction is:

Every market is going to be at least $50 billion.

The forecast is four or five years in the future. This time horizon is short enough to make the forecast

believable, but long enough so that it is not provable.

No one in the room, even the entrepreneur, who believes the numbers or thinks they are particularly

relevant.

So, don’t say that your projection is conservative meanwhile you’re stating that you’ll be doing $100

million by the year 3. In fact, your company is going to be the fastest-growing company in the history of

the mankind. Your projection isn’t conservative. Frankly, you have no clue what your sales will be. You

will no clue until you ship the product and see how it’s accepted.

There are three solutions to this problem. The first is to be honest and tell that you don’t know the real

size and trends of the market, but you believe that it is worthwhile to target it. The second is to catalyze

fantasy instead of fabricate market data. You can do this by showing the market interest in your product

or service and leave the audience to do the math in their heads. 
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Here’s how the fantasy would go:

Every fifth patient is need in tissue replacement.

There are a lot of indication fields, for instance orthopedics, oral surgery, etc.

Every insurance company is interested in cost reduction.

The people are ready to pay for advanced therapies.

In case you are really familiar with the market size and you can see behind the numbers you are allowed

to start the story with the $50 billion. But after that you must peel away the layers of the onion until

you arrive at the true size of the potential market you can go after. The undeniable advantage of taking

this approach is that it shows that you truly understand the makeup of the market, and that you are

realistic in what segments you can address. This builds your credibility while quite the opposite occurs if

you insist that the market is 50 billion USD. 

Lie 2: ‘All we have to do is get 1 percent of the market.’

This is what VCs call the Chinese Soda Lie. ‘If just 1 percent of the people in China drink our soda, we

will be more successful than any company in the history.’ There are four problems with this line of

reasoning:

It’s not that easy to get 1 percent of the people in China to drink your soda.

Very few entrepreneurs are truly going after a market as large as all the people in China.

There was a business plan before yours which mentioned something similar about another market. So

will the business plan after yours.

It’s risky to say to an investor that you are shooting for only 1 percent market share while you don’t

know its real size.

The right thing to do, as I discussed earlier, is to come up with a believable market size either catalyze

fantasy or be honest. But saying that all you have to do is get 1 percent of a big market labels you a

clueless person.

Lie 3: ‘Patents make our business defensible.’

Patents do not make a business defensible. They might provide a temporary competitive advantage –

particularly in material science, medical device, and biotech companies – but that’s about it.

When talking to investors, the optimal number of times to mention that your technology is patentable is

one. Zero is bad because it implies you don’t have anything propriety. More than one mention means

that you are inexperienced and think patents make your business defensible. 

Lie 4: ’We have first-mover advantage.’

There are at least two problems whit this. First, it may not actually be true. How can you possibly know

that no one else is doing what you’re doing? As a rule of thumb, if you’re doing something good, five

other organizations are doing the same thing. If you are doing something great, ten are. Second, first-

mover advantage isn’t at all that it’s cracked up to be. Being a ‘fast second’ might be better – let

someone else pioneer the concept, learn from their mistakes and leapfrog them. Remember the risks of

Blue Ocean strategy for a start-up company.
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It’s crucial to know your competitors if you want to launch a new product or a service. In the competitor

analysis of your business plan you must show the followings:

Who are your competitors?

What do they provide?

Check their technologies and their IP status.

What is their business model?

Is that profitable? Pricing? Their estimated costs?

What is their marketing strategy?

What are the trends and expectations?

What is your comparative advantage?

What is their weakness and strengthen?

Success and failure stories in the sector.

Marketing plan

The aim of marketing plan is to show that how you reach the customers. Your target market (customers)

depends on your business strategy but, in general, we can say that there are two options for the

exploitation: direct sale or license.

Your marketing strategy starts and ends with the costumer. It means that when you are working on the

marketing plan you must forget your dreams, your interest even your primary goal. You have to forget

everything except the consumer!

When it’s about marketing, it doesn’t matter what you want. The customer’s desire is the only thing

which matters, even if he often doesn’t know what he wants.

You can mark it as a rule of thumb that the consumers are irrational decision makers. They love to think

that they know what they want (to buy). But the truth is that they make decision on emotional basis.

Imagine that you are merchant and there is an ordinary consumer in front of you. You’re standing face

to face. He neither wear a long face nor a smile. He has an unemotional look. But something is strange

with him. He wears an aerial. And it is connected to a super-sensitive detector, which always gives

signals. The detector senses everything around the consumer: colors, smells, shapes, voices and so on.

This detector senses all of the signals is given by you: your posture, hairstyle, facial expression, your

look, your clothes – whether your shoes are worn or polished, your shirt is wrinkled or well-creased.

Nothing can escape the attention of the consumer when he detects the signals coming from the

environment. Nothing can escape his attention when he accept the information which is needed for the

decision: buy or not buy.

However, this is just the first step of buying process. The next question is that what does he make with

the detected information? This step determines whether the customer buy or he doesn’t. The sensor I’m

talking about is the consumer’s conscious mind. Its task is to collect all of the relevant information need

for the decision making.

The fact is that the majority of decision making is done by the subconscious mind, automatically driven

by habits. So, however, your customer really records all the signals coming from the environment but he
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can’t translate them at all. Fortunately, the conscious mind don’t have to realize these impressions

because the decision isn’t done by it but by the subconscious mind. Almost everything is taken place

here, including the second step of buying process.

But where is the subconscious mind? The subconscious mind is like a huge ocean under the ground in

which a lot of exotic creatures are swimming alone or together. Each of them are looking for food but

their interest and need are totally differ. These exotic creatures are the expectations of the customer.

And the ocean in which the creatures are swimming is unknown for him. He can’t imagine what

creatures are swimming down there, what are lurking and waiting for the falling dainty morsels.

Every creature which swimming there is the product of the consumer’s experiences gained during his

previous life. The product of his reactions, feelings, attitudes, couplings, beliefs, judgments and

conclusions. His expectations stem from all of his impressions experienced in his life until that moment

he stands in face of you. Through these expectations the personality of the consumer can get the ‘food’

what it needs.

This food is the plenty of information derives from the conscious mind. If the food is compatible with the

expectations the subconscious mind says: it’s OK! If the food is not compatible with the expectations the

subconscious mind will protest and says: no! The decision born immediately when the subconscious

mind tastes the food.  

In case of TV advert the first 3-5 seconds determines that the consumer buys or doesn’t buy the

product. Scientific researches show that in case of written adverts most of the consumers make their

decision immediately after they read the headline. It’s also proven that the first 3 minutes determines

the success or failure of a sale process.

After the subconscious mind make the decision, only one thing happens, it sends the result to the

conscious mind, which then aligns all of rational arguments in order to fence his emotional, committed

decision from the world. Every decision making goes this way when a customer is buying something. It’s

absolute irrational.

Probably it would be possible to prove that nobody has made rational decision ever in relation to

shopping. So, when the consumer says that ‘I’ll see about it’ don’t believe him! He won’t thinking about

it. He neither know how should he do that. Whatever is the reason of his decision there is no room for

rational thinking. Moreover, it’s common that the consumer makes the decision before you start talk to

him. Even if this decision doesn’t reach the consumer’s conscious mind [1].

There is one more thing you must know about the people. Nobody likes to feel that something is sold to

him. Everybody wants to feel that he buys something. All of the consumer wants to think that they make

sovereign decision upon rational basis.

The foregoing things are always true and no matter that the end-user stands in face of you or a

potential license partner. The all you have to do is to feed the expectations of the costumers through

their conscious mind.

In the field of medical biotechnology you can do it on a simple way. Just let your technology transparent

as much as you can! Patent, publish and present it on scientific conferences.

Set up a web-page to introduce your venture to the public and use it to give every additional information
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that you can’t give otherwise. The more scientific information you provide increases the costumer’s

belief that he knows what he buys.

The best marketing strategy is to ship your product and get feedback from the market. Find some end-

users who are ready to test your product just because of their scientific interest and leave them publish

and present the results. It’s much more credible for the future costumers if an ‘outsider’ state that your

product is good than you do the same.

Find some scientists and professionals who are acknowledged opinion-shapers and invite them into the

Scientific Advisory Board of your company. These people are the grand olds of the field who can

generate need for your product. Without them your chance is significantly lower to enter to a closed

market, like the life-science sector is.

Fantasy generation is also a good way when you want to reach your end-users just like the investors. In

case of a new medical technology, first of all you must convince the surgeons that your product will

bring never seen clinical results. If they are convinced they will push the financial officers in order to buy

the product. Of course, the financial officer investigate the things from different aspect but he neither

alter from the others. Provide additional information and let him to see why does it worth to buy your

product. Keep him in that belief that he knows what he buys.

The pricing is one of the most important and complex part of marketing strategy. The competitive

advantage of your company depends on two factors: the quality and price of products. When you set the

price of a product a lot of aspects must be taken into account. For instance:

Manufacturing costs

Operating costs

Expected profit

Psychological aspects

Number of products in the portfolio

Product bundles

Etc.

Even the most hopeful business model can be smashed by bad pricing. Therefore, it is strongly advised

to involve marketing specialist into the pricing process. 

Team, company structure and working

It is not likely that a start-up company can hire a professional management team, so all of the positions

are filled and all of the tasks must be done by the inventors (founders) in the beginning. Nevertheless,

the goal is to hire the right people into the right positions. It’s impossible to over-emphasize the role of

a professional management team. As the old say goes: ‘Bet on the jockey, not on the horse!’ Typically

the VCs much better like that biotech companies which are driven by biotech managers than scientist.

Let’s see some typical weakness of biotech start-up companies.

1. The most dangerous scenario if the inventor handles all of the management aspects of the company.
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2. It’s a little bit better situation if the inventor hires a manager who is responsible for the business

development and operation, however, the managerial status is equal with technology development.

Nevertheless, it isn’t rare at all that the manager is the declared inferior of the inventor. This might

result in strain between the inventor and the manager and in breakup of their relation.

The most optimal scenario if the manager (who is not the inventor) is responsible for all parts of the

business, including the product development.

The classic academic researcher never even read a business plan, so it’s not realistic to expect from him

to write one. Usually, they aren’t familiar with the business and they tend to over-emphasize the

technology part not just in the business plan but in the business philosophy, too.

Everybody loves the well-organized systems and everybody expects perfect service from a business

partner regardless it’s about a hostess agency or a drug manufacturer. But when you advise to a small

company to design their own organizational chart they look questioningly at you. Their first question is

that why should they bother with it? They are just a small company and the all they need are some good

people. But this is a capital error which causes the failure most of the small-scale enterprises regardless

the country and the field of business. These companies build their entire system around people instead

of activities [1]. 

Let’s see an example for the better understanding.

One day Jack and Murray (brothers) decide to establish a company in order to manufacture gadgets.

Therefore, the name of their new company will be Gadget Technologies Ltd. They know that this is their

big chance to get rich.

They get to work and - as they are good partners – they share the tasks. When Jack doesn’t produce the

gadgets Murray does it. When Jack doesn’t have time to deal with the costumer Murray does it. When

Murray doesn’t keep the books Jack keeps it. In the beginning everything goes with clockwork precision.

The shop is clear. The windows are sparkling. The costumers are smiling. Jack and Murray are always on

the move. They work by spells. On Monday Jack opens, on Tuesday Murray opens.

Eventually they are business partners, aren’t they? If they don’t do the work who will do it? They do their

best and the business starts growing. One day they realize that there is more work that they can do by

themselves. They need help! They hire Jerry. He is a great guy, moreover he is their nephew. It’s better if

the money is kept in family.

Henceforward, Jack, Murray and Jerry work by spells. The business goes well and increases further soon.

It doesn’t take too much time and Herb also join the team. He is the brother of Jack’s wife. He is a good

guy. He works hard. He is always ready to the challenge and he is eager for work. By now Jack, Murray,

Jerry and Herb works in turn. When Jack doesn’t keep the books Murray, Jerry or Herb does. When

Murray is too busy with the customers Jack or Herbs or Jerry help him. When Jack doesn’t produce the

gadgets somebody else jump into his place. Everybody opens, answers the calls, brings the sandwiches,

takes the money to the post office – in turn, in turn.

All at once, the gadgets start to come back. Something changed! The gadgets don’t work as good as

before. ‘We never have problem like this before’ – says Jack while he is looking at Murray. Murray is
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looking at Herb meanwhile Herb is looking at Jerry. Then they check the books and shed light on

additional problems. ‘We never have similar problem before’ –says Murray to Jack, who looks at Herbs

and Herb looks at Jerry.

But all that goes nothing because the business starts to go wrong. A lot of tools are missing. The

gadgets are covered by dust in the store. The nails got into the box of screws whereas the screws got

into the box of nails. The windows and the floor are dirty. The atmosphere is getting wrong. But who

should say anything? And what? To who? If everybody does everything who is the responsible person

(for anything)? If Jack and Murray are business partners who is the boss? What if they are in charge

together and Jack tell something to Jerry to do but in the same time Murray ban it? Or what if Herb wants

to go have lunch and don’t know from who should he ask permission to have it. Who is responsible for

the store? Who is responsible for the books? Who is responsible for the customer relations?

Jack and Murray don’t understand that without a clear organizational structure the existence of their

company depends on the fortune, the conscience of people, their good-will and personality.

Unfortunately, these things themselves are not enough for a good venture. On their own they cause only

chaos and disaster [1]. 

Let’s restart the Gadget Technologies Ltd!

Jack and Murray are sitting in the kitchen and decide to establish the Gadget Technologies Ltd. They

know that they must learn from the case of the failed start-up companies and they must not commit the

same mistakes. The first thing is to define the type of the venture. They agree that the corporation form

is better than an association. It means they won’t regard themselves as business partners but

stakeholders. As both of them was working for companies with business partners – which venture failed –

Jack and Murray know that nothing is more disastrous when a partnership goes wrong.

Except it’s about a family venture. Jack and Murray know that the failure of family venture is worse than

an average breakup in a business partnership. No. Jack and Murray decide to choose a better way.

They are sitting around the table in the kitchen and take a sheet. They write to the top of the sheet that

primary goal. They spend approximately an hour to envisage their future and their life in it and then

write down the main points. They spend another hour to discuss the written things in order to know

their secret dreams. It’s possible that they know more about each other during this short time than in

their previous life as brothers.

In the next step Jack and Murray draw a line in the upper third of the sheet and write down that

stakeholders by big letters. They agree that their stakeholder entity must not been confused with the

business. As stakeholders they look at the business from outside. However, in the business they will

regard themselves as employees. Jack and Murray know that they will obviate a lot of problems by this

step [1].

The next task is to define the strategic goal of Gadget Technologies Ltd. The strategic goal implies the

Hows of the things – production, sales, target market, etc. After they determined the strategic goal they

get around to draw up the organizational chart of the Gadget Technologies. As the Gadget Technologies

Ltd. will be technology-oriented company they identify the following positions:

Chief Executive Officer (CEO): he is the responsible person for the achievement of strategic goal. He has

to report to the stakeholders who are – in this case – Jack and Murray in 50-50 percent.
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Chief Marketing Officer (CMO): his responsibility is to find new customers and develop new exploitation

strategies in order to satisfy the consumers’ expectations by higher quality products on lower price. He

reports to the CEO. 

Costumer relationship manager: His responsibility is the interaction with customers, clients and sales

prospects. His duty is to scour the secret pains of the consumers and determine the mainstream of

product development. He reports to the CMO.

PR manager: His responsibility is to maintain the company image for customers and business partners.

He reports to the CMO. 

Chief Scientific Officer (CSO): his responsibility is the holding of customers by providing them right that

the CMO promised them. He is responsible for the modernization of technologies which enables the

company to offer new, better and cheaper products. He reports to the CEO.

Operating manager: he is the right hand of the CSO. His responsibility to maintain the fluent work in the

laboratory by supporting the scientists and developers.

Scientists and developers: their responsibility to solve the customers pain. They broaden the possibilities

of the company by providing technological push. By the help their creativity new markets can be

targeted. They report to the CSO.

Chief Financial Officer (CFO): his responsibility the found-raising in order to finance the marketing and

scientific divisions in order to become able to achieve the strategic goal of the company. He reports to

the CEO.

Chief accountant: His responsibility the book keeping. He reports to the CFO.

Financial assistant: He is in directly contact with the employees and customers and manages the

financial stuffs, like orders and payments. He reports to chief accountant.
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It’s a quite big chart. It suggests that the Gadget Technologies Ltd is a giant company. The problem is

that only Jack’s and Murray’s names are next to the positions because there is nobody in the business

without them. But the chart is not useless because it is very important to define - in as early phase as it

possible - the tasks and duties which must be done when the Gadget Technologies Ltd become a

significant player in the field. Jack and Murray know that there is not any difference between the present

and the future Gadget Technologies Ltd. The tasks will not change along with the company’s

development just the people who are responsible for perform them.

The next step is to match the activities with people. Since, only Jack and Murray constitutes the company

it is crucial to consider this question deliberately in order to stand clear of serious problems in the

future. 

They take a new blank sheet and write down: CEO. And now, some of them must be matched to the

activity because just one CEO can be in a company. But who is the capable person? Jack or Murray? The

CEO will be responsible for the achievement both of their dreams and the success of Gadget

Technologies Ltd. Following careful deliberation Murray decide that Jack is the capable person for the

mission. Although, Murray knows that he is the older but Jack takes the things more seriously than him.

Jack is more profound than Murray. It’s true that Murray is more creative than Jack but the creativity is

not the most important property of a CEO.

It’s an important decision because all of their saved money is put to the venture. They know that it’s not

just about the money. It’s about the reliance on each other and on the strategic goal. Both of them know

that it’s not just about a ‘job’ or a ‘position’ but it’s about their secret dreams and deepest desire.

The next step is to assign the liable persons to every single activities. When they finish it they are
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suprisedely looking at the chart. Jack received 7 positions wheres Murray’s name turns up only in 3

positions. They must change it. They redistribute the tasks and share the activities equally.

At long last they have finished the chart. Though, they don’t really understand what a huge venture they

start on but they know that it’s doable. They’re sure that they can cope with the challenge. Whatever

that is. They get organized! They developed something which can work as a plan. 

In the business plan it worth to show the organizational chart of the company and indicate the missing

or weak points in it. Nobody expects from a start-up company to possess the most capable people of

the world. However, the VCs or other business partners like to see in what should they invest or get in.

Risk assessment and management

Maybe this is the most important part of your business plan from the perspective of VCs. The well-

elaborated Risk assessment and management part proves that you understand the risks of a venture and

you’re ready to manage them. In this part you must focus on the pitfalls of the business and just

mention the technological risks. The VCs know that you realize the technological risks but they want to

know that you have a clear picture about difficulties of company management.

When you write this part ask the help of an experienced advisor who has managed his own company for

long time past. Ask him to talk about his start and mistakes he has done in the past. You can learn a lot

from this kind of stories.

Try to work out as precisely as possible this part of your business plan but concentrate on the really

relevant issues. Nobody wants to read novels when takes a business plan in hand. A lot of artists offer

their books and all of them are much more talented writers than you. 

Many entrepreneurs can addresses the problems but just some of them can manage them. Therefore, it

is crucial to provide a strategy by which you can solve the forecasted difficulties.

And don’t forget to be honest! The VCs much better know the pitfalls of your business than you. Believe

me. He wants to see your understanding in the business part. That’s all. 

Financial plan and exit strategy

I can’t imagine a better motto of this part than Arthur Rock’s words.

At a presentation I gave recently, the audience’s questions were all along the same lines: ‘How do I get

in touch with venture capitalists?’ ‘What percentage of the equity do I have to gave them?’ No one asked

me how to build a business!

Don’t kid yourself that you can make a realistic financial plan while you don’t ship your product and

have at least five commercial partners. Till then your financial plan is not other than the mix of

meaningless projections which are the creatures of your fantasy. The only credible projection that you

can give is the estimated cost of product development, manufacture and company incorporation but

nothing else [2].

As I mentioned before the best way to test the market to ship and sell your product as soon as you can

do. No matter what is it just sell it! If you can generate even a very little cash-flow from the sales you

can extrapolate and increasing your chance to make a credible financial projection [2].
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In a special business, like biomedical sector the situation is a little bit more complicated. This is the

most capital-intensive field and the product is not allowed to be commercialized before registration

procedure, so you receive quite late feedback from the market. Therefore, it doesn’t make sense to set

up a company in the technology development phase unless:

you can involve private equity, or

you can maintain business activity which sustains the company.

Both of them are totally different business situations. It’s strongly advised to involve external advisor(s)

in order to help to compile at least the financial plan.

To talk about the exit strategy before you set up the company it just proves that you are a clueless

person. Tell me! How could you foresee your exit from a business if you are not in, yet? Every VC knows

that it is not possible to give accurate prediction for 4 or 5 years in advance [2].

As Guy Kawasaki said in the Art Of The Start:

Although no entrepreneur knows when, how, or if he will achieve liquidity, many insist on including a

slide that says, ‘There are two liquidity options: an IPO or an acquisition.’ Duh, that’s really informative.

If an investor asks about your exit strategy it usually indicates he’s clueless. If you answer with these

two options, it shows that you have a lot in common with him.

Action plan and milestones

The aim of this part of business plan is to give an overview of your planed short-, and long-term

activities. It helps your business partners to understand the pattern of your activity and it also helps you

to think your strategy over.

What you must do in this section:

List your planed activities in detail for the next 6 months.

Outline your plans relating to the next 3 years.

Define the milestones you want to reach and give indicators.

Stay down-to-earth! Don’t give milestones what you never can reach and don’t give indicators what you

never can achieve. Don’t forget that the VCs know better what you should do than you. It’s also true

here that it is impossible to planning over 3 years. The all you have to do is to outline a credible list of

duties. Nobody expects more from you.

In summary:
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Pitch your idea

Start Here! Academic idea Business Planning Pitch your plan

Creating presentation is a supremely creative process. At least it shoud be. The preparation of a

presentation is an act requiring creativity, not merely the assembling of facts and data in linear fashion.

Once you will see that preparaing a presentation is a ‘whole-minded’ activity that riquires as much

right-brain thinking as it does left-brain thinking. In fact, while your research and background work

may have required much logical analysis, calculation and careful evidence gathering or so-called left-

brain thinking, the transformation of your content into presentation form will require that you exercise

much more of your so-called right brain.

Planning without computer

One of the most important things you can do in the initial stage of preparing for your presentation is to

get away from your computer. A fundamental mistake people is spending almost the entire time thinking

about their talk and preparing their content while sitting in front of a computer screen. Before you

design your presentation, you need to see the big picture and identify your core messages – or the

single core message. This can be difficult unless you create a stillness of mind for yourself, something

which is hard to do while puttering around in slideware.

Most business people and college students do all the preparation of their presentation directly in

slideware. In this regard, you can learn a lot from professional designers. Most professional designers –

even young new media designers who’ve grown up on computers – usually do much of their planning

and brainstorming on paper. It is hard to think anything as quick, easy, and immediate as a simple pad

and pencil, and nothing can give you space to jot down ideas quite like a massive whiteboard.

In many entrepreneurs’ view the business plan is regarded as the be-all and end-all, and the pitch as a

subset of this magnificent document. This is backward thinking. A good business plan is the detailed

version of a pitch – as opposed to a pitch being a distilled version of a business plan. If you get the

pitch right you’ll get the plan right. The converse is not true.

Your pitch is more important than your business plan, as it will determine whether you are rejected or

generate further interest. Few sophisticated investors will read a business plan first. 

A pitch is easier to fix than a business plan because it contains less text. 

You won’t get feedback on your business plan. Frankly, it may not even be read. You will, however, get

immediate reaction to your pitch [2].

Plan ahead
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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Start Here! Academic idea Business Planning Pitch your plan

Garr Reynolds tells an illuminating story in the PrezentationZen (see references). ‘Recentely, I attended

an event where an expert in the area of biofuel technology was giving a presentation to a local chamber

of commerce about the topic and about what their company does, etc. After the hour-long talk was over

I realized that the presentation was a miracle of sorts: until that day I didn’t think it was possible to

actually listen to someone make presentation with slides in my native language of English and for me to

genuinely not understand a single point that was made. Not one. Nada. I wanted my hour back.’ 

Let’s see the lesson we should learn from this story. The presenter who was smart, accomplished, and

professional, failed before he even started. The slides looked like a they were the same ones used in

previous presentation that he had not thought first and foremost about his audience on that day. He

failed to answer the important questions: ‘What is my point?’ and ‘Why does it matter?’. He also failed in

the presentation stage to remember that presentation opportunities like this one are about contributing

soemthing and leaving something important behind for the audience.

Before you give a presentation analyze your audience in order to be able to give them what they want!

Never waste the time of the audience. It decreases your credit. Would you like to listen a presentation

about the versatility of tetragon I guess you wouldn’t. You bet nobody would. In order to save your

honor and the time of your audience know the following things in advance [2] [5].

Composition of the audience

How many of people consist of the audience?

What is their age?

What is their field of interest?

What is their education background?

What is their nationality?

Are they the members of any organization?

Do they have language problem?

Constitution and values of the audience

Are they prejudiced?

What is their political affiliation?

What is their motivation?

Know your audience
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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What is the preconvinced audience attitude towards your subject: positive, negative, neutral, unknowing,

by chance uncaring?

What are some possible concerns because of the audience’s attitude?

Where should the emphasis of your presentation be focused?

Why should your audience care about your subject or message?

How can you persuade the audience to your ponit of view

Circumstances

Why I’m requested/allowed to give a speech?

Who talks before you?

Are they aware of the subject? 

What is the audience’s approach to the subject?

Will the audience be gracious to me?

What they want to hear?

What message do I want to give them?

So what?

When building the content of your presentation, you should always put yourself in the shoes of the

audience and ask ‘so what?’ [5]. The significance of what you’re saying is not always self-evident, let

alone shocking and awe-inspiring. Every time you make a statement ask yourself ‘so what?’ After you

answer it, follow the two most powerful words in a pitch: ‘For instance,….’ and then discuss a real-

world use or scenario of a feature of your product or service [2]. Nothing in a pitch is more powerful

than combining an answer to ‘so what?’ with ‘for instance,…”
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The next step is to establish your goal. Set your goals from the audience’s perspective. What do you want

your audience to know, think, feel when your presentation is over? The ultimate purpose of your

presentation is to evoke compelling desire to action from the audience. However, the way to reach this

goal is quite long. Let’s see the levels of you persuading process: 

The question is [5] at what step is the audience now, and what will it take for them to be persuaded by

your message?

Persuasion is not manipulating or pressuring an audience. Persuasion is finding win-win outcomes, in

which the audience starts to take ownership of the decisions made at each step [5].

In other words, try not to think of persuasion as ‘selling’ something. Instead, think of constructing an

argument so persuasively that your audience will want to make a ‘buying-decision.’
 

Persuading levels
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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It’s impossible to press everything into a single presentation, so don’t waste your and the audience’s

time on it. It’s enough if you communicate ‘enough’. ‘Enough’ means to get you to the next step –

whatever that is. For founding, the next step is meeting with more partners in the firm. For partnering,

the next step is meeting with more people within the organization.

The purpose of a pitch is to stimulate interest, not to close a deal. Thus, the recommended number of

slides for a pitch is ten or so. Maybe you think it too short to give the essential of your business idea,

but don’t worry. A pitch can’t be too short because a good one will motivate the listeners to ask

questions that extend it.

Most appointments are made for an hour, however, you should be able to give your pitch in twenty

minutes. The first reason why you should do so, because you want ample of time for discussion. Second,

what if the previous meeting running late and you don’t have an entire hour?

You don’t have to act as a teacher when he’s giving a lecture for the students at the university, so don’t

want to speak all along. This time, ten slides and twenty minutes is all you get [2]. 

Let’s make the business presentation of our model story!

This is where you must explain what your venture does [2]. ‘We develops medical devices.’ ‘We are R&D

laboratory.’ ‘We sell softwares.’ Cut it short and be specific!

The ten slides and twenty minutes rule
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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The audience can read the slide, so you don’t have to present it aloud. Don’t put your contact

information on the first slide. Before you speak nobody knows you and it is not sure at all that they

want to keep in touch with you later on. They will decide it during your presentation whether they want

your contact information or don’t. Therefore, it’s enough if you show it after the presentation on an

additional slide.

Describe the pain that you are alleviating [2]. Be clear and speak English. Forget the jargons which are

understood only by specialists. The goal is to get the accordance of the audience and make them

nodding.

It helps if you make your presentation personal. Generate emotions in the audience in order to win them

to your cause. For instance, everybody is interested in his own or family’s health. Your audience must

feel that they or their family members could be in the place of mentioned patients and what a luck that

you provide a solution to the problem.
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Explain how you alleviate this pain [2]. Be sure that the audience clearly understands what you provide

and your value proposition. Avoid the deep technical explanation. Nobody is interested in it at this

moment. Provide just the gist how you solve the problem. 

Give a short introduction of your technology. Detail the stage of development and current IP status. The

goal is to convince the audience about the viability of your invention. Keep your explanation simple.

Don’t forget that the audience is not familiar with your field. They know that you are the professional,

so you don’t have to prove it. Use simple words and try to illustrate your invention. It’s better if you can

show a model, a prototype or the product itself. 

As the old saying goes: if you can’t tell your business model in ten words you don’t have one. This is

the place to explain how you make money: who pays you, your distribution channels, etc. Don’t try to
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invent a new model but copy somebody [2]. This is the place to drop the name who has already used

the model.

Forget the numbers unless you really understand them [2]. Contrarily, to catalyze fantasy is always a

good way if you want to win the VCs. Show the market trends and the factors which make the market

worthwhile to you but leave the mathematics to the audience. 

Give a complete view of landscape of competition. Emphasize the activity of the most relevant

competitors. Never dismiss your competition. Everyone wants to hear why you are good, not why the

competition is bad. 

Explain it step by step why your marketing strategy doable and how will you reach the costumers.

Disclose the coherency and the logic of your strategy. It makes you credible if you drop the name some

of successful companies which apply the same or similar marketing strategy. In any case, if you want to
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elaborate a new marketing strategy be simple and keep it clear. Present examples which make your plan

evident for the audience. 

It’s a credit if you visualize the organizational chart of the venture. It reflects that you understand the

importance of well-organized company structure. Don’t be embarrassed to indicate the missing

positions. Nobody expect form a start-up to hire employees into every position. The goal is to convince

the audience that you have clue about the things and you can see beyond the laboratory management. 

Provide three or five year forecast containing not only dollars but also milestones and timeline. If there

is any chance to generate cash-flow or profit within this period do a bottom-up forecast. Make people

understand the underlying assumptions of your forecast is as important as the numbers you have

fabricated.

Many entrepreneur are tempted to give a top-down forecast. They think that the large numbers of an
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envisaged market fascinate the audience. The truth is that there is no entrepreneur in his right mind

would do a top-down forecast by calculating how much of a market one needs to be successful. If you

pick a big enough market, it’s easy to fool yourself into thinking success won’t be hard to achieve. One

percent always seems like a small, easily attained market share - remember the Chinese Soda story. The

point here is that a bottom-up model yields a much more realistic forecast than ever the most

pessimistic market share estimates of a consultant’s forecast about the total size of the market [2].
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Generally speaking, intellectual property law aims at safeguarding creators and other producers of intellectual goods

and services by granting them certain time-limited rights to control the use made of those productions. Those rights

do not apply to the physical object in which the creation may be embodied but instead to the intellectual creation as

such. Intellectual property is traditionally divided into two branches, “industrial property” and “copyright.”

The Convention Establishing the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), concluded in Stockholm on July

14, 1967 provides that “intellectual property shall include rights relating to:

literary, artistic and scientific works,

performances of performing artists, phonograms and broadcasts,

inventions in all fields of human endeavor,

scientific discoveries,

industrial designs,

trademarks, service marks and commercial names and designations,

protection against unfair competition,

and all other rights resulting from intellectual activity in the industrial, scientific, literary or artistic fields.”

A patent is a document, issued, upon application, by a government office (or a regional office acting for

several countries), which describes an invention and creates a legal situation in which the patented invention can

normally only be exploited (manufactured, used, sold, imported) with the authorization of the owner of the patent.

“Invention” means a solution to a specific problem in the field of technology. An invention may relate to a product

or a process. The protection conferred by the patent is limited in time (generally 20 years).

In a number of countries, inventions are also protectable through registration under the name of “utility

model” or “short-term patent.” The requirements are somewhat less strict than for patents, in particular in respect of

inventive step, and in comparison with patents the fees are lower, and the duration of protection is shorter, but

otherwise the rights under the utility model or short-term patent are similar.

Patents are frequently referred to as “monopolies”, but a patent does not give the right to the inventor or the

owner of a patented invention to make, use or sell anything. The effects of the grant of a patent are that the patented

invention may not be exploited in the country by persons other than the owner of the patent unless the owner agrees

Introduction to IP
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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to such exploitation. Thus, while the owner is not given a statutory right to practice his invention, he is given a

statutory right to prevent others from commercially exploiting his invention, which is frequently referred to as a right

to exclude others from making, using or selling the invention. The right to take action against any person exploiting

the patented invention in the country without his agreement constitutes the patent owner’s most important right,

since it permits him to derive the material benefits to which he is entitled as a reward for his intellectual effort and

work, and compensation for the expenses which his research and experimentation leading to the invention have

entailed.

www.wipo.int 
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An invention must meet several criteria if it is to be eligible for patent protection. These include, most significantly,

that the invention must consist of patentable subject matter, the invention must be industrially applicable (useful), it

must be new (novel), it must exhibit a sufficient “inventive step” (be non-obvious), and the disclosure of the

invention in the patent application must meet certain standards.

Examples of fields of technology which may be excluded from the scope of patentable subject matter includes the

following:

discoveries of materials or substances already existing in nature;

scientific theories or mathematical methods;

plants and animals other than microorganisms, and essentially biological processes for the production of plants and

animals, other than non-biological and microbiological processes;

schemes, rules or methods, such as those for doing business, performing purely mental acts or playing games;

methods of treatment for humans or animals, or diagnostic methods practiced on humans or animals (but not

products for use in such methods).

Novelty

Novelty is a fundamental requirement in any examination as to substance and is an undisputed condition of

patentability. It must be emphasized, however, that novelty is not something which can be proved or established;

only its absence can be proved.

An invention is new if it is not anticipated by the prior art. “Prior art” is,  in general, all the knowledge that existed

prior to the relevant filing or priority date of a patent application, whether it existed by way of written or oral

disclosure. The question of what should constitute “prior art” at a given time is one which has been the subject of

some debate.

The disclosure of an invention so that it becomes part of the prior art may take place in three ways, namely:

Conditions of patentability
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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by a description of the invention in a published writing or publication in other form;

by a description of the invention in spoken words uttered in public, such a disclosure being called an oral disclosure;

by the use of the invention in public, or by putting the public in a position that enables any member of the public to

use it, such a disclosure being a “disclosure by use.”

Publication in tangible form requires that there be some physical carrier for the information, a document in the broad

sense of the term, and that document must have been published, that is to say, made available to the public in any

manner such as by offering for sale or deposit in a public collection. Publications include issued patents or published

patent applications, writings (whether they be manuscript, typescript, or printed matter), pictures including

photographs, drawings or films, and recording, whether they be discs or tapes in either spoken or coded language.

Today, publication on the Internet must increasingly be taken into consideration.

Oral disclosure, as the expression suggests, implies that the words or form of the disclosure are not necessarily

recorded as such and includes lectures and radio broadcasts.

Disclosure by use is essentially a public, visual disclosure such as by display, sale, demonstration, unrecorded

television broadcasts and actual public use.

A document will only destroy the novelty of any invention claimed if the subject matter is explicitly contained in the

document. The subject matter set forth in a claim of an application under examination is thus compared element by

element with the contents of each individual publication. Lack of novelty can only be found if the publication by

itself contains all the characteristics of that claim, that is,  if it anticipates the subject matter of the claim

Inventive Step (Non-Obviousness)

In relation to the requirement of inventive step (also referred to as “non-obviousness”), the question as to whether or

not the invention “would have been obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art” is perhaps the most difficult

of the standards to determine in the examination as to substance.

The inclusion of a requirement like this in patent legislation is based on the premise that protection should not be

given to what is already known as part of the prior art, or to anything that the person with ordinary skill could deduce

as an obvious consequence thereof.

The expression “ordinary skill” is intended to exclude the “best” expert that can be found. It is intended that the

person be limited to one having the average level of skill reached in the field in the country concerned.
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It should be noted that novelty and inventive step are different criteria. Novelty exists if there is any difference

between the invention and the prior art. The question, “is there inventive step?” only arises if there is novelty. The

expression “inventive step” conveys the idea that it is not enough that the claimed invention is new, that is,  different

from what exists in the state of the art, but that this difference must have two characteristics. Firstly, it must be

“inventive”, that is,  the result of a creative idea, and it must be a step, that is,  it must be noticeable. There must be a

clearly identifiable difference between the state of the art and the claimed invention. This is why, in some

jurisdictions, there is the concept of an “advance” or “progress” over the prior art.

Secondly, it is required that this advance or progress be significant and essential to the invention.

In order to assess the nature of the differences which are relied upon as constituting an inventive step, account has to

be taken of the prior art as a whole. Thus, as distinct from the assessment of novelty, the subject matter of the claim

under examination is compared not with each publication or other disclosure separately, but with the combinations

thereof, insofar as each such combination is obvious to the person having ordinary skill in the art. The combination

may be global, whereas the claim may define a set of subject matter known separately, for instance a new form of

washing machine including a particular type of motor coupled to a particular type of pump. For the inventive step to

be denied, it is necessary that not only the combination, but also the choice of the combined elements, is obvious. It

is the sum of the differences that have been discovered which must be compared with the prior art and judged as to

obviousness, and not each of the new elements taken individually, except where there is no technical link between

them.

Industrial Applicability (Utility)

An invention, in order to be patentable, must be of a kind which can be applied for practical purposes, not be purely

theoretical. If the invention is intended to be a product or part of a product, it should be possible to make that

product. And if the invention is intended to be a process or part of a process, it should be possible to carry that

process out or “use” it (the general term) in practice.

“Applicability” and “industrial applicability” are expressions reflecting, respectively, the possibility of making and

manufacturing in practice, and that of carrying out or using in practice.

www.wipo.int 
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Although most inventors will be concerned with the rights a patent grants during its monopoly or in-force period

(from the date the patent issues until  it expires (20 years after the filing date)), the law actually recognizes five

“rights” periods in the life of an invention [6]. These five periods are as follows:

Invention Conceived but Not Yet Documented:

When an inventor conceives of an invention, but hasn’t yet made any written, signed, dated, and witnessed record of

it, the inventor has no legal rights whatsoever, only the potential for acquiring rights.

2. Invention Documented but Patent Application Not Yet Filed:

After making a proper, signed, dated, and witnessed documentation of an invention, the inventor has valuable rights

against any inventor who later conceives of the same invention and applies for a patent. An inventor who documents

the building and testing of the invention has substantially greater rights than one who merely documents conception.

The invention may also be treated as a “trade secret”—that is,  kept confidential. This gives the inventor the legal

right to sue and recover damages against anyone who immorally learns of the invention - for instance, through

industrial spying.

3.Patent Pending - Patent Application Filed but Not Yet Issued:

During the patent pending period, including the one-year period after a provisional patent application is filed, the

inventor’s rights are the same as they are in Period 2 above, with one exception noted (see the bracket below).

Otherwise, the inventor has no rights whatsoever against infringers - only the hope of a future monopoly, which

doesn’t commence until  a patent issues. Most companies that manufacture a product that is the subject of a pending

patent application will mark the product “patent pending” in order to warn potential copiers that if they copy the

product, they may have to stop later (and thus scrap all their molds and tooling) if and when a patent issues. The

Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) by law must keep all patent applications preserved in secrecy until  the

application is published or the patent issues (whichever comes first). Thee patent pending period usually lasts from

one to three years.

4. In-Force Patent - Patent Issued but Hasn’t Yet Expired:

After the patent issues (see the bracket below), the patent owner can bring and maintain a lawsuit for patent

infringement against anyone who makes, uses, or sells the invention without permission. The patent’s in-force period

lasts from the date it issues until  20 years from its filing date, provided maintenance fees are paid. Every patent is

The life of an invention
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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guaranteed an in- force period of at least 17 years. In order to assure this 17-year term, the patent will be extended, if

necessary, to compensate for delays resulting from failures by the PTO in processing the patent application. Also,

once the patent issues, it becomes a public record or publication that can block others who file later from getting

patents on the same or similar inventions - that is,  it becomes “prior art” to anyone who files after its filing date.

Patent Expired:

After the patent expires (20 years after the filing date, or sooner if a maintenance fee isn’t paid), the patent owner has

no further rights, although infringement suits can be brought for any infringement that occurred during the patent’s

in-force period. An expired patent remains a valid “prior-art reference” (as of its filing date) forever [6].

(Under the new 18-month publication statute, an inventor whose application is published prior to issuance may

obtain royalties from an infringer from the date of publication, provided the application later issues as a patent and

the infringer had actual notice of the published application.)

Common misconceptions

Common Misconception: A patent gives its owner the right to practice an invention.

Fact: If you come up with an invention, you may practice (make, use, and sell) it freely, with or without a patent,

provided that it’s not covered by the claims of another’s “in force” patent, that is,  a patent that is within its 20-year

term.

Common Misconception: Once you get a patent, you’ll be rich and famous.

Fact: A patent is like a hunting license: it’s useful just to go after infringers. If the patent is not commercialized, the

patent is usually worthless. You won’t get rich or famous from your patent unless you or someone else gets the

invention into widespread commercial use. In this connection, I’ve met many inventors who tell me that times, I’ve

met many inventors who tell me that times are rough and they need to get a patent quickly to lift them out of poverty

and make things better. I always have to throw cold water on their hopes by telling them that no one should ever

depend on a patent to change their life since few patents ever make money for their inventors, and even when they

do, it usually takes years for a patent to bear fruit. It’s okay to pursue your invention and a patent so long as you

realize that this path is usually a long and time-consuming shot to success.

Common Misconception: If a product has been patented, it’s bound to be superior.

Fact: Although Madison Ave. would like you to believe this, in reality a patent merely means the invention is

significantly different, not necessarily superior.

Common Misconception: If you make or sell a device on which you have a patent, your patent will protect you

against the infringement claims of others.
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Fact: A patent is for offensive use only and has no value in defending against infringement charges from other

patents, except that your patent sometimes will have value in a counterattack if the other patent owner infringes your

patent.

Common Misconception: If a product, such as a tooth whitener, says “patented,” no one else can make a product

with a similar function.

Fact: Most patents cover only one specific aspect or version of a product, rather than the basic function of the

product. For instance, the patent on the tooth whitener may cover only a specific composition, and many other

compositions that perform the same function (albeit in an inferior - or superior - way) may exist that don’t infringe

the patent [6].

Problem driven invention

Most inventions are conceived by the following two-step procedure:

recognizing a problem, and

fashioning a solution.

Although it may seem like duck soup, recognizing a problem often amounts to about 90% of the act of conceiving

the invention. “To be an inventor is to perceive need.” In this situation, once the problem is recognized, conceiving

the solution is easy. Consider some of the Salton products - the home peanut butter maker, for instance, or the plug-

in ice-cream maker for use in the freezer. In both cases, once the problem was defined (the need for an easy

homemade version of a product normally purchased at the store) implementing the solution merely involved

electrification and/or size reduction of an existing appliance. Once the problem was defined, any competent appliance

designer could accomplish its solution. True, during the implementation of the idea, that is,  the design of the actual

hardware, designers and engineers often contribute the very aspects of the invention that make it ingenious and

patentable. Still,  the main ingredient leading to a successful outcome for most invention consists of recognizing and

defining the problem that needs to be solved. Although Edison seemed to contradict this when he said that inventing

is 10 % inspiration and 90% perspiration, he was referring to the whole experience of inventing, including

conception, making a practicable model, and licensing or selling the invention [6]. 

Of course, in some contexts, the recognition of a problem plays no part in the invention. Most improvement

inventions fall into this category, such as, for example, the improvement of the mechanism of a ballpoint pen (László

Bíró) to make it cheaper, more reliable, stronger, etc. But in general, you will find it most effective to go about

inventing via the two- step process of identifying a problem and solving it. Or, as famed inventor Jacob Rabinow

said, “You invent because something bothers you.” 

Case studies

Band-aid

Bandages for wounds had been around since ancient times, but an easy-to-use dressing with an adhesive was
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invented by Earle Dickson (a cotton buyer at the Johnson & Johnson company). Dickson perfected the band-aid in

1920, making a small, sterile adhesive bandage for home use. Dickson invented the band-aid for his wife, who had

many kitchen accidents and needed an easy-to-use wound dressing. Dickson was rewarded by the Johnson &

Johnson company by being made a vice-president of the company.

Blood bank

The idea of a blood bank was pioneered by Dr. Charles Richard Drew (1904-1950). Dr. Drew was an American

medical doctor and surgeon who started the idea of a blood bank and a system for the long-term preservation of

blood plasma (he found that plasma kept longer than whole blood). His ideas revolutionized the medical profession

and saved many, many lives. Dr. Drew set up and operated the blood plasma bank at the Presbyterian Hospital in

New York City, NY. Drew's project was the model for the Red Cross' system of blood banks, of which he became

the first director.

Contact lenses

Contact lenses are tiny removable lenses that are worn in contact with the eye (they rest directly on the cornea of the

eye). Like glasses, they improve the wearer's vision. This type of lens was envisioned (but not actually made) by

Leonardo da Vinci (around 1508) and later by René Descartes (around 1636-1637).

Contact lenses were invented and made in 1887 by the German physiologist Adolf Eugen Fick (1829-1901). He first

fitted animals with the lenses, and later made them for people. These lenses were made from heavy brown glass and

were 18-21mm in diameter. The lenses were improved by August Muller in 1889; he made lenses that corrected

myopia (nearsightedness).

Plastic contact lenses were first made by the California optician Kevin Tuohy in 1948. Soft contact lenses

(hydrophilic lenses) and gas-permeable lenses (which let oxygen pass through the lens and to the cornea) were

invented in the 1970s.

Disposable diaper 

Marion Donovan (1917-1998) was an American mother, inventor, and architect who invented the disposable diaper

in 1950. Her first leak-proof diaper were fast-selling "Boaters," plastic-lined cloth diapers (diapers lined with pieces

cut from a shower curtain, and later with surplus parachute nylon). Donovan then developed a completely disposable

diaper. She was unsuccessful at selling this invention to established manufacturers, so she started her own company,

which she later sold. Donovan produced many other consumer-based inventions and held more than a dozen patents.

Portable kidney dialysis machine and portable medical infusion pump

Dean Kamen is an American inventor who has invented many revolutionary devices and holds over 35 U.S. patents.

He developed the portable medical infusion pump, which allows patients to receive medication, like insulin, away

from the hospital, and has allowed diabetic women to carry and deliver babies much more safely. Kamen designed

the iBot, a revolutionary wheelchair (that uses gyroscopes and computers) that the user "wears" - it allows increased

mobility (it can even climb stairs) and improved social interaction (the user can "stand"). He also invented intra-
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vascular stents (devices that hold blocked arteries open) and the portable kidney dialysis machine, which has enabled

kidney dialysis patients to avoid long hospital visits - they can do the dialysis themselves while they sleep. The

Segway is a rechargeable electric, single-person vehicle he invented.

Radioimmunoassay

Dr. Solomon A. Berson (1919-1972) and Dr. Rosalyn Sussman Yalow (1921- ) co-invented the radioimmunoassay

(RIA) in 1959. The radioimmunoassay is a method of chemically analyzing human blood and tissue and is used

diagnose illness (like diabetes). RIA revolutionized diagnoses because it uses only a tiny sample of blood or tissue

and is a relatively inexpensive and simple test to perform. Blood banks use RIA to screen blood; RIA is used to

detect drug use, high blood pressure, infertility, and many other conditions and diseases. For inventing RIA, Yalow

won the Nobel Prize in Medicine in 1977 (Yalow accepted for Berson, who died in 1972). Yalow and Berson did not

patent the RIA; instead they allowed the common use of RIA to benefit human health.
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In patent, industrial design rights and trademark laws, a priority right or right of priority is a time-limited right,

triggered by the first filing of an application for a patent, an industrial design or a trademark respectively. The

priority right belongs to the applicant or his successor in title and allows him to file a subsequent application in

another country for the same invention, design or trademark and benefit, for this subsequent application, from the

date of filing of the first application for the examination of certain requirements. When filing the subsequent

application, the applicant must "claim the priority" of the first application in order to make use of the right of

priority.

The period of priority, i.e. the period during which the priority right exists, is usually 6 months for industrial designs

and trademarks and 12 months for patents and utility models. The period of priority is often referred to as the

"priority year" for patents and utility models.

In patent law, when a priority is validly claimed, the date of filing of the first application, called the "priority date", is

considered to be the "effective date of filing" for the examination of novelty and inventive step or non-obviousness

for the subsequent application claiming the priority of the first application. In other words, the prior art which is

taken into account for examining the novelty and inventive step or non-obviousness of the invention claimed in the

subsequent application would not be everything made available to the public before the filing date (of the subsequent

application) but everything made available to the public before the priority date, i.e. the date of filing of the first

application.

Filing date

The filing date of a patent application is the date the patent application was filed in one or more patent offices, i.e.

the date on which that application is legally accepted at the patent office. That date is typically the date on which the

documents are deposited at the office, but may be later if there are defects in the documents. 

In the United States, if a patent application is mailed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) by

Express Mail, Post Office to Addressee, then the date the application was deposited in the post office is the filing

date.

www.wipo.int 

Priority right in the US

In the United States you must file your patent application within one year after you first commercialize, publish or

reveal without restriction details of the invention. However most foreign countries don’t have this one-year grace

Priority right
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period, so there’s some disadvantage if you sell or publish before filing. For this reason, your safest route is to file a

complete U.S. patent application before you publish or commercialize your invention. Under new legislation, you are

permitted to file a “provisional patent application” (PPA) describing your invention in detail. This PPA can be used,

under most circumstances, to defeat or block a patent application or invention of someone else who may

subsequently file a patent application on the same invention. However, to obtain the benefit of the PPA’s filing date,

a regular patent application must be filed within one year after the PPA’s filing date [6].

A PPA is a short version of a Regular Patent Application (RPA). It is used to establish an early filing date for a later-

filed RPA. A PPA is not a regular patent application (RPA) and therefore cannot by itself result in a patent. If you

don’t file an RPA within a year of your PPA’s filing date, your PPA will go abandoned and will be forever useless.

Also, your PPA cannot provide a filing date for subject matter that is not disclosed in it [6].

When can I publish my research?

Be careful! The need to get a patent doesn’t mean you can’t publish your research or discuss it with your scientific

peers in the normal way – but it can mean delaying any kind of disclosure of your invention before you are sure of

your legal position. In particular, if you are interested in patent protection, you need to get legal advice before you

publish your research. 

If you do publish before a patent application is filed (‘prior publication’), then you probably won’t be able to secure

a valid patent for your invention, because your own publication will be considered prior art which means that your

invention was not ‘novel’ when a patent was applied for. Even if the prior publication is not found by the patent

examiners and a patent is actually granted to you, your patent is likely to be found invalid if it is ever challenged by

a third party (for instance, if you had to enforce it against an infringer).

Once your patent application is filed, then you are free to publish, demonstrate and indeed commercialize your

invention. In fact, the patent application itself will be published in due course (unless you withdraw it) and will itself

constitute a useful source of information about your invention for others. The very basis of patent rights is that

exclusive commercial rights are given to inventors for a limited period of time in return for disclosure of the

invention.

There is still  a need for caution, however. If you come up with improvements and developments of the invention

after the invention is published, it may be impossible to get patent protection for this additional material. The earlier

publication of your invention may make the improvements ineligible for patent protection, on the grounds that they

are obvious in the light of your invention. In any case, you should be careful what you disclose after your patent

application is filed – if what you describe or publish goes beyond what is disclosed in the patent application, you

may lose rights to get patent protection for that additional material.

Scientists and researchers generally have a strong commitment to publishing and discussing openly their research.

The desire to publish research results and the requirement to maintain a level of discretion on the timing of

publication can create some tension between researchers and commercial interests. Through early inclusion of an IP

strategy in a research program, this tension can frequently be negotiated [7]
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Patent claims are the part of a patent or patent application that defines the scope of protection granted by the patent.

The claims define, in technical terms, the extent of the protection conferred by a patent, or the protection sought in a

patent application. The claims are of the utmost importance both during prosecution and litigation. A patent is a right

to exclude others from making, using, selling or offering for sale the subject matter defined by the claims. In order to

exclude someone from using a patented invention in a court, the patent owner, or patentee, needs to demonstrate that

what the other person is using falls within the scope of a claim of the patent. Therefore, it is more valuable to obtain

claims that include the minimal set of limitations that differentiate an invention over what came before, i.e. the so-

called prior art. On the other hand, the fewer the limitations in a claim, the more likely it is that the claim will cover

or "read on" what came before and be rejected during examination or found to be invalid at a later time for lack of

novelty.

www.wipo.int 
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In most countries, both natural persons and corporate entities may apply for a patent. In the United States, however,

only the inventor(s) may apply for a patent although it may be assigned to a corporate entity subsequently and

inventors may be required to assign inventions to their employers under a contract of employment. In most European

countries, ownership of an invention may pass from the inventor to their employer by rule of law if the invention was

made in the course of the inventor's normal or specifically assigned employment duties, where an invention might

reasonably be expected to result from carrying out those duties, or if the inventor had a special obligation to further

the interests of the employer's company.

The inventors, their successors or their assignees become the proprietors of the patent when and if it is granted. If a

patent is granted to more than one proprietor, the laws of the country in question and any agreement between the

proprietors may affect the extent to which each proprietor can exploit the patent. For example, in some countries,

each proprietor may freely license or assign their rights in the patent to another person while the law in other

countries prohibits such actions without the permission of the other proprietor(s).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patent 

Case study

A business has a smart, creative employee, perhaps in its engineering department. The employee finds the time and

has the inclination to tinker with the company's products or manufacturing processes. Perhaps he works at this

project on his own time in the shop, perhaps he does it at home. Finally, he has a breakthrough, and he comes up

with a process or an improvement to a machine that dramatically reduces his employer's cost of manufacturing. Or,

maybe his idea results in a better product for his employer's customers. With respect to the new device or process,

does the invention become the property of the employer or of the employee? The employee used his initiative, but he

used the employer's resources, and even if he used his own tools and time he would never have begun to work on

the project if he had not been exposed to it through his employment in the first place. Who owns any forthcoming

patent to the new device or process?

The general rule is that, in the absence of an agreement to the contrary, an employer is entitled to a nonexclusive

license to use an invention devised by an employee while he or she was working for the employer. As the U.S.

Supreme Court has said, "where an [employee] during his hours of employment, working with his [employer's]

materials and appliances, conceives and perfects an invention for which he obtains a patent, he must accord his

master a nonexclusive right to practice the invention." In the context of patents, the foregoing rule is referred to as

the "shop-right doctrine." Although the employer is afforded a nonexclusive license to use the invention without

paying royalties to the employee, the invention actually is owned by the employee, who has the right to exploit it

commercially, such as by selling or licensing it to other users. Even where the employee works on the invention on

his own time, if the employer's resources are used to any significant extent, this rule usually applies.

Owner of the patent
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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A wholly different situation is presented, however, where the employee is engaged by the employer to develop and

work on the invention that later becomes the subject of a patent. In one case, an employee was engaged by his

employer to work on a device that later became the subject of the employee's patent. The employer sought to obtain

an assignment and transfer of the patent, arguing that the employee had invented the device in question while

employed precisely to work on the device that became the subject of the patent. The court agreed with the employer,

concluding that, while the employment relationship itself does not preclude an employee from making improvements

in his employer's processes and obtaining patents for those improvements, if an employee's job involves inventing or

devising such improvements, any resulting patents belong to the employer. Basically, in such a situation the

employee is merely doing what he or she was hired to do.

http://public.findlaw.com/ 
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Let’s say you have achieved a breakthrough in your research, and have applied for a patent – what do you do next?

There are many patents that have never been successfully transformed into new products in the marketplace – what

goes wrong in these cases? In some cases, it’s because the technology was not practically feasible, or was

superseded by newer technologies. In other cases, the inventor lacked the resources or skills to take the invention to

the next step [7].

One constant factor in the development of new technologies has been the cost and difficulty of the process of putting

new technologies on the market. The technical merit or scientific brilliance of an invention is only one aspect of

actually bringing a new technology to the public in a useful practical form. This can be a costly and complex

process. Normally, it is not possible without a range of different partnerships and relationships – as sources of

funding, expertise and other resources. Intellectual property protection needs to be properly managed so that it

facilitates this process, and doesn’t itself become a burden.

The problems of getting worthwhile benefits from the patent system - even for the patent owner – are not new ones,

as this quotation from 120 years ago makes clear:

Patenting was unnecessarily and unwisely expensive, and the poor patentee was left almost without any aid or

guidance – English Daily News, 25th September, 1883.

Intellectual property rights recognize innovative and creative activities, and are intended to reward useful and

valuable contributions to society. But they are not direct rewards in themselves. All they do is to create an

opportunity for the inventor or creative person to seek rewards for their invention or returns from their investment in

the research. A patent can be expensive to obtain, especially if it is applied for in many countries, and costs money to

keep in force, as annual renewal fees are required in many countries. In addition, patents can be very expensive to

enforce if it becomes necessary to go to court to prevent infringement. Patents recognize inventiveness, but they are

neutral on the commercial value of the invention. Many patented inventions will prove to be technologically

unsuccessful, or commercially unviable. In many other cases, patented inventions which could be very successful fail

to be developed because the inventor lacks the capacity, resources or skills to develop the invention commercially.

Many patent systems are run on a ‘cost recovery’ basis – so that the fees charged to patent applicants are sufficient to

cover the costs of administering the patent office, or even to create a surplus. The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)

system administered by the World Intellectual Property Organization returns a surplus from the fees charged to

private applicants, and these resources are used in many ways, especially in providing technical support and

assistance to developing countries. So society does not reward inventors directly for making a patented invention –

instead, it requires the patentee to pay his or her way in getting a patent, and then leaves it to them to see whether

they can make money in a commercial way from the patented invention [7].

Some governments do provide support for small and medium enterprises, for instance in charging lower patent fees.

The cost of IP
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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The international PCT system also has greatly reduced fees for individuals in countries with low average incomes.

But generally speaking the cost of the patent system is borne by patent applicants. And to the official fees must be

added the cost of patent attorneys’ or patent agents’ professional services in conducting patent searches, in preparing

and filing patent applications (which may include the services of attorneys in several countries), in considering

examiners’ reports and preparing responses to the examiner’s objections (patent ‘prosecution’), and in maintaining

the patent (and possibly advising on enforcement). 

All this adds up to make the patenting process a significant investment. Following are very approximate costs (in

Australian dollars) and the time-frame for a patent process commencing in Australia and using the PCT process

(including official fees and typical attorneys’ or agents’ charges) [7]:

On these moderate estimates of minimum costs, the total already rises to over $85,000 – and this just takes the patent

applicant to the point of obtaining a patent. Once the patent is granted, annuities or renewal fees are payable,

typically once a year, and these fees normally increase over the life of the patent. This could typically cost a further

$10,000 each year for the life of the patent – generally, up to 20 years from the first filing date. Costs in major

jurisdictions, like the US, Europe and Japan are likely to be even higher. This is only a very general and

conservative estimate, intended only as an illustration. The actual sums involved will vary greatly from this estimate,

and will very likely be higher, particularly if you are seeking protection in a number of major economies. Much

depends on the number of countries you seek patents in, and whether any difficulties are found in getting a patent

(for example, complex objections by patent examiners requiring significant amendments to the patent and legal

argument and representations, or when a competitor challenges or opposes the grant of the patent). It is obviously

much cheaper to seek patent protection in only your home country, but then you would have to accept use being

made freely of your invention potentially in every other country. The cost of going through the patenting process in a

number of countries is typically beyond the resources of all but the largest companies and research establishments,

and most enterprises and institutions require some kind of commercial partnership or financial support to gain, and to

keep in force, the patent rights [7].

The case is similar for other intellectual property rights, like trade marks, and industrial designs, although these

normally cost less overall than patents. The applicant takes a risk and invests time and money in the process of

obtaining an IP right. The hope is that the IP right will improve their capacity to develop a new product and gain the

benefits from their research and innovation. But when the costs are unpredictable and potentially high, and the future

benefits from the IP right are uncertain and may only be realized after a number of years, it can be difficult to work

out whether it is worth making the investment. Unregistered rights, like trade secrets and copyright, do not incur

direct costs in the same way, but may involve investment in physical security, preparation of confidentiality

agreements, and monitoring and enforcement costs [7].

In short, obtaining registered intellectual property rights can be expensive, and do not in themselves make you any

returns for your investment. Patents can be costly liabilities to you, your business or your research institute, unless

you can find a way to apply your invention commercially or can get other forms of financial support. This calls for a
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range of skills and experience quite apart from technological and scientific skills. Often the most difficult aspect of

putting a new technology to work, and of making it available to the public, lies not in the patenting process, but in

finding a suitable commercial vehicle to gain suitable returns from the invention, including through commercial use

of the patent. Commercialising inventions can involve a great deal of commercial risk, which small companies and

research institutes might not be able to accept and manage. Because of these considerations, in many cases

institutions and companies choose not to commercialize their invention at all, but elect to sell (‘assign’) or license

their rights to the invention to other companies for them to take the invention to the marketplace [7].

Because intellectual property rights can be so costly to obtain, to keep in force and to enforce, they should not be

pursued for their own sake. Patenting your invention may be worthless, and in fact could waste resources, unless you

have a commercial strategy in which your patenting program has a logical place. And this strategy will usually

involve some form of partnership – this may be a bank or venture capitalist providing you with the funds you need, a

company with access to technology or a product that is needed for the success of your invention, or a commercial

enterprise with product development and marketing skills.

When you are weighing up whether to commercialize your invention yourself, or whether you should find

commercial partners or another way of developing your invention, you should consider [7]:

Your overall objectives: are you looking just to fund further research, or to create a new industry particularly for the

benefit of your own country, or to build up a capital asset, or simply to disseminate the fruits of your research as

broadly as possible, with some control over the way the technology is used?

Your financial position: can you accept the cost and financial risk of investing in patents and other IP rights, and

other aspects of commercialization; do you have the reserves to defend and enforce your IP rights, potentially in

several countries; will financial constraints keep you out of some of the major potential markets for the invention?

The skills and resources you have available: do you, or your organization, have the capacity to develop and

implement a product development and marketing program for a new product? What are the focus and core expertise

of your organization?

Regulatory requirements for getting onto the market: do you have access to sufficient expertise and resources to

undertake the kind of testing and approval processes that might be required for a new product, such as a new

pharmaceutical, a new pesticide or a genetically modified crop? Can you deal with labeling and certification

requirements in different countries? Are there joint venture or local participation obligations to enter some markets?

Your options for overseas production or export: do you have the capacity to produce, export and market your

invention in major foreign markets?
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The nature of the technology: the invention may require access to other IP-protected technologies or know-how for it

to be produced; and particular manufacturing technologies might be required for it to be made in an economic

manner, so that the product is competitively priced. The strength of the competition: does your product need to find a

place in a crowded market with strong competition, requiring the backing and resources of a major company in the

field?

The range of possible uses for your invention: do you have the capacity to put it to work in all the areas it could be

used, or do you need partnership with others to make sure your invention achieves its full potential?
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Generally speaking, a patentee acquires the right, enforceable at law, to decide who shall and who shall not exploit

his patented invention. He retains this right for the term of the patent, provided he pays any necessary renewal or

maintenance fees.

The grant of a patent allows its owner to exclude others from exploiting the patented invention. The right of the

owner is called exclusive because it allows the exclusion of others from exploiting the invention and because the

owner is the only one allowed to exploit the invention as long as others are not given an authorization, for example,

by way of license to do so. This exclusive right of the patent owner has two main applications in practice, namely

protection against infringement and the possibility of assigning or licensing the right, in part or in whole.

An infringement of the exclusive right of a patent owner involves the unauthorized exploitation of the patented

invention by a third party. The making of the invention in particular, and its development for industrial application,

usually involve considerable expense for the applicant and for the future owner of the patent for invention. The patent

owner thus wishes to recover this expense through exploitation of the patented invention, in particular through the

sale of products that incorporate the invention.

Initiative for enforcing a patent rests exclusively with the patent owner. It is he who is responsible for detecting

infringements and for bringing them to the infringer’s attention. In many jurisdictions there is a strict rule that the

patent owner may not threaten legal action without the possibility of incurring severe countermeasures, including

damages, if the threats prove to be on insufficient grounds.

To establish infringement the patent owner must prove all the following elements:

the carrying out of a prohibited act;

the prohibited act must have been done after the publication of the patent application, or the issuance of the patent

where no early publication occurs;

the prohibited act must have been done in the country where the patent has been granted;

the prohibited act must be in relation to a product or process falling within the scope of a claim of the patent.

Infringement
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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A prohibited act, the most important element in establishing an infringement, is one which involves the making,

using, selling or importing the patented product, or the use of the patented process, or the making, using, selling or

importing the product directly obtained through the patented process.

To make the product means that the product described and claimed in the patent is carried out in practice. Such

making is also referred to as manufacturing especially when the product is produced on a commercial scale. The

method of manufacture and the quantity in which the product is manufactured is irrelevant so far as infringement of a

patented product is concerned. There are however, three main exceptions in most laws to infringement of exclusive

rights to make a patented product, namely:

where the patented product is made for the sole purpose of scientific research and experiment;

where a third party had started making the product before the date when the patent application for an invention

incorporated in the product was filed; and

where the patented product is made under a non-voluntary license or under an authorization granted by the

Government on public interest grounds.

In respect of patented processes, only the making of products directly obtained through the patented process is a

prohibited act. “Directly” in this context means “immediately” or “without further transformation or modification.”

One of the difficulties in establishing infringement in respect of products directly obtained through a patented

process, is that of proving that the patented process was used to produce the product. Some laws partially solve this

by providing for the reversal of the burden of proof in respect of patents for processes by introducing the following

presumption: if the product resulting directly from the use of the patented process was new on the filing date or

priority date of the patent application, an identical product manufactured by a third party is presumed to have been

obtained by the same process. Some other laws go further and eliminate the difficulty by not limiting the resulting

product to one which has to be new.

www.wipo.int 

A few years ago, one physician sued another for infringement of a patented ophthalmic surgery technique. This upset

the medical establishment, which used its considerable clout to get a federal statute enacted which exempts health

care providers (for instance, doctors, nurses, and hospitals) from liability for performing medical procedures covered

by in-force patents [6]. 

In view of this statute, it no longer makes sense to patent medical procedures, as such. However, the statute still

allows patent owners to sue health care providers for any activity that infringes a patent on

a device,

a drug,

http://www.wipo.int/
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the use of a drug, or

a biotechnology invention.
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The expressions "patent pending" or "patent applied for" refer to a warning that inventors are entitled to use in

reference to their product or process once a patent application has been filed, but prior to the patent being issued or

the application abandoned. The marking serves to notify potential infringers who would copy the invention that they

may be liable for damages seizure, and injunction once a patent is issued.

Fraudulent use of the patent pending warning is prohibited by the law of many countries and inventors should be

cautious when marking products or methods that may arguably not be covered by any pending patent application. In

some jurisdictions, such as the UK, a warning notice should ideally mention the number of the pending application.

In the United States, according to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, the expression "Patent Pending" as

such does not protect an invention until  the actual patent is published and/or issued:

A patentee who makes or sells patented articles, or a person who does so for or under the patentee is required to mark

the articles with the word "Patent" and the number of the patent. The penalty for failure to mark is that the patentee

may not recover damages from an infringer unless the infringer was duly notified of the infringement and continued

to infringe after the notice.

http://www.uspto.gov/ 

The marking of an article as patented when it is not in fact patented is against the law and subjects the offender to a

penalty. Some persons mark articles sold with the terms "Patent Applied For" or "Patent Pending." These phrases

have no legal effect, but only give information that an application for patent has been filed in the Patent and

Trademark Office. The protection afforded by a patent does not start until  the actual grant of the patent. False use of

these phrases or their equivalent is prohibited."

http://www.uspto.gov/

The use of the term "patent pending" or "patent applied for" is permitted so long as a patent application has actually

been filed. If these terms are used when no patent application has been filed it is deemed as a deceptive act and a fine

of up to $500 may be imposed for every such offense. Under the current interpretation of “offense,” each mis-marked

article constitutes an offense, which permits theoretical damages in the hundreds of millions of dollars for high-

volume consumer goods.

Patent pending
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Paris Convention

The Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, signed in Paris, France, on March 20, 1883, was one

of the first intellectual property treaties. As a result of this treaty, intellectual property, including patents, of any

contracting state are accessible to the nationals of other states party to the Convention. 

The "Convention priority right", also called "Paris Convention priority right" or "Union priority right", was also

established by this treaty. It provides that an applicant from one contracting State shall be able to use its first filing

date (in one of the contracting State) as the effective filing date in another contracting State, provided that the

applicant files another application within 6 months (for industrial designs and trademarks) or 12 months (for patents

and utility models) from the first filing.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_Convention_for_the_Protection_of_Industrial_Property 

European Patent Convention (EPC)

The Convention on the Grant of European Patents of 5 October 1973, commonly known as the European Patent

Convention (EPC), is a multilateral treaty instituting the European Patent Organisation and providing an autonomous

legal system according to which European patents are granted. The term European patent is used to refer to patents

granted under the European Patent Convention. There is currently no single, centrally enforceable, European Union-

wide patent. Since the 1970s, there has been concurrent discussion towards the creation of a Community patent in

the European Union. In May 2004 however, this has led to a stalemate.

There are only two types of centrally executed procedures after grant, the opposition procedure and the limitation and

revocation procedures. The opposition procedure, governed by the EPC, allows third parties to file an opposition

against a European patent within 9 months of the date of grant of that patent. It is a quasi-judicial process, subject to

appeal, which can lead to maintenance, maintenance in amended form or revocation of a European patent.

Simultaneously to the opposition, a European patent may be the subject of litigation at a national level (for example

an infringement dispute). National courts may suspend such infringement proceedings pending outcome of the

opposition proceedings to avoid proceedings running in parallel and the uncertainties that may arise from that.

In contrast to the unified, regional character of a European patent application, the granted European patent does not

comprise, in effect, any such unitary character, except for the opposition procedure. In other words, one European

patent in one Contracting State is effectively independent of the same European patent in each other Contracting

Patent conventions
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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State, except for the opposition procedure.

A European patent confers rights on its proprietor, in each Contracting State in respect of which it is granted, from

the date of publication of the mention of its grant in the European Patent Bulletin. This means that the European

patent is granted and confers rights in all its designated Contracting States at the date of mention of the grant,

whether or not a prescribed translation is filed with a national patent office later on (though the right may later be

deemed never to have existed in any particular State if a translation is not subsequently filed in time).

A translation of a granted European patent must be filed in some EPC Contracting States to avoid loss of right.

Namely, in the Contracting States which have ‘prescribe’ that if the text, in which the European Patent Office intends

to grant a European patent is not drawn up in one of its official languages, the applicant for or proprietor of the

patent shall supply to its central industrial property office a translation of this text in one of its official languages at

his option or, where that State has prescribed the use of one specific official language, in that language". The

European patent is void ab initio (to be treated as invalid from the outset) in a designated Contracting State where

the required translation (if required) is not filed within the prescribed time limit after grant. In other Contracting

States, no translation needs to be filed, for example in Ireland if the European patent is in English. In those

Contracting States where the London Agreement is in force the requirement to file a translation of the European

patent has been entirely or partially waived. If a translation is required, a fee covering the publication of said

translation may be due as well. The translation fee increases significantly the cost of patenting in Europe. If you want

to patent your invention in all of the European area the cost of it (due to the translation fees) is more than 10-fold the

US Regular Patent Application.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Patent_Convention 

London Agreement

The London Agreement is a patent law agreement concluded in London on 17 October 2000 and aimed at reducing

the translation costs of European patents granted under the European Patent Convention. The London Agreement is

an optional agreement between member states of the European Patent Organisation. The London Agreement entered

into force on 1 May 2008 in 14 countries, and later for Lithuania as 15th contracting state on 1 May 2009.

Before 1 May 2008, once a European patent was granted or more precisely within three months (or six months for

Ireland) from the date of grant, the patent had to be translated into an official language of each country in which the

patentee wanted patent protection. If the translation of the European patent was not provided to the national patent

office within the prescribed time limit, the patent was "deemed to be void ab initio in that State." This situation still

applies in the Contracting States wherein the Agreement has not entered into force.

This situation led to high translation costs for patent holders, reduced the incentives to apply for a European patent

and, many argued, the situation was a burden on the competitiveness of the European economy, compared to the

situation in the United States 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/European_Patent_Convention
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The agreement provides that Contracting States which have an official language in common with an official

language of the European Patent Office, i.e. English, French or German, no longer require translation of European

patents into one of their official languages. Other contracting states have to choose one of the official languages of

the EPO as a "prescribed language", in which European patents have to be translated in order to enter into force in

their country. They however keep the right to require translation of the claims in one of their official languages.

In addition, a Contracting State to the Agreement also keeps the right to require that, in case of a dispute relating to a

European patent, a translation should be provided by the patentee in one of the official languages of the state.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London_Agreement_(2000) 

Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT)

The Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) is an international patent law treaty, concluded in 1970. It provides a unified

procedure for filing patent applications to protect inventions in each of its contracting states. A patent application

filed under the PCT is called an international application, or PCT application.

A single filing of an international application is made with a Receiving Office in one language. It then results in a

search performed by an International Searching Authority (ISA), accompanied by a written opinion regarding the

patentability of the invention, which is the subject of the application. It is optionally followed by a preliminary

examination, performed by an International Preliminary Examining Authority (IPEA). Finally, the relevant national

or regional authorities administer matters related to the examination of application (if provided by national law) and

issuance of patent. The PCT does not provide for the grant of an "international patent", as such multinational patent

does not exist, and the grant of patent is a prerogative of each national or regional authority.

The contracting states the states which are parties to the PCT, constitute the International Patent Cooperation Union.

A majority of the world's countries are signatories to the PCT, including all of the major industrialised countries

(with a few exceptions). As of September 28, 2009, there were 142 contracting states to the PCT.

The main advantages of the PCT procedure, also referred to as the international procedure, are the possibility to

delay as much as possible the national or regional procedures, and the respective fees and translation costs, and the

unified filing procedure.

An international patent application (also called PCT application, as mentioned above) has two phases. The first phase

is the international phase in which patent protection is pending under a single patent application filed with the patent

office of a contracting state of the PCT. The second phase is the national and regional phase which follows the

international phase in which rights are continued by filing necessary documents with the patent offices of separate

contracting states of the PCT. A PCT application, as such, is not an actual request that a patent be granted, and it is

not converted into one unless and until  it enters the "national phase".

The first step of the procedure consists in filing an international (patent) application with a suitable patent office,

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London_Agreement_(2000
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called a Receiving Office. This application is usually called an international application or simply a PCT application

since it does not result in an international patent nor in a PCT patent (both of which do not exist). The international

application needs to be filed in one language only, although translations may still  be required for international search

and international publication, depending on the language of filing and the International Searching Authority to be

used. Upon filing of the international application, all contracting states are automatically designated. Subject to

reservations made by any contracting state, an international patent application fulfilling the requirements of the treaty

and accorded an international filing date has the effect of a regular national application in each designated state as of

the international filing date, which date is considered to be the actual filing date in each designated State. However,

in some countries, the prior effect of an international application filed outside such countries may be different from

the prior effect of a local national application. For example, in the United States, an international patent application

filed outside the United States has a different prior art effect than a direct US application.

Eighteen months after the filing date or the priority date, the international application is published by the

International Bureau at the WIPO, based in Geneva, Switzerland. There is an exception to this rule, however. If 18

months after the priority date, the international application designates only the United States, then the application is

not automatically published.

Finally, at 30 months from the filing date of the international application or from the earliest priority date of the

application if a priority is claimed, the international phase ends and the international application enters in national

and regional phase. However, any national law may fix time limits which expire later than 30 months. For instance,

it is possible to enter the European regional phase at 31 months from the earliest priority date. National and regional

phases can also be started earlier on the express request of the applicant.

If the entry into national or regional phase is not performed within the prescribed time limit, the international

application generally ceases to have the effect of a national or regional application

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patent_Cooperation_Treaty 
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Planning for the development, production and launch of a new product is as much a matter of forecasting future

market developments as it is of minimizing risks. A major risk for any company, particularly companies in

technology sectors in which there is extensive patenting, is that the commercialization of a new product or

technology may be blocked by a competitor holding a patent over a technology that is incorporated in the new

product. In extreme scenarios, there may be "essential patents" that are indispensable for developing certain types of

products or for meeting certain technical standards.

In such cases, without prior authorization of the patent owners, the risks of being accused of infringement are

extremely high. This is why many companies, prior to launching a new product, and often even prior to initiating a

new line of research that may lead to the development of a new product, seek to minimize the risk of infringement by

securing their "freedom to operate" (FTO), i.e. ensuring that the commercial production, marketing and use of their

new product, process or service does not infringe the intellectual property rights of others.

It is important to point out at the outset that absolute certainty in regard to "freedom to operate" will never be

attainable, as it is a matter of degree. However, there are ways of minimizing risks that could save a company

significant resources. A good patent search may provide a company with some indication that a new product is

unlikely to infringe on third party patents, but no patent search is perfect or full proof. There is a practical limit to

the time and money that can be spent on a search.

An FTO analysis invariably begins by a search of patent literature for issued or pending patents and obtaining a legal

opinion on whether a product, process or service may be considered to be infringing existing patent(s) owned by

others. Many companies rely on private law or IP firms that offer FTO analyses as part of their legal services to

clients. Some national IP offices may also offer such services for a fee.

If you discover a patent application or patent in the database that seems to relate to the action for which you are

seeking FTO, you can't immediately conclude that there isn't FTO, because for a variety of reasons the matter

claimed in the patent could be available to use.

Patent protection is territorial. Companies generally make strategic decisions about the countries in which they will

seek patent protection. In many cases, technologies may be protected in a company’s main markets but may be in the

public domain in other countries where commercialization is less likely. In the latter countries, no permission (or

license) will be needed from the patent owner to commercialize the product.

Patents have a limited duration. Patent protection lasts for a maximum period of 20 years, provided the patent is

Freedom-to-operate
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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"maintained" for the entire period by timely payment of maintainance fees to the patent office concerned. After the

expiry of the term of protection, a patent is considered to be in the public domain and may be freely used by any one.

This is the case, for example, of the famous patent on transistors. It is estimated that less than 25 % of all patents

granted through the European Patent Office (EPO) are maintained for the maximum term of protection of 20 years,

implying that many patents are in fact abandoned by the patent holders (by not paying the maintenance fees) before

the 20 years have lapsed, leaving a large number of useful technologies in the public domain.

Patents have limits of scope. Probably the most important part of a patent document is the claims. The claims

determine the scope of the patent and all aspects of an invention that are not covered by the claims are not considered

to be patented. It is important to bear in mind that it is not always easy to determine the scope of a patent. It requires

considerable skills and experience in interpreting the claims, the written specification (as the claims are often

interpreted in the light of the specification) and the prosecution history (i.e. the history of the application process).

Patents that were issued in different countries may have broader or narrower claims, so it is really important to look

at the claims to see what they read on.

Some countries have exemptions for certain actions (for example, Germany is enacting a research exemption, and

New Zealand has an exemption for certain types of clinical trials).

An FTO analysis based on the search of patent literature is in many ways just the first step. If the patent search

reveals that there are one or more patents that limit your freedom to operate, your company will have to decide how

to proceed. Assuming that the blocking patent(s) are valid, some of the most common strategies for having freedom

to operate are the following:

Purchase the patent or in-licensing. Licensing implies obtaining a written authorization from the patent holder to use

the patented technology for specified acts, in specified markets and for a specified period of time. The convenience

of such an agreement will depend largely on the terms and conditions of the proposed license. While there is a risk of

a potential loss of autonomy determined by the terms and conditions of the agreement and the patent holder will

require a lump-sum and/or periodic royalty payments, it may also be the simplest way of clearing the grounds for the

commercialization of your new technology or product.

Cross-licensing. Cross-licensing is when two companies exchange licenses in order to be able to use certain patents

owned by the other party. This is the case of the example mentioned at the beginning of this article about the three

pharmaceutical companies. Cross-licensing requires that your company has a well-protected patent portfolio that is of

value to potential licensing partners.

Inventing around. A third alternative for your company is to invent around the invention. This implies steering

research or making changes to the product or process in order to avoid infringing on the patent(s) owned by others.

For example, if your freedom to operate is limited by a process patent, then your company may be able to develop an

alternative process for arriving at the same or similar end result and thus be able to commercialize the invention

without the need to pay a licensing fee to someone else.
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Patent pools. A patent pool is one mechanism by which two or more companies practicing related technologies put

their patents in a pool to establish a clearinghouse for patent rights. A well-known example of a patent pool is that

formed by Sony, Philips and Pioneer for inventions that are essential to comply with certain DVD-Video and DVD-

ROM standard specifications.
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A trade mark is a sign used to distinguish goods or services in the market place from the goods or services of another

trader. The trade mark can appear directly on the product (such as on a label on a bottle), in its packaging and other

material (such as on a box or bag the product is sold in, and on instructions, guarantees and other documents), and in

advertising and promotional material (for example, on a billboard or magazine advertisement). The actual shape of a

container can be a trade mark – the shape of the famous COCA-COLA bottle is itself a trade mark in a number of

countries. When a trade mark is used in the services sector (for example, banking, pathology services, internet or

telecommunication services), the trade mark is used in association with the provision of services (on signs at an

office or workshop, for instance, on documentation such as quotations, invoices and reports, or on a website offering

or providing the service), and on promotion material (such as advertisements) [7].

The main legal property of a trade mark is that it should effectively function as a sign that shows that a certain

product is associated with one business in particular. How a trade mark works depends on the nature of the word or

other sign in a particular sector of commerce. For example, the word APPLE is a distinctive trade mark for computer

products in many countries – and it would be misleading for a non-APPLE computer or computer component to be

sold under that trade mark, because a consumer would probably assume that a computer marked with that trade mark

came from the well known computer company, or was somehow endorsed by that company for use in their

computers. But in the food business – for example, for fruit juices or confectionery - the word ‘Apple’ is needed to

describe a fruit and its flavour. A company could hardly sell ‘Apple’ fruit juice and claim that this was a distinctive

trade mark. It would be wrong to grant anyone exclusive rights to use the term. For this reason, the rights associated

with a trade mark are linked to particular goods and services, and do not normally extend to other areas of commerce

– it is not unusual for the same trade mark to be used by different businesses operating in completely different lines

of business. For instance, “Prince” is a trade mark owned by at least two completely separate businesses, one

producing sports equipment, the other providing information technology services [7].

The Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) provides that any sign capable of distinguishing

the goods or services of one undertaking (e.g., an individual merchant, a company, or a cooperative) from those of

others shall be capable of being a trade mark including personal names, letters, numerals, figurative elements and

combinations of colours. Some countries extend the scope of the definition of trade mark, and allow for trade mark

protection to cover distinctive sounds and smells, as well as the shape of the product itself or its container [7].

How do you get legal protection for a trade mark?

There are two distinct forms of protection. The most transparent and predictable way of protecting trade marks is

through official registration at the national trade mark office – similar to registration of patents. This is the preferred

approach of most enterprises. But, unlike patents, you do not have to register a trade mark for it to be protected by

Trademarks
Thursday, January 13, 2011
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law. Rights to a trade mark can arise through use. In the example of snap-frozen bananas cited above, if you sold the

bananas under the trade mark ‘Brilliant Bananas’ you would have the choice of trying to register ‘Brilliant’ as a trade

mark in respect of fruit, or simply making use of the trade mark to build up a distinctive reputation in the market

place over time, in the hope that you would be able to defend your interests if someone else tried to cash in on your

reputation by representing their product as Brilliant Bananas [7].

What’s the difference between registered and unregistered trade marks?

Both registered and unregistered trade marks are associated the reputation of the trader in respect of specific goods

and services. The signs ® and TM are often used together with a trade mark. ® indicates that the trade mark is

registered, and should only be used in connection with a registered mark. TM indicates that the word or sign is

presented as a trade mark rather than as a descriptive or other term, but it need not be registered – for example, you

could sell your snap-frozen bananas as Brilliant BananasTM to indicate that the term is being used as a trade mark.

SM can be used similarly for a ‘service mark’ – a trade mark used in respect of services [7].

Advantages of registered trade marks are that the protection dates from the application for registration and they can

be easier and cheaper to enforce than unregistered marks. Also, registration may last indefinitely and the protection

tends to be for a whole country not just a smaller area.

Advantages of unregistered trade marks are that there is no need to go through the registration process and no

registration fees are payable. But it can be very difficult to enforce rights in an unregistered trade mark, as it’s

necessary to build up strong evidence that the public sees the word or symbol in question as a trade mark. Some

marks are initially not registrable because they are not considered sufficiently distinctive. Clearly you couldn’t claim

as your trademark for your bananas ‘Yellow Bananas’ or ‘Fresh Bananas’ because these are descriptive terms that

anyone should be free to use. In other cases, it is difficult to draw the line. For example, you might try to register

‘Brilliant Bananas’ as a trade mark, and this could be accepted because it is sufficiently distinctive, or it could be

rejected on the basis that the word ‘brilliant’ should be available for any trader to use as a descriptive or laudatory

term for the bananas they are trying to sell. 

Even if you failed to register the mark ‘Brilliant Bananas,’ this mark might nonetheless be important to the

reputation of your business. Unregistered marks can be protected by unfair competition laws – if someone else uses

an unregistered mark, this can be considered misleading or deceptive commercial conduct. In addition, if you used

‘Brilliant Bananas’ as a trade mark for several years, and you can prove that it has become distinctive in the fruit

trade, then you might be able to register it subsequently on the basis that it has become distinctive through use [7].

What rights are associated with trade marks?

A registered trade mark right is infringed if a person uses in a particular commercial context a sign that is

substantially identical to or deceptively similar to the trade mark for the promotion of similar goods and services to

those protected by the trade mark. In essence, the trade mark registration can be used to prevent other people from

using a similar sign on goods or services that suggests some form of connection with the owner of the registered

trade mark. It generally can’t be used to stop use of a similar trade mark in a completely different line of business

(see the examples above). When a trade mark is considered ‘well known’ or ‘famous,’ the scope of the trade mark

right is broader.

TRIPS provides for exceptions to trade mark rights such as fair use of descriptive terms if such exceptions take
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account of the legitimate interests of the owner of the trademark and of third parties [7].

How long do trade mark rights last?

TRIPS provides that initial registration and each renewal of registration of a trade mark shall be for a minimum of 7

years. The registration of a trade mark can be renewed indefinitely, and some trade mark registrations (such as

‘Kodak’) have been in force for well over a century. If a registered trade mark is not actually used or ceases to be

used, then someone else may reasonably wish to use it. For this reason, a registered trade mark can generally be

removed from the register after a certain delay if the trade mark owner has not used it or has stopped using it. This is

to ensure that unused or abandoned marks do not remain on the trade mark register when they conflict with other

traders’ legitimate interests. TRIPS provides that ‘if use is required to maintain a registration, the registration may be

cancelled only after an uninterrupted period of at least three years of non-use, unless valid reasons based on the

existence of obstacles to such use are shown by the trademark owner.’

Similarly if a trade mark becomes generic, that is it becomes commonly identified for a general purpose, then it may

lose its distinguishing characteristic and cease to be a trade mark. For example Xerox was registered as a trade mark

for electro-photographic copying machines and apparatus for fusing powder images in 1952, and was used widely for

these kind of copying technology. This reached a point by the 1970s that the trade mark almost became a generic

descriptive because many people referred to photocopiers and photocopying as xerox machines and xeroxing. Other

trade marks such as ‘Velcro’ and ‘Hoover’ have similarly been in danger of losing their distinctiveness. Linoleum is

now the standard descriptive English word for a form of flooring material originally made by coating canvas with

oxidized linseed oil. This term was originally a trade mark in the name of the Linoleum Manufacturing Company

(and linoleum flooring was also patented), but it is now a generic term which any manufacturer can use for their

product [7].
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The industrial design system protects the distinctive appearance of products – it only protects the look of items, and

not how they function or the underlying technology. So if you had design protection for a new kind of folding chair,

your rights would only extend to chairs that looked like your protected design, not chairs that folded in the same way.

Protection is given to distinctive ornamental or aesthetic elements of the product. To be eligible for protection, a

design has to be new in appearance, although this can include relatively minor variations on existing designs. There

is no need for the kind of ‘inventive’ or ‘useful’ qualities that apply for instance to patentable inventions. All that is

required is that the design should differ in the way it looks from previous work in that area.

Under the TRIPS Agreement, protection has to be available for ‘independently created industrial designs that are new

or original,’ and indicates that designs may not be ‘new or original’ if they ‘do not significantly differ from known

design features.’ TRIPS also provides that protection need not be extended to designs which are purely dictated by

‘technical or functional considerations.’

Designs can cover a very wide range of products, such as handicrafts, furniture, electrical appliances, food

containers, textiles, clothing, toys and building materials. The industrial designs system is often very useful for

middle-level innovators, including small or medium enterprises, which create innovative products that are not

necessarily technological developments, but are nonetheless commercially valuable new products.

While not directly applicable to the products of biotechnology, design protection may be useful in product

development in this field, as it can protect the distinctive appearance of products such as diagnostic kits and

analytical tools. For example, Australian registered design AU 137103 S protects the features of shape and/or

configuration of a ‘point of care diagnostic device’ produced by the Adeza Biomedical Corporation, and registered

design AU 142947 S, held by the company Human GmbH, protects the appearance of a human midstream pregnancy

test.

In the US, industrial designs are protected through design patents. Following is an example of a US design patent

claiming ‘the ornamental design for a device for chemical analysis of foods and other substances.’ Along with the

claim and other details of the individuals and company which created the design, there are eight drawings illustrating

the design, one of which is reproduced here [7].

 

Industrial design
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Trade secrets are information of a business or technical nature that have commercial value and have been kept

confidential. They can include secret processes, mixtures of ingredients, recipes, know-how or any other confidential

information that may give a competitive edge or may otherwise be valuable. TRIPS requires that there be some form

of legal mechanism available to stop the disclosure and unfair commercial use of information which [7]:

is secret in the sense that it is not, as a body or in the precise configuration and assembly of its components,

generally known among or readily accessible to persons within the circles that normally deal with the kind of

information in question;

has commercial value because it is secret; and

has been subject to reasonable steps under the circumstances, by the person lawfully in control of the information, to

keep it secret.

What material is protected by trade secrets law?

There are two general ways of protecting trade secrets, corresponding to the two main legal traditions – the common

law tradition of the UK, the US and most Commonwealth countries, and the civil law tradition of continental

European countries and those countries influenced by their legal systems. Under the common law approach, there is a

general kind of legal action for breach of confidence – this gives you the right to take action against people who fail

to honor an agreement with you to keep information in confidence – or who otherwise fail to live up to a relationship

of trust relating to the information (for instance in exploiting the information for commercial benefit when it was

only disclosed for preliminary evaluation). This form of legal action is part of the general background law within the

common law tradition, and is not necessarily contained in specific legislation passed by the government. But many

countries in the civil law tradition do have specific legislation, or statutes, that make it illegal to infringe trade secrets.

Trade secret protection or protection against breach of confidence is not limited to high-tech know-how. For instance,

in Australia it has been used as a legal remedy against the unauthorized public disclosure of information, which was

secret and sacred within the traditions of the Indigenous Pitjantjatjara people, when the disclosure was considered

prejudicial to their culture and society [7].

How do you get legal protection for trade secrets?

TRIPS has a general requirement on governments to put in place some for of legal mechanism that enables action to

Trade secrets
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be taken when trade secrets (or ‘undisclosed information’) are abused. But it leaves it up to national laws to

determine how this happens. So countries use variations of the common law system, or have specific legislation, to

define and protect trade secrets. Often, the protection of trade secrets is part of the general law against unfair

commercial practices or unfair competition. These different systems do have common features. Generally, it is not

necessary to register a trade secret to get protection for it (although it normally should be well documented). If

someone later thinks of the same idea independently you have no rights against them and cannot stop them from

using the idea. Also, if someone who has no connection with you can work out how your product was made simply

by analyzing it (‘reverse engineering’), then they are free to use that information to produce a competing product.

Trade secrets often constitute much of the valuable background knowledge that makes it possible to carry out a

patented invention. It can, for instance, relate to a lot of the hard-won practical knowledge about fine-tuning a

patented process to ensure that it operates most efficiently, and is better integrated with other manufacturing

processes. It also relates to valuable commercial information, such as marketing plans and commercialization

strategies. So trade secrets or know-how often constitute a significant portion of the ‘intellectual capital’ that

characterizes a successful enterprise.

Nonetheless, there is reluctance in some jurisdictions, especially common law countries, to recognize trade secrets or

confidential information as a form of property in its own right, even though it can be sold and licensed. For example,

the Canadian Supreme Court (R v. Stewart, 85 NR 171) concluded in 1988 that:

‘It appears that the protection afforded to confidential information in most civil cases arises more from an obligation

of good faith or a fiduciary relationship than from a proprietary interest. No Canadian court so far has exclusively

decided that confidential information is property, with all the civil consequences that such a funding would entail.’

Generally speaking, reliance on trade secrets is less legally certain, more unpredictable a tool for managing

technology, and less transparent for the public than the patent system [7].

Who owns the rights in trade secrets?

Trade secrets are not protected as property at common law but the person whose secret has been disclosed or used

can sue for breach of confidence. Statutory regimes provide that the owner of the trade secret is the person who

developed the trade secret [7].

How long do trade secrets rights last?

Unlike patents and copyright, the term of protection for trade secrets is not limited. The legal protection of trade

secrets can last indefinitely or until  the ‘trade secret’ is made public. From society’s point of view, trade secret

protection can be less desirable than patenting, because by its very nature a patent requires the inventor to make

available to the public a full explanation of how the invention works, so that understanding about the patented

invention immediately passes into the public domain [7].

Case-study: trade secrets protection for a food processing method

Say you have developed a new method for snap-freezing and thawing bananas so that they can be enjoyed fresh
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without discolouring and loss of texture. It may be an obvious application of an existing technology with some

minor adjustments that cannot be patented (e.g. if a technology is already in use for another fruit such as the mango,

and you make fairly obvious adjustments to it to make it work for bananas). Or you might decide the cost of

patenting is too high and you believe you can commercialize your new method without revealing it to your

competitors. But if you published an advertisement describing your method, or demonstrated your method to a group

of banana farmers or potential investors, then you would not normally be able to stop other people from taking this

method and using it for themselves, without any compensation or payment to you.

On the other hand, if you told your business partner or a potential investor about your new method, or demonstrated it

to them, and this was done in strict confidence, so that they clearly knew they had an obligation to keep the

information confidential, then the method could be protected by trade secrets law. You could even commercialize

your method and use it for many years to process and distribute bananas, provided other people outside your business

can’t see how it works. There are several drawbacks. This form of protection depends on you taking the effort to

keep the method secret. It also only extends to those to whom you disclose the method in secret. If someone else

figures out how to use your method (e.g. by analysis or reverse engineering), and they developed their ideas

independently of you, then they may make full commercial use of the method without owing you anything. What's

more, if your method is still  secret then the other person who independently came up with the idea may be able to get

a patent.

Technology is often protected as a package of different rights. If your method for processing bananas was a

significant technological breakthrough, then you might get a patent for the basic technology. But in using your

method, you might develop further techniques for making it more cost effective, for instance in reducing the cost of

refrigeration. These additional techniques may simply be know-how, not patentable in themselves, but could still  be

protectable as trade secrets.

From society’s point of view, the patent system has been developed to encourage disclosure of inventions, so that

there is an incentive to turn away from the kind of excessive use of trade secrets or confidentiality that might hamper

the transfer of technology and the sharing of benefits from new technologies [7].
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For researchers and academics, copyright has mainly been of concern because their work involves use of published

works – textbooks, journal publications, research outcomes. If you have written a textbook, you may be concerned

that unauthorized copies of the textbook become used so widely that there is no market left for the authentic copies of

the textbook – apart from reducing your royalties from book sales, this may affect the viability of publishing an

updated or revised edition of the textbook, for example. On the other hand, teachers and academics generally have an

entitlement under copyright law to make photocopies or digital copies of some portions of a textbook or journal

article for use in education. Copyright establishes the rules that apply to this sort of educational use of written

material – generally, there’s an attempt to balance the reasonable interests of the author or publisher with the public

interest in having copyright material freely available for education, research, criticism and commentary. There is

obviously a big difference between copying a few pages from a textbook and circulating them to your class for

reference during a lecture or seminar, and making multiple copies of the complete textbook and selling them

commercially. Copyright tries to draw the line between these two extremes.

Recent developments have broadened the scope of copyright that scientific researchers and academics need to deal

with, including in the biotechnology field. For instance, computer software, both in source code (programming

language) and object code (machine language) is now protected by copyright, as though it were a literary work. This

applies to standard word processing packages, operating systems and spread sheets, for example, as well as specialist

research and analytical software, so that making unauthorized copies of these programs for widespread distribution

counts as a breach of copyright.

A second area where copyright can also be used to protect collections of data, such as a database of gene sequence

listings – even if the individual data are not subject to copyright, copyright can protect the effort that is involved in

compiling and assembling the data, provided this compilation amounts to a distinct work – in the words of TRIPS,

compilations of data or other material are eligible for copyright material when ‘by reason of the selection or

arrangement of their contents [they] constitute intellectual creations’ in their own right. In addition, there have been

proposals for international recognition of distinct IP rights in databases, quite apart from copyright – the European

Union has already recognized database protection at the regional and national level.

The effect of IP rights on databases (whether through copyright or distinct database protection) is still  an area of

some uncertainty, but it looks to become an increasing practical reality for people working in the biotechnology

field, with the emergence of bioinformatics as a distinct field, and the growth of genomic databases [7].

 

Copyright for researchers
Thursday, January 13, 2011
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From the foregoing it’s perhaps clear that patenting is a long and expensive procedure, so it is worth to know the

market trends relating to your invention before you apply for a patent. Before you elaborate the IP strategy you should

take into consideration the following four general cases.

1. Long lifespan and hard-to-copy subject matter

When the invention is predicted to be viable on the market for a long time it is worth to protect it by either a patent or

conceal the subject matter. Concealment is the recommended strategy when you don’t want to disclose the subject

matter of your technology but it is hard-to-copy it.

Two hundred years ago József Zwack invented the recipe of a herbal digestif liqueur which was called Unicum. Today

Unicum is one of the most famous brand among the Hungarian products but its composition is still  secret. However, if

the composition had been patented it would have been published following 18 month the filing date which would have

favour the competition.

2. Long lifespan and easy-to-copy subject matter

It is recommended to protect the product by patent when its subject matter is easy-to-copy by third parties but long-

term profit is expected from it. A common misconception when people think that a patent gives comprehensive and

invulnerable protection to their invention all over the world. The fact is that there are still  some countries which haven’t

ratified the international patent conventions where you can’t get legal remedy in case of infringement. It also could be a

problem if an academic researcher and a firm submit a patent application independently for the same invention. Even if

the academic researcher is right by the law because earlier filing date favors him it is not sure to worth to sue the firm.

The litigation can be very expensive which have to be financed by the claimant (researcher) which probably exceeds his

limits.

3. Short lifespan and hard-to-copy subject matter

It’s common in dynamically developing fields, like IT that the manufacturers do not apply for patent because the

lifespan of a product is shorter than the patenting process. So, they often choose the concealment strategy when hard-to-

copy the subject matter. Of course, there must be a specialist in the engagement of any competitor company who can

disclose the secret of the invention - sooner or later -, however, by that time the inventor company can come by relevant

competitive-edge on the market.

4. Short lifespan and easy-to-copy the subject matter

Probably the most problematic case when the viability of the invention is too short to patent it and easy-to-copy the

subject matter. There are diverse opinions what are the most optimal exploitation strategies but there is not accordance

among the professionals. My goal is to give you a summary of the various opinions and give an overview of possible

strategies. It appears a viable strategy to keep the invention in secret until  you bring it into the market. It’s quite

General IP strategies
Thursday, January 13, 2011
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recommended to focus on a niche market and stay under the radar of big players and other competitors as long as

possible. 

An alternative that is increasingly used by many enterprises is that of "defensive publishing" or technical disclosure, in

sharp contrast to keeping it as a trade secret. Defensive publishing implies disclosing an invention to the public in order

to ensure that nobody else is able to patent it. This will ensure that nobody has the right to exclude others over the use

of the invention, providing some degree of freedom to operate to all. An important point when publishing defensively is

that the disclosure is done in a well-recognized technical journal or other publication that is likely to be consulted by

patent examiners who will be checking the literature while examining future patent applications. There are journals

devoted to defensive publishing some of which have become respected sources of technical information that are

included as part of the PCT minimum documentation for International Search Authorities. Defensive publication is

generally never done for a major breakthrough in technology or a core technological invention that is or will be the core

strength of an enterprise.

Some large corporations rely on their own technical disclosure bulletins (e.g. Xerox) which are widely disseminated in

order to disclose inventions that are not patented. In the US, the USPTO enables applicants to request the publication of

a Statutory Invention Registration (SIR) of a filed patent which is effectively a technical disclosure of an invention for

which a patent was applied. In registering an SIR, the applicant abandons the prosecution of the patent, in exchange for

the disclosure of the invention by the patent office [7].
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As researchers, you need to integrate your intellectual property strategy with your research and

development strategy from as early on in the research program. This will maximize the commercial

benefits that may derive from your hard work. Intellectual property management issues arise at every

stage of research, from planning, through to research outcomes and the completed product in the

market.

It is important to combine an IP strategy into your research planning from the outset. For example, if

you check prior art early in your research process you might find that your research has already been

done, or that the research direction you have chosen is not the best way of achieving your goal. Such a

prior art search could save you wasting your valuable time and money. A prior art search might also give

you ideas for different research projects that build on existing technology. A search will also help you to

identify freedom to operate issues in the event that technology upon which you’re building is already

protected by a patent [7].
 

Combining research and IP strategies
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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This section covers some of the practical management issues you may confront as a researcher or as the

manager of a research program.

Keep laboratory notebooks to establish the date of your invention

As discussed in above the intellectual property, most countries follow the first-to- file system, meaning

that the effective legal date attached to the patent is, generally, the first date a patent application is

filed in the patent office. But the ‘first to invent’ system of the United States means that it can become

very important to provide evidence of when the invention was actually conceived and reduced to practice.

For this purpose, it is standard procedure to maintain detailed laboratory notebooks in order to

safeguard patent protection in the United States. The laboratory notebooks do not have to be submitted

with the patent application, but are drawn on as evidence in the event that there is a conflict between

the patent claims in your application, and those of another patent applicant. This arises in ‘interference’

proceedings in the US Patent Office, when the office seeks to decide between competing claims to the

same subject matter [7].

The notebooks should provide strong evidence of when two key steps occurred, the conception of the

invention and its reduction to practice. The conception is the initial idea or conceptual breakthrough; the

reduction to practice is the process of turning the initial idea into a practical, working form. It should

also show the researchers’ diligence in proceeding from conception to reduction to practice – in other

words, it should show that the researchers were continuously active in reducing their initial idea to

actual practice. This is because, in deciding between competing claims to the same subject matter, the

US practice is to give priority to the first conception of the invention, provided there has been diligence

in reducing it to practice. US Patent rights could be lost to another claimant, on the other hand, if there

was initially no attempt to follow up the conception and put it into practice, and the other claimant

meanwhile conceived their invention and diligently reduced it to practice.

You should seek detailed legal advice on this aspect of United States patent law, and build it into the

management of any research program that aims at developing a technology that may be patented in the

US. To illustrate the kind of approach that is necessary, some general considerations are mentioned

here.

Apart from their value in establishing priority in the US, laboratory notebooks may be helpful in general

management of the research program – for instance, in keeping track of research data, preparing

scientific publications, complying with record-keeping requirements as part of a research agreement

(including confirming when research milestones have been reached), drafting a patent application,

ensuring important information is not lost with staff turnover, and demonstrating compliance with

Research practicalities
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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government or university guidelines for laboratory practice.

A key legal requirement for keeping notebooks is the witnessing of the lab notes. Don’t forget the

notebooks may have to provide convincing, objective evidence in a court of law. This means that another

person who can understand your work, but who is not directly involved in your research, must regularly

witness all entries and be prepared to sign your lab books.

Computers should not normally be used as your only notebook because the data can be too easily

altered, and it is less convincing as evidence. Computer-stored data might be enough to establish a date

of invention only in limited cases. For instance, computer stored data can be persuasive if the data are

printed out and bound shortly the time of creation, and this printout is signed and dated by the person

who created the data and is witnessed by another person. If you are planning to use electronic data

systems as your principal laboratory notebook, you should seek up to date legal advice on the best

approach to take.

Guidelines for keeping lab notebooks

The basic objective of keeping the notebook is to provide convincing evidence that the experiment did

produce the claimed invention, and on the date that is claimed as the date of invention. Many of the

specific requirements flow from this general goal. Following are some basic guidelines for keeping lab

notebooks will help you prove the date of your invention. If you have significant plans for securing US

patents for your work, your research record-keeping practices should be checked against authoritative

legal advice. The guidelines for keeping lab notebooks should generally include [7]:

use of bound notebooks (not loose-leaf) 

numbering of each book sequentially, and numbering each page

storing books securely

detailed description of your hypothesis, experimental design, materials, methods and results, with as

much specific information as possible, and clear cross references to related work in other notebooks

permanent fixing of all labels, print-outs, photos and scans into your notebook

recording of each entry in permanent ink 

drawing a single line through errors, not erasing entries 

using every page in your notebook, and filling any gaps

do not remove pages or portions of a page 

if you do not work on a project for a period of time state the reasons why and indicate the page

number in your notebook where the next relevant entry is 

recording of all experiments, including those that fail 

signing and dating each entry or experiment on an daily basis, and

getting someone who did not perform the work (but who understands the work) to read and sign the

new work on a regular basis, e.g. “Read and understood by:_________” write the person’s name and date

the entry.
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Ensuring your freedom to operate is another scenario in which you may have to negotiate an agreement

– in this case, to reach an agreement to ‘license in’ the technology you need from the person,

organization or company that holds IP rights over the technology. In many cases, the value of the IP

system is derived less from the IP rights as such, than from the legal arrangements that are negotiated

to put them into effect. Practical management of IP rights involves the effective use of legal documents

which are intended to express in a structured and binding way different forms of agreement between

partners. These agreements cover different ways of contributing to the research and development

project (financial support, contribution of know-how and existing IP rights, logistical support,

management, direction and research effort), different ways of conducting research activities

(collaboration, by contracted tasks), different ways of assessing progress and deciding future directions

(milestones, passage of time), and different ways of distributing risks, benefits and ownership of the

results of the research [7].

There are many different potential arrangements for cooperation, and many different ways of expressing

these arrangements in the form of legal agreements. Often, in practice, the nature of the relationship is

predetermined by the use of existing model agreements or precedents, although this may not accurately

represent the ideal arrangement for the two parties entering into the joint undertaking which the

agreement is intended to promote. It is advisable, wherever possible, to think first about the nature of

the practical arrangement you want to enter into, and then to think about how that arrangement should

be expressed in legal terms, rather than limiting the cooperative mechanism to a pre-existing legal

precedent.

In any case, the interpretation and legal effect of legal agreements can be a complex legal matter,

varying considerably between different countries (and between jurisdictions within countries), so you

should normally seek expert legal advice before entering into any legal agreement, even if it is a ‘model’

or ‘precedent.’ This advice needs to cover a range of issues. For instance, you should check whether the

agreement really will achieve what you want it to and what you believe it does; you may need to check

whether the rights and obligations you are entering into are reasonable, fair and legal; and you may

need to check whether the other party is really has the legal, financial and technological capacity to

enter into the undertakings it is assuming.

There is a range of legal agreements you may encounter in research and development of biotechnology,

and the various categories overlap considerably, but they can be generally categorised as one of the

following [7].

Confidentiality or non-disclosure agreements

Negotiating Agreements
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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Such agreements are used, for instance, when gaining financial support or bringing in potential

collaborators for a new technology, before it has been patented, or in exploiting trade secrets. The

agreement can limit the use to which the protected information can be put – for instance, it can be

limited to evaluation purposes only, rather than other commercial or industrial uses. This provides legal

certainty that the protected subject matter is not misused by commercial partners, and that disclosure of

the invention in confidence is not considered the kind of ‘publication’ which can invalidate a later patent

application. Signing a confidentiality agreement can create problems for companies who are working in

the same field (for instance, the fact that they have independently come up with the same idea won’t be

evident until after they have already signed the confidentiality agreement and potentially constrained

their future options for no benefit).

Research-related agreements

Such agreements can be used in establishing a research program, setting out the terms on which the

partners provide financial support, undertake research collaboration or share technology, and the terms

on which the benefits and ownership of the research outcomes are enjoyed by the research partners.

They may cover the contribution of existing IP- protected technology (‘base IP’ or ‘background IP’) – for

instance, one research partner might license the use of its IP for use in the project, subject to a financial

or other contribution on the part of the other parties to the agreement.

Research-related agreements can include a research contract (see below), in which the researcher is paid

to undertake a specific commissioned research task, and has no further rights or interests in the

research outcomes, or other forms of research agreement in which the researcher has a more substantial

interest.

A research and development agreement may be used when a research institute has identified a specific

research direction, and needs financial backing to develop it. The agreement determines the conditions

on which a funding organization (such as a public funding body, an investment company, or a

commercial or industrial enterprise) provides financial support. Typically, the research institute may

retain ownership of intellectual property rights, granting exclusive rights to the funding organization; or

the rights may be held by the funding organization which grants the research institute exclusive rights.

A collaborative research and development agreement

This kind of agreement is increasingly common in biotechnology research. A Collaborative R&D

Agreement is struck when several parties agree to work together on the same research program. The

parties come together because they share a common goal and need one another’s resources or expertise

to achieve that goal. They may also need to share some of the risks in the research and development

rather than take on all the risks on their own. The parties agree to contribute various resources (which

may be existing intellectual property, research facilities, skilled personnel, funding), in collective pursuit

of a shared research and development objective.

The management structure established to oversee such an agreement is important to its successful

implementation, and if the research and development is aiming at a commercial product, it is important

to ensure that the management structure has a wide range of expertise, not just the necessary technical
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or scientific knowledge. Key individuals, such as project leaders or leading researchers, may need to

have their roles specifically defined, even though the agreement is strictly an agreement between several

institutions.

The collaborative R&D agreement will normally specify clearly the field of research, and establish clear

goals or milestones – the milestones can also serve as specific decision points for planning future joint

research or the commitment of additional resources, depending on the research outcomes at that stage

and the external environment (such as commercial opportunities, the emergence of competing

technologies, freedom to operate issues, and soon.) The agreement will also specify how long it runs for

– whether this is a particular date or duration, or whether this is linked to certain milestones or

achievements. It might contain provisions for either party to give notice of termination of the agreement.

Ownership of IPRs on R&D outcomes may be shared according to agreed proportions, based for instance

on respective inputs. The agreement might already make provision for commercialization of research

results (see Module Nine), or this could be separately negotiated (for instance, the parties could bid for

licenses to commercialize the research outcomes, or a separate commercial or industrial partner could

be brought in once the research outcomes were proven.)

Material transfer agreements and information transfer agreements

Used in establishing the terms on which materials (such as biological samples, cell lines, vectors,

microorganisms etc.) or information (such as know-how or traditional knowledge) are provided,

generally limiting the further use of the transferred materials or information, or providing for sharing of

benefits resulting from any further use (e.g. a share of royalties on any commercial application of

biological resources)

Licensing agreements

Used in ‘licensing in’ technologies that you need (e.g. paying a royalty to make use of a particular

genetic engineering procedure), or in ‘licensing out’ technologies you have developed (e.g. receiving

royalties for the use of transformation vectors you have developed). Many projects will require both

forms of licensing at some stage. Y our dealings with commercial or research partners might entail the

transfer of technology licenses in both directions – a cross license – in which each party to the

agreement agrees to make some of its technology available to the other party, a kind of exchange of

access or technology pooling.

Commercialization agreements

Used when you need a commercial partner to bring a new technology to the marketplace, and deals with

such issues as ownership, maintenance and enforcement of IP rights, payment for regulatory approval

and marketing, and warranties as to the validity of the IP rights.

Sale or other transfer (‘assignment’) of intellectual property rights to others

Used when you wish to sell the IP right to another party – and may include a provision allowing the

developing of the technology to continue to use it (this would not automatically be the case)
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Research contracts

This normally entails one party hiring another to undertake research and development as a contractor.

The party providing the funding typically has a specific research proposal in mind, but lacks the specific

research skills or technical capacity required to put it into effect. The researcher is therefore contracted

to undertake the research on the funding party’s behalf. Since the funds pay directly for the research to

be conducted, the funding party typically assumes ownership of any intellectual property rights on the

contracted R&D, but the exact agreement as to ownership of IPRs needs to be spelt out clearly in the

agreement, as the law might otherwise leave ownership of the rights in the hands of the contracted

researcher.

Employment and consultancy contracts

The patent and employment laws of many countries provide that the employer and employee have

certain rights over technology produced by the employee; but this situation can be less clear in cases

where technology is developed fully or partially by an external contractor, or a research student, or

employees whose duties lie in different areas. Specific contracts may be needed to clarify questions of

ownership of intellectual property rights. For instance, in the absence of such a contract, an outside

consultant retained to right a report could keep ownership of copyright in that report.

Employees, students, contractors and others may need to enter into specific confidentiality agreements

as well. This can provide assurance to research managers and other partners that these individuals will

be specifically obliged to treat sensitive information in confidence [5].

There is a wide range of options within each of these general categories of legal agreement, and whether

you achieve the benefits you are expecting depends on whether you can negotiate effectively and with

all the information and legal advice you need. It is an adage of licensing negotiations that ‘you don’t get

the deal you deserve, you get the deal you negotiate.’
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Ideally, a research agreement should include: 

set out what you are going to do 

set out how much you will be paid, and when

provide a mechanism to enable the program to be changed if necessary

ensure your rights to publish your research

protect confidential information

set out what happens to the research results and intellectual property, and

ensure that you don’t get sued if the research work doesn’t work, or something goes wrong.

Set out the research program and milestones for payment

A research agreement should set out the research program, that is, details of your research project.

Also, the research agreement should say how you will be paid for your work. It is a good idea to provide

in a research agreement that you will get paid in stages, over the term of the project. The agreement

can list a series of recognizable milestones in the development of your research. These milestones can

trigger reports to your commercial partners and payment to you [7].

Another way to stage payments is to be paid on a regular basis, e.g. quarterly, or some other period of

time agreed by you and your commercial partner. In any case, you should normally seek some form of

payments in advance of completion of your project.

Set out a mechanism for changing the project

It is very important for a research agreement to set out how the project can be changed. You might

agree to deliver a certain kind of research but later find out that what you promised needs to be

changed in light of further research and experimentation.

Many research agreements set up a Management Committee to be responsible for deciding how the

research project can be changed. The membership of such a Management Committee should include

representatives of both your research organisation and the commercial partner.

It is preferable for a Management Committee to make decisions by consensus, that is, by the agreement

of all parties. Consensus will not always be possible, so the research agreement should state who has

the final say about changes to the research project in the original contract.

The Management Committee must make sure that all changes to the original research project are

documented fully. The agreement should also cater for the entry of new parties, and the replacement of

existing parties. Certain research personnel might be considered so important to the research that they

are individually identified in the research agreement [7].

Research agreements
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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Ensure protection of confidential information and publication rights

Your commercial partners will want to protect confidential information as a way to make their investment

in your research more valuable. You will probably want to publish your research results as soon as you

can. The research agreement needs to say how these competing interests will be worked out.

The research agreement will not allow publication of your research to jeopardise IP rights. As discussed

above and in more detail you need to be very careful about when you publish your research results.

Usually, if you publish your research results before you apply for a patent you will not be able to get a

valid or enforceable patent. Your commercial partners will not want this to happen - and neither should

you - as a patent can be a very valuable commercial asset for you.

The research agreement should provide for when research results can be published. This is a matter of

timing. You should never give up your rights to publish your research results. You need to ensure that

your publication rights are balanced against the need to keep your results confidential until you have

applied for a patent [7].

Set out who owns research results and IP rights

A research agreement should provide a mechanism for seeking protection of patentable inventions and

other intellectual property. It should be very clear on who owns the IP on outcomes from the research,

who has access to this IP and on what terms, and who is responsible for financing the cost of obtaining

and maintaining patents and other IP rights, including international protection, as well as obligations for

monitoring and enforcing IP rights. You should, as a rule, aim to keep ownership or at least some

control of your research outputs (although if you are an employee you will not normally be able to do

this). For example, the contract could provide for you to file for the patent, prosecute it and maintain it,

with your commercial partner having an exclusive license for a fixed term to market and seek a return

on their investment in your invention. There can be benefits for both you and your commercial partners

if you keep ownership of your research results and the IP rights over your research [7].

For the researcher, ownership has potential benefits. It allows for:

control over academic publications and subsequent use of the technology

continuing access to the IP for further research and commercialization of the technology

an opportunity to cancel a license if the company does not perform in marketing or applying the

technology

potential licensing of other applications of the technology to other commercial partners

continuing contact and more opportunities for further research

you keep ownership of IP if company goes bankrupt (the license would be automatically finished if the

company went bankrupt)

Whether you maintain ownership of IP may depend partly on your continuing interest in the technology

and the research outcomes, partly on your capacity to take the financial liability and administrative

burden of obtaining, maintaining and defending patent rights, and partly on your negotiating skills. If

you do decide to keep ownership of patents and other IP, it still might be possible to negotiate a

research agreement that requires your commercial partner to help finance and support the obtaining and

enforcement of IP rights – this would be so if you were granting an exclusive or sole license to your
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partner.

Depending on their interests, commercial partners might be prepared to accept your continuing

ownership of IP rights even if they are making a substantial investment in your research. They may be

able to obtain exclusive licensed rights that may be, for them, operationally the same as owning the IP

right itself. They may see your continued ownership of the IP rights as a sign of your commitment to

making the technology work, and to defending IP rights against infringement. They may also see it as a

means of negotiating access to additional technologies being developed by your institution or university.

On the other hand, if partners are being asked to finance much of the research and assume considerable

risk at the same time, they may find it difficult to justify this without the confidence and influence that

flows from ownership or part-ownership of the ensuing rights. Negotiating some balance of all

legitimate claims to ownership of IP rights is a crucial element in concluding research agreements, and

generally needs to be tackled from the outset, as it can be very difficult and costly to deal with these

issues later in the research program. Ownership of IP rights is not an end in itself, and if there are other

ways of achieving your objectives (including longer-term objectives), then there may be room for

flexibility in negotiations.

Joint ownership of research results and intellectual property rights is a legal possibility, although it can

lead to practical problems. It can mean that neither party has complete control – for instance, your

commercial partner may be able to use your research without paying for it and you may be constrained

from licensing your research without their consent. There is an exception to these rules for joint

ownership in the US. In the US both parties to a joint ownership agreement can use and license their

intellectual property rights independently of each other. However your patent attorney or commercial

adviser should be able to correctly advise you on the best strategy to adopt.

Remember that a company’s access to your research results will be an important issue for them. A

company will not pay for something that you own if they might be stopped from using it. However, the

needs of the company can be met without you giving them ownership of your research results and the

intellectual property in them.

Access can be provided by several different mechanisms. These mechanisms can provide access at a

later date. You can also give the company a “right of first refusal”. This means that the company must

always first be offered a licence on identical terms to those offered to any third party. A research

agreement can also provide for a “lockout” clause. A lockout clause means that you will not sign a

licence with any other party for an agreed time [7].

Provide you with protection against being sued

Do not sign a research agreement yourself - or at least not without advice! Research contracts should

only be signed by an authorized representative of your university or research organisation. Individual

researchers usually should not sign research contracts because if they do they will be personally legally

liable if anything goes wrong. Be careful with research contracts. Make sure you do not get sued!

The contract should not provide any warranties that you can do the research project at all or in the time

stated, that it will work, that it will meet expectations or that it will be of value. The contract should

provide you with a release, which is a clause that says the company, will not sue you. Also, the research

agreement should provide an indemnity clause. An indemnity clause provides that if someone sues you

the company will pay for any damages. This is obviously important because if your commercial
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relationship ends you do not want to be bankrupted. You will need to get advice from your research

institution, legal or commercial adviser before arranging for the signing of a research contract [7].

Confidentiality agreements

Confidentiality agreements (or non-disclosure agreements) are often used in research and development

[7]. They can, for example, be used:

with employees to ensure that they are aware of their responsibilities not to disclose information that

could prejudice future patent rights, and to clarify (and enforce, if necessary) their responsibilities;

with visiting researchers, students and contractors to clarify their legal status and obligations;

with research partners (such as collaborating institutions) to facilitate the flow of information and

cooperation between institutions, and to find solutions to technical problems, again without prejudicing

patent rights;

with potential commercial partners or funding agencies, allowing them to have access to technology for

the purposes of evaluation and testing, for instance, so that you can get financial and other support for

your project without forgoing your right to secure a patent.

Confidentiality agreements are of fundamental importance – failing to conclude an effective

confidentiality agreement could lead to the loss of patent rights altogether. It is also the usual

mechanism for exploiting trade secrets or valuable undisclosed information. In many countries’ law it is

not absolutely necessary to have a written agreement for confidentiality obligations to apply – but a

written agreement provides greater certainty, clarity and protection against legal challenges. For

instance, there should be some form of written acknowledgement that the material to be disclosed is

understood to be disclosed in confidence, and that the obligation to protect it as confidential

information has been accepted. It is usually advisable to define more precisely the nature of the
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confidential information and the nature of the obligation to protect it.

While you may often see ‘standard’ or ‘model’ confidentiality agreements, it is advisable to adapt the

specific agreement to the nature of the information involved, the context of its use, and the needs and

interests of the parties to the agreement.

Some elements which may be included in confidentiality agreements are:

A statement of the purpose of the agreement and the disclosure of the confidential information (for

instance, clarifying that it is only being disclosed for evaluation purposes)

Definitions of various terms, including technical terms and terms that determine the scope of the

agreement (e.g. defining the scope of permitted disclosure of the confidential information, or defining

subsidiary bodies or associated research centers that may be covered by the permitted disclosure)

The nature of the information covered by the agreement (for instance, the agreement could relate to a

specific process that is being licensed as confidential know-how, or it could relate to all research

activities that are conducted within a joint research project)

The nature of the protection required (this could include requirements on the physical protection of the

information)

The scope of permitted disclosure – who is authorized to get access to the information (for instance, it

might only be to certain nominated staff, or could be limited to a particular lab or research unit),

including the need to put in place confidentiality obligations that cover the relevant employees or

contractors of the institution receiving the confidential information

The scope of permitted use (for instance, the confidential information maybe provided only for technical

or commercial evaluation, or only for non-commercial research, or only for the development of a

particular commercial product)

Obligation to return the information in the tangible form it was provided in (for instance, documentation

or biological material such as microorganisms) once the permitted access has completed

Ownership and management of any further intellectual property rights that are created as a result of the

access to the confidential information, such as in the evaluation or testing process,

Limitations on the further disclosure or copying of the protected materials (for instance, it may place

restrictions on photocopying or digitally scanning documents containing confidential information)

Time limitations on the permitted use of the confidential information

Mechanisms for negotiating the extension of the agreement, either in terms of the scope of permitted

use or disclosure, or in terms of its duration in time
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Monitoring and reporting on the use of the confidential information

Details of financial payment or other requirements in exchange for the disclosure of confidential

information

Provisions on liability - for instance, disclaiming liability for any damage caused by use of or reliance on

the confidential information [7].

Material transfer agreements 

Material transfer agreements (MTAs) cover the transfer of actual biological materials, and are used in a

range of contexts, including [7]:

For exchange of materials between research institutes,

for access to public germ plasm collections (or ‘seed-banks’), and

for bio-prospecting, such as when outside parties (researchers or commercial enterprises) seek access to

genetic resources in their natural environment (for instance, plants, plant components, or

microorganisms) that are owned or cared for by an access provider, or that are located on land that is

owned or otherwise the responsibility of the access provider.

MTAs are used in the transfer of physical biological materials that are of use in research and

development – for example, germ-plasm or other plant propagating material, microorganisms, cell lines,

cell cultures, nucleotides, proteins, and specific tools of genetic engineering such as vectors, expression

promoters and DNA probes. MTAs are often used when these biological materials are exchanged

between laboratories, research institutions and private companies. MTAs are also increasingly used to

govern the conditions for access to plant genetic resources held in public germ-plasm collections: for

instance, if you wish in your research to use a particular variety of rice, you may need to sign an MTA to

get access to seeds held by the International Rice Research Institute in the Philippines. The recently

concluded FAO International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and Agriculture proposes a

standard MTA that would be used for all access to plant genetic resources under the international

system.

MTAs are also increasingly being used to deal with the relationship between researchers and custodians

of biological or genetic resources in their natural environment, such as Indigenous and local

communities, or government agencies responsible for management of public land, such as nature

reserves. So MTAs may provide the conditions for access to and use of genetic resources that are found

in a natural or traditional agricultural environment – for instance, when bioprospectors are seeking

samples of plant material that may be of research or industrial interest. In keeping with the principles of

the Convention on Biological Diversity, these MTAs may be one aspect of guaranteeing that genetic

resources are obtained with the prior informed consent of the community providing access to the

resources, and are then used and exploited in a way that ensures an appropriate sharing of the benefits.

In addition, MTAs in these contexts can also recognize traditional knowledge associated with the genetic

resources (for instance, knowledge about cultivating, harvesting or processing plants, or therapeutic or
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other beneficial applications of plant material), and ensure that there are agreed benefits (financial or

otherwise) in exchange for access to the traditional knowledge. They may also protect against certain

unacceptable or inappropriate forms of usage of the genetic resources and the associated traditional

knowledge. Traditional knowledge may also be protected by a confidentiality agreement, or by a distinct

information transfer agreement.

MTAs do not cover IP rights directly, but instead reflect the fact that the person giving access to the

biological material has control over it as physical property. They say, in effect, that in return for gaining

access to the biological material itself, in its physical form, you will agree to comply with certain

conditions (which may include payment or restrictions on what you do with the material). So the material

transfer agreement establishes the basis on which this kind of useful biological material is shared. MTAs

may involve an up-front payment or fee for the transfer of the biological materials, but they are can also

involve arrangements for the ownership, control or use of developments resulting from the materials –

so called ‘reach through’ provisions.

For instance, access to biological material may be provided, free of charge or subject to payment, in

exchange for an undertaking that the material will only be used in a limited way. You might gain access

to biological material for use in your research, subject to the condition that it may only be used for non-

commercial research, that it may not be shared further without permission, that it may only be used in

line with certain ethical guidelines, or that any IP rights or commercial benefits flowing from your use of

the material should be shared in a particular way with the provider of the material. There may be

conditions concerning liabilities for the use of the biological materials. A material transfer agreement

articulates and clarifies this kind of condition on access to biological materials.

An MTA can include genetic resources that are covered by the Convention on Biological Diversity,

particularly when the genetic resources are in their natural or traditional surroundings (either in the wild

or cultivated by traditional communities). In this case, it will be important to include benefit- sharing

arrangements and to ensure that any requirements for prior informed consent are complied with.  The

MTA might clarify that legal title to (or ownership of) the biological materials remains with the provider –

in other words, clarifying that the recipient is gaining access to the materials for the defined use, but

that this does not amount to actual ownership of the materials – there may be an obligation to return or

destroy the materials after the permitted use. It could specify that only particular defined individuals can

use the material, or other personnel under the immediate control of a defined individual (for instance,

the team leader of a research project). Apart from questions of IP rights, the MTA could specify also that

the source of the materials be acknowledged in any publication of the results of any research using the

materials. It could also require the recipient to report on all research results relating from the permitted

use of the materials [5].
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Licensing and assigning the IP rights

One basic choice is whether you should actively exploit your IP rights yourself, or to keep your IP rights

and license them to others to use, or sell or assign the rights to another person. You can, in principle,

make different choices in different countries for exploiting IP rights for the same underlying invention. If

you are based in Malaysia, you could in theory decide to exploit your patent yourself in the East Asian

region, grant a licence a Canadian company to use the invention in North America, and sell or assign the

rights in Europe to a Danish company – whether or not this is the best approach in practice is a different

matter, of course [7].

A licence is a grant of permission made by the patent owner to another to exercise any specified rights

as agreed. Licensing is a good way for an owner to benefit from their work as they retain ownership of

the patented invention while granting permission to others to use it and gaining benefits, such as

financial royalties, from that use. However, it normally requires the owner of the invention to invest time

and resources in monitoring the licensed use, and in maintaining and enforcing the underlying IP right.

The patent right normally includes the right to exclude others from making, using, selling or importing

the patented product, and similar rights concerning patented processes. The license can therefore cover

the use of the patented invention in many different ways.

For instance, licences can be exclusive or non-exclusive. If a patent owner grants a non-exclusive

licence to Company A to make and sell their patented invention in Malaysia, the patent owner would still

be able to also grant Company B another non-exclusive for the same rights and the same time period in

Malaysia. In contrast, if a patent owner granted an exclusive licence to Company A to make and sell the

invention in Malaysia, they would not be able to give a licence to anyone else in Malaysia while the

licence with Company A remained in force.

Licenses are normally confined to a particular geographical area – typically, the jurisdiction in which

particular IP rights have effect. You can grant different exclusive licences for different territories at the

same time. For example, a patent owner can grant an exclusive licence to make and sell their patented

invention in Malaysia for the term of the patent, and grant a separate exclusive licence to manufacture

and sell their patented invention in India for the term of the patent.

Separate licences can be granted for different ways of using the same technology. For example, if an

inventor creates a new form of pharmaceutical delivery, she could grant an exclusive licence to one

company to use the technology for an arthritis drug, a separate exclusive licence to another company to

use it for relief of cold symptoms, and a further exclusive licence to a third company to use it for

veterinary pharmaceuticals.

A licence is merely the grant of permission to undertake some of the actions covered by intellectual

Exploitation of IP rights
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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property rights, and the patent holder retains ownership and control of the basic patent. An assignment

of intellectual property rights is the sale of a patent right, or a share of the patent. It should be

remembered that the person who makes an invention can be different to the person who owns the

patent rights in that invention. If an inventor assigns their patent rights to someone else they no longer

own those rights. Indeed, they can be in infringement of the patent right if they continue to use it.

Patent licences and assignments of patent rights do not have to cover all patent rights together. Licences

are often limited to specific rights, territories and time periods. For example, a patent owner could

exclusively licence only their importation right to a company for the territory of Indonesia for 12 months.

If an inventor owns patents on the same invention in five different countries, they could assign (or sell)

these patents to five different owners in each of those countries. Portions of a patent right can also be

assigned – so that in order to finance your invention, you might choose to sell a half-share to a

commercial partner. If you assign your rights, you normally lose any possibility of further licensing or

commercially exploiting your intellectual property rights. Therefore, the amount you charge for an

assignment is usually considerably higher than the royalty fee you would charge for a patent licence.

When assigning the rights, you might seek to negotiate a licence from the new owner to ensure that you

can continue to use your invention. For instance, you might negotiate an arrangement that gives you

licence to use the patented invention in the event that you come up with an improvement on your

original invention and this falls within the scope of the assigned patent. Equally, the new owner of the

assigned patent might want to get access to your subsequent improvements on the invention [7]. 

Venture agreements and start-up companies

Rather than simply exploit your IP rights by licensing or assignment, you might choose to set up a new

legal mechanism to exploit your technology. Typically this can be a partnership expressed through a

joint venture agreement or a new corporation, such as a start-up or spin-off company. These options

require much more work on your part than licensing or assigning your intellectual property rights. This

could be a desirable choice in cases where:

you want to keep your institute’s research activities separate from the development and

commercialisation of technology, especially when your institute has a public interest focus or an

educational role; or

you need to attract financial support from those prepared to take a risk with an unproven technology

(‘angel investors’ or ‘venture capitalists’), and they will only take on a long-term risk if they can get a

share of future profits of the technology.

In working out the right vehicle for your technology, you will normally need specific legal advice from a

commercial lawyer, preferably one with experience in technology and commercialisation in your

jurisdiction. The laws governing partnerships and companies differ considerably from one country to

another, and this discussion is only intended to give a general flavour of the various options.

A joint venture agreement involves a formal, legally binding commitment between two or more partners

to work together on a shared enterprise. It is normally created for a specific purpose (for example, to

commercialise a specific new technology) and for a limited duration. For instance, you might sign a
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partnership agreement with a manufacturing company to develop and market a product based on your

invention. Before entering into a joint venture agreement, you need to check out possible commercial

partners and make sure that the objectives of your potential commercial partners are consistent with

your objectives. In the joint venture agreement, the partners typically agree to share the benefits, as well

as the risks and liabilities, in a specified way. But this kind of partnership isn’t normally able in itself to

enter legal commitments, or own IP in its own right, so that the partners remain directly legally

responsible for any losses or other liabilities that the partnership’s operations create. In other words, a

partnership which is not a corporation, a company or a specific institution doesn’t really separately exist

as a legal entity.

By contrast, a company is a new legal entity (a ‘legal person’ recognised by the law as having its own

legal identity) which can own and license IP and enter into legal commitments in its own right. A spin-

off company is an independent company created from an existing legal body – for example, if a research

institute decided to turn its licensing division or a particular laboratory into a separate company. A

start-up company is a general term for a new company in its early stages of development. If a company

is defined as a limited liability company, the partners or investors normally cannot lose more than their

investment in the company (but officeholders in the company might be personally responsible for their

actions in the way they manage the company). This separate legal identity means that a start-up

company can be a useful way of developing and commercialising a new technology based on original

research, while keeping the main research effort of an institute focused on broader scientific and public

objectives, and insulated from the commercial risks and pressures of the commercialisation process. At

the same time, the research institute can benefit from the commercialisation of its research, through

receiving its share of the profits and growth in assets of the spin-off company, thus strengthening the

institute’s capacity to do scientific research.

The company is normally owned through shares (its ‘equity’). These effectively represent a portion of the

assets and entitlement to profits of the company. Investors can purchase shares in the company, which

is one way of bringing in new financial resources to support the development of the technology – in

exchange, the investors stand to benefit from the growth in the company’s worth, as their shares

proportionately rise in value, and to receive a portion of any profits produced by the company’s

operations, commensurate with the number of shares they own. If it is a public company, shares in the

company can be bought and sold on the open stock market. An initial public offering is when the shares

in a start up company are first made available to the public to purchase. A private company’s shares, by

contrast, are not traded on the open market (but can still be bought and sold).

The option of starting up your own company to manufacture and market your patented invention

requires you to have business skills, marketing skills, management skills and substantial capital to draw

on for factory premises, hiring staff and so on. But it also can offer a mechanism for attracting financial

backing for research, development and marketing, which can improve access to the necessary resources

and expertise [7].

Which model of commercialisation is best for you?

Each new technology and associated package of IP rights is potentially difference, and the mechanism

you choose for commercialisation should take into account the particular features of the technology. One

basic consideration is to what extent you, as originator of the technology, wish to be involved and to
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invest in the subsequent development of the technology. You will need to compare the advantages and

disadvantages of each model of commercialisation. Generally speaking, the higher degree of risk and

commitment of finance and resources you can invest, the higher the degree of control you can secure

over exploitation of the technology invention, and the higher the financial return to your institution may

be. This is illustrated in the figure below, which compares four models of commercialisation using the

criteria of risk, profit, management and control [7].

There are many possible variations on each of these general models, and in practice they can overlap. In

deciding which model of commercialisation is best for you, it is always a good idea to seek commercial

or legal advice.

Remember that IPRs alone do not guarantee you a financial return on your invention. You need to make

good commercial decisions to benefit financially from your intellectual property rights. Properly

managed, intellectual property rights should not be a burden but should yield a return from your hard

work in creating an invention [7].
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This section concentrates in particular on the details of a technology licensing. This is a practical aspect

of IP management and use that affects many researchers, even those without a direct commercial

interest.

A licence has two general functions – it is a legal document, a contract which creates legal obligations

that apply to the parties that enter into it; but it also helps to define and shape a commercial

relationship. The better these two functions are coordinated, the more likely it is that the agreement will

be workable and mutually beneficial. On the other hand, what you put into a licence is often affected by

other areas of law – contract law (for instance, determining what amounts to an enforceable contract),

competition law (so that the license provisions don’t amount to unfair competition), and intellectual

property law (for instance, the national patent law might specify that certain abusive forms of license are

invalid – such as a term in a license forbidding any challenge to the validity of the patent). So the mere

fact that something is mentioned in a licence doesn’t automatically make it an enforceable obligation –

this is a question that can only be answered by a commercial lawyer with knowledge of your national law

[7].

Generally speaking, you should ensure that you understand the licence and get independent advice on

any complex legal terms that you can’t understand. This will help ensure that you conclude licenses that

make sense to you in terms of what you and what your partner are trying to achieve, and what you

expect of each other.

In some cases, there will be very little flexibility in the licensing negotiations. If you are one of many

people licensing in a particular technology from a major institution, the patent holder might have very

little incentive to make special arrangements for you. On the other hand, you might have particular

skills, expertise or other IP rights that can put you in an influential position in licence negotiations. If

you are licensing your technology to others, you will be in a stronger position if you know your own

technology well, have investigated the freedom to operate issues, have done research into alternative or

competing technologies, and know well what your potential licensing partner needs.

When you are exploring possible licenses for your own technology, you should try to consider:

Can your commercial partner make best use of the technology, including applying it to new or different

areas, and development improvements and adaptations of it? Does your commercial partner have a track

record in bringing new products to the market?

Is it a major new technology, a key breakthrough with potentially broad application in a range of

technological fields, or is it an improvement to existing technology with a limited or specialist scope of

application?

IP management in biotechnology
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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Is effective use of the technology is dependant on access to other technology, covered by other IP rights?

If so, what is the pattern of ownership of that technology – who owns it, and in what countries?

Are there strong IP rights, or is the IP position uncertain have rights merely been applied for, or are have

patents been granted on the invention? Is there a comprehensive package of IP rights? What is their

geographical coverage? How much longer do their terms run for?

Do you need immediate financial returns to recoup your research costs, are you prepared to wait for

longer term but potentially higher returns, or do you need some mix of both?

What is the likely commercial future of the product using the licensed technology – is it still

experimental, has it been proven technically but not market-tested, or is it likely to be put on the

market in the near future with demonstrated commercial potential?

What is the nature of the IP protection – for instance, would trade secrets or confidential know-how be

vulnerable if it were disclosed to too many people or to several competitors?

What level of investment will be needed by the commercial partner, apart from license fees and royalties

– will they need to invest in getting regulatory approval or in developing new manufacturing processes?

The answers to these questions will influence fundamental licensing choices, such as whether to

structure the license on exclusive terms or whether to adopt an open licensing strategy, and whether to

seek up-front payments or to base the return on future royalties. Once you have a good general sense

of what you would like, and what you could realistically expect, from a licence, you will be in a better

position to think about specific terms for the licence [7].

A licence agreement should define what is being licensed, and what is not: it could set out the

intellectual property rights that are being licensed and who retains ownership of the rights, including

rights on improvements to the licensed technology. It also should be clear on whether the licence is

exclusive or non-exclusive – the difference between these can be fundamental.

A licence agreement should set out how royalty payments will be calculated and when they will be paid.

Before you enter into a licence agreement you will also need to decide who will be responsible for

paying the costs of maintaining the patents or other IP rights for the duration of the licence. A licence

agreement should define clear performance milestones and set target dates for them to be met. There

should be provision for maintaining confidentiality where necessary, while still allowing you to publish

your research.

Licensing agreements need to cover other issues such as insurance, and releases and indemnities.

Dispute resolution and termination clauses are also important. If there is a dispute over the terms of the

licence it is always a good idea for parties to have an agreed way of settling the dispute, such as

mediation or arbitration, rather than having to resort to legal action in the first instance [7].

In summary, a technology licensing agreement will normally:

name the intellectual property rights being licensed
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make it clear who retains ownership of the intellectual property rights

state how the royalty rates will be worked out

set out when royalties will be paid, including milestone payments

set out which territory the licence applies to

set out whether the licence is exclusive or non-exclusive

set out whether the licensee can licence the intellectual property rights to others

state who will pay the costs of maintaining the patent rights

set out arrangements for dealing with improvements and new applications of the new technology

set out how confidentiality issues will be dealt with and the rights of the inventor to publish their

research

provide for an insurance, release and indemnity clauses

provide for disputer solution and termination

Choosing a potential licensee can be very important, as you are relying on this commercial partner to

deliver the benefits of your technology – not only the commercial benefits, but the benefits to society

that might come from the full dissemination and widest possible use of your technology. The choice

should not just be based on willingness to pay a higher royalty. A partner who has a convincing

business plan and establishes a good working relationship with you is likely to be more valuable. If you

are selecting a licensee, you may need to consider a host of factors, including:

Does the company have experience and proven success in developing new technologies and bringing

products to market?

What kind of R&D and business plan does the company have? Are there realistic plans for developing and

distributing the product based on your technology? Do these plans have well-defined milestones that

could be built into a license agreement?

Do you want to favour development of the technology in your own country? Is the company willing and

able to invest locally in facilities for exploiting the technology?

Are the resources, expertise and reputation of a large, established company needed, or are the flexibility

and lower costs of a smaller, start-up company more appropriate for the technology?

Are you planning to export your technology or otherwise develop overseas markets?

Is your potential partner established overseas, or have experience in foreign markets?

Is your commercial partner likely to be able to take up new applications and improvements on the

technology that your research is working towards? Are they able to apply the technology in all the

potential areas of use?
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Of course, your commercial partner will need some reassurance about the quality of the offer you are

making to them. If you are involved in licensing technology or seeking commercial support for your

research you are likely to hear of ‘due diligence.’ When a future partner is considering whether or not to

license technology, to buy a share of patent rights, or to support your research, they will need to satisfy

themselves that it is a viable proposition. The process of assessing the viability, risk, potential liabilities

and commercial prospects of a project is known as ‘due diligence.’ Indeed, if a potential partner seems

not to be interested in this kind of issues, it may actually raise questions about their commitment to the

project or the credibility of their business plan, particularly if the relationship assumes some degree of

risk and investment on their part [7].

Generally, due diligence will involve assessing the overall commercial operations, cash flow, assets and

liabilities of a business that is being purchased or otherwise financially supported. You would think twice

about purchasing a business if you found that it was burdened with debts, or was about to be involved

in difficult litigation, or if there were doubts about whether it really owned its assets. The same applies

to a potential investment involving intellectual property. For instance, a potential commercial partner

would not want to invest in patented technology only to find out that patent renewal fees have not been

paid and the patent has lapsed, or to find out that the patent was being opposed by another company,

or to find that there is prior art available that calls into question its validity. It may transpire that a

student, a contractor or a visiting researcher could actually be legally entitled to some or all of the

patent rights. Even a serious level of uncertainty or doubt could be enough to deter a potential partner,

especially if they have run into this kind of difficulty before.

Due diligence may also involve searching for information about the full range of IP rights that might

impact on the relevant technology – for instance, to check whether you have later filed patent

applications on improvements to the original patented technology, that may limit the value of their

investment in the original technology. Other intellectual property rights – such as related trade mark or

design registrations, or key trade secrets or copyright material (such as manuals or software) – may also

need to be identified or located, as these may also affect the commercial partner’s interests in the

technology. For example, they may be unwilling to take out a licence for your patent without getting

access to the software you have developed for a related process. They may want the right to use your

trade mark in association with the patented technology.

So in a due diligence process, your commercial partner may undertake a range of checks and need

various forms of information. These may include:

checks on external records, such as patent registers and patent databases, including foreign patents;

Due diligence
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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searches of patent databases for conflicting technology; 

independent advice from patent attorneys on issues such as patent ownership, patent validity and scope

of patent claims;

checks on employment contracts, confidentiality arrangements, and contracts with other parties that may

interfere with the exercise of IP rights;

details of the patent prosecution such as examiners’ reports and other opinions;

details of any legal challenges to the patent, and the way the proceedings were resolved;

checks on laboratory notebooks in the event that the validity of US patents is of concern to the

commercial partner (this also provides reassurance as to claims of ownership of the patent);

surveys of the activity of competitors and owners of competing technology, and possibilities of conflict;

and

analysis of freedom-to-operate issues.

In preparing to licence your technology, you should consider in advance these kind of due diligence

issues. If you can anticipate and provide comprehensive answers to these questions, you will be able

more effectively to reassure your commercial partner, and you will be in a stronger negotiating position

in negotiating licence terms. It should also speed up the licensing negotiations, and ultimately the

commercialisation of your intellectual property [7].
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Licenses on IP are literally a part of everyday life, although we are not always aware of this. When you

buy a book, a software package or a music CD, you may be buying a license for limited uses of

copyright material – you normally don’t get an unlimited licence that permits you to do whatever you

like with the copyright material. This is unlike the case if you buy other objects – say a computer, a CD

player, or a screwdriver – when the person selling the object can’t normally restrict the way in which you

use it. For example, when you buy a music CD, you are normally only paying for an entitlement to play

the music in a private environment. You would need to get a separate license to make and sell copies of

the CD, or to play the CD in a public restaurant, or to broadcast the CD on public radio. If you buy a

software package, you might only be given a licence to use the software only on one computer, and to

make only one copy of the disc for back-up purposes. You might need to get a separate licence to

install the software on a network, or to make numerous copies of the software to distribute within your

organisation [7].

Researchers in the biotechnology field increasingly find they have to read, understand, negotiate and

enter into, licences covering the technology they are working with. While these are different in scope and

subject matter to the kind of licence that comes with a word-processing package or music CD, the basic

elements of licenses remain the same. The license defines certain limited uses of IP material, and sets

out conditions on this use. This entitlement is normally given in exchange for some form of payment or

other benefit. A licence may be free of charge, but could limit the way the licensed IP is used.

This section discusses the main elements of licensing agreements. But beware: this is only a general

introduction to a complex area of law. If you ever get involved in serious licence negotiations, you

should seek expert advice with experience in the national legal system (or systems) you are dealing with.

The parties to the licence:

The ‘parties’ to the licence are the entities (individual people, companies or institutions) that are bound

by the licence as a legal contract. They normally sign (or ‘execute’) the licence to confirm in a legally

clear-cut way that they agree to comply with its terms. The parties can be individual persons, but they

are normally legal entities such as a research institution, a university or a company. It is important to

ensure that the licence is signed in a way that is legally binding, and by a person authorized to sign for

their institution. The institution itself has to have ‘legal identity’ under the relevant national law – it has

to exist in a legal sense. A research team, a division within a research institution or a joint venture

partnership is probably not able to sign a licence in its own right – either the individuals concerned have

to sign the licence and become legally bound by it as individuals, or the licence has to be signed on

behalf of the overall organization or company.

Decoding licenses and technology agreements
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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In some cases, the licence is not directly signed (think of the ‘I Agree’ block which you are often asked

to click when installing a software package on a computer), and in the national law of many countries,

contractual obligations can arise even without a formal signed document [4].

Following are some of the basic provisions you will find in many technology licenses.

Licensor and licensee:

The person granting the licence – the ‘licensor’ - typically holds rights to technology, biological material,

IP rights, know-how, or other information. The person receiving the licence – the ‘licensee’ – is the party

which is seeking to use or exploit that material.

The basic idea of the licence is that the person granting the licence (the ‘licensor’) is giving another

person (the ‘licensee’) the right to do something that they could otherwise prevent them from doing, in

exchange for some kind of benefit (this may be financial, but may be other forms of benefit). So the

licensor might permit the licensee to use a technology that is covered by a patent – and if there was no

license, the licensor could take legal action under the patent to prevent this use of the technology.

In effect, the legal purpose of the license is to guarantee the licensee that they can use the patented

technology confident that there will be no legal challenge from the licensor on the basis of the patent

right. Normally, the licensee will get other less specific non-legal benefits that flow from a cooperative

relationship with the people who created the technology, including technical advice and know how [7].

Definition and scope:

The licence will normally define what its subject matter includes, and what the purpose of the licence is.

For instance, it could define the subject matter as falling within the claims of a certain patent. The

subject matter could be broader than that, however – it might involve access to related know-how

(including confidential information) that might assist the licensee in using the patented technology, and

it might involve use of a related trade mark, industrial designs or copyright material.

The definition could define the subject matter in some detail as ‘licensed rights’ or a ‘technology

package,’ or it might just refer to specific patents by number. If the technology is at a nearly stage – for

instance, if patent applications are still in process, the definition might have to make clear that the

scope includes any patents granted on the basis of those applications, or only those patents which relate

to a specific use of the technology covered in the applications. It could also apply to any derivative

patents, such as continuations of the original patent application.

If the licence includes unregistered intellectual rights, such as know-how or trade secrets, special care

should be taken to define this so as to avoid future uncertainty and potential disputes. If the licence

covers both patented technology and trade secrets (confidential know-how), it may be necessary to

specify that what occurs in the event of the patent or patent application lapsing – does the licence still

apply to the trade secret or know how [7]?

Grant of licensed rights:

The license needs to define what rights under the defined intellectual property the licensor is granting to

the licensee – for instance, the right to use a patented process to produce a certain product. The licence

could specify an also define certain permitted usage of the licensed technology – for instance, the
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permitted usage may be limited to one industry sector only (e.g. the licensed use for a new chemical

entity covered by a patent might be defined as only for agricultural use or only for human

pharmaceutical use). It might limit the use to research or non-commercial use.

It might also clarify what rights are not being licensed – for instance, the patented technology, but not

the associated trade mark. It might specifically reserve certain rights, such as the right to use patented

improvements of the licensed technology [7].

Sole, exclusive or non-exclusive licences:

The choice taken among these options is very important. An exclusive licence means that the licensor

agrees not to grant another licence to any other party, and agrees not to use the licensed rights (in other

words, the licensor cannot become a competing user of the licensed technology). A sole licence means

that the licensor grants a licence to only one licensee, the sole licensee, but the licensor retains the right

to use the technology itself. Under a non-exclusive licence, the licensor grants the licensee a right to

use the technology, but the licensor can still give the same rights to other licensees. The kind of license

granted will depend on several factors, and will do much to influence the pattern of use, and the scale of

royalties or other payments, made by the licensee.

The scope of exclusivity given to the licensee would normally be matched by stronger expectations of

the licensee’s diligence and active exploitation of the technology. After all, in many countries, the law

can intervene and grant compulsory licenses to third parties if the patent is not adequately worked after

three years. Exclusive licenses may be particularly important when the licensee is expected to make

considerable investment in bringing the technology to the market – for instance, in undertaking the

regulatory requirements for the public release of new chemical entity for pharmaceutical or agricultural

purposes.

While these are distinct categories, there is considerable scope for moving between the categories. For

instance, a licence might be exclusive for only a certain period, after which it becomes non- exclusive.

The licensee might only be interested in getting a head start on competitors, rather than reserving

exclusive rights for a longer period. Or there may be a mechanism in the agreement allowing for an

exclusive licence to become non-exclusive in certain circumstances – for example, if the licensee fails to

meet a certain milestone or is not sufficiently active in developing and marketing the technology – this is

often called a ‘march-in’ right. And again the licensor might retain the right to issue further licenses for

non-commercial purposes, or licenses to government agencies.

Sub-licences

A ‘sub-licence’ is a further licence, when the licensee of the original licence itself grants a licence to a

third party. The sub-licence may extend to some or all of the rights granted under the original licence.

The original licence may need to make clear whether sub-licences can be granted, and if so, to who, and

on what terms or conditions. There may be issues such as protecting the confidentiality of licensed

material, liability for use of the technology, or the interests of the licensor in granting direct licenses to

the same third parties.

A sub-licensing program may be of considerable benefit to the licensor, as it will increase the scope of

use of the licensed technology, and may be an effective way of exporting the technology to new

overseas markets. The original licensor might retain an entitlement to a share of any royalties or other
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payments paid by the sub-licensee. The original licensor might retain the right to investigate and

approve the eligibility of a sub-licensee, especially if the sub-licensee has no direct relationship with the

original licensee.

Diligence and milestones

The licensee may be relying on the license as the principal mechanism for recovering its investment in

research and for deriving benefits from the patent or other IP. So it may be important to the licensor to

ensure that the licensee does everything they can to develop and commercialise the licensed IP. If a

licensee gains an exclusive licence, subject to a royalty payment on profits, and then decides to shelve

the technology for several years because its immediate interests lie elsewhere, then the whole value of

the IP is lost to the licensor. So licenses will frequently include obligations on the licensee to develop

and apply the licensed technology diligently and to meet specific deadlines. Where possible, certain

defined points or milestones should be identified – possibly based on the business plan originally

proposed by the licensee. The license could require the licensee to bring the product to the market as

soon as practicable, and to continue to make the product available to the public on reasonable terms.

These obligations may also be built into sub-licenses granted under the licence [7].

Payments and pricing:

A licence will normally involve a valuable ‘consideration’ – something of value which is given in exchange

for the right to use this technology. It need not be financial consideration – it could be a right in

exchange to use another technology (a ‘cross-licence’), or valuable access to other facilities or

resources.

There are many potential models for payment. It is always difficult to establish a value for intellectual

property, even more so if it relates to unproven technology that will require a licensee to take a

considerable commercial risk. The options boil down to lump sum payments, and royalties based on the

extent of use of the technology. It is not unusual to see a mixture of both. For instance, there can be an

initial lump-sum payment payable as soon as the licence is signed. Lump-sum payments can also be

required after other specific events, such the grant of a patent covered by the licence, or on a regular

basis, such as annual licence maintenance fees. Requiring lump-sum payments provides an incentive to

work the licensed technology that may not be present if the license only provided for royalties. Yet

royalties ensure that the licensor derives benefits from the scale of commercial success of the

technology they have created. Royalties may be set as a certain percentage of gross sales of products

using the technology or a percentage of profits, or may be linked to other signs of turnover, such as the

number of units produced using the technology or the number of units sold.

If you are licensing out, especially to one licensee only, and you are relying on that licensee to produce

the returns that will pay for your research, then you may need to structure the license to ensure they

have an incentive actively to use the technology – if they are simply committed to paying a royalty if and

when they choose to use your technology, they might not have an incentive to invest immediately in

producing your technology, and they could leave it in the bottom drawer while they exploit other

opportunities.As a stimulus to diligence, the licensee may have to pay a certain minimum royalty

payment whether or not actual sales or use reaches that level.

Initial payments can also be credited against future royalties – in effect, an upfront payment can become
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an advance payment of minimum royalties. Or they can be separate from royalty payments, so that they

are in effect a separate licensing fee, which is not credited against future royalty payments. Royalties

need not be fixed – they can be scaled so that they are relatively high if the product is only produced in

low volumes, but so they decrease if the licensee produces high volumes of the product. It might also be

necessary to clarify when royalties fall due – when the licensee issues an invoice for the product, or when

the licensee is actually paid by the purchaser of the product. There may also be provisions to allow for

the royalty structure or level to be reviewed in the light of changing market conditions or other factors.

The need to monitoring the use of the invention and to ensure that royalties are paid, as well as

checking on milestones and diligence obligations, can lead to requirements for record-keeping, access

to accounts and records, and independent auditing of accounts concerning the payment of royalties and

related data.

The approach taken should be realistic, especially in licensing biotechnology which can be subject to

long regulatory delays and on which returns to the licensee can take a long time to realize. In licensing

the Cohen-Boyer patent (discussed below and in Module Two), Stanford University issued broad, non-

exclusive licenses – reportedly over 400 licenses altogether. It specified low initial fees and annual

maintenance fees, and very low royalty rates (one half of one percent) to licensees who were early in

signing up for licenses, to encourage early use of the technology. Later licensees could face higher

royalties. Early licensees were also given credits for upfront payments, to be credited against future

royalties. This kind of licensing scheme lowers the incentive of infringers to go to court – as it will

almost certainly be cheaper to take out a licence under a patent than face infringement proceedings.

Earnings on this patent were very high, reportedly over $200 million altogether, and the technology was

very widely used. While this may be a patent of exceptionally broad application and use, this illustrates

how the approach taken to royalty and other payments, and an open licensing regime, can serve the

dual objectives of making a new technology available to the public and to probably much higher than if

even a very attractive exclusive licence were struck, because of the exceptionally broad applications of

the patented technology [7].

Confidentiality:

There may be a requirement under the licence to keep certain know-how protected, and this may

translate into specific obligations on the part of the licensee to provide protection and to restrict access

to confidential information, in the same manner as a distinct non-disclosure agreement [7].

Copyright:

Apart from copyright protecting the licensed subject-matter (for example, if it includes computer

software), the licence may clarify the copyright provisions covering manuals, data sheets or other

documentation that are received and used as part of a licensed technology package [7].

Term

The license should specify how long the licensed right runs for. It could include an initial term, with

option for renewal, subject to negotiations certain terms (such as royalty payments, or exclusivity) or

demonstration of diligence. Alternatively, the license could be set to run for the life of the patent
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(potentially including any extension of the patent term) [7].

Termination

The license may provide for termination before its expiry. This may arise in the event of breach of a

license provision, or the bankruptcy, dissolution or insolvency of the licensee. The license could provide

for termination in the event of the lapse or invalidation of the licensed patent right. There may be

provision for termination by the licensee with due notice to the licensor, potentially subject to a

termination fee [7].

Assignment

The license may need to set out on what terms the licensor or licensee can assign its rights and

obligations under the license (for instance, clarifying what happens if a licensor sells its patent portfolio

to a third party, and how the interests of an exclusive licensee can be preserved). It may provide for the

licensee to give prior written consent before the licensor’s rights can be assigned or transferred to a

third party. It may also clarify whether, and under what conditions, the licensee can assign the licensed

rights to a third party [7].

Improvements and grant-back rights

The licence may specify who will own IP rights relating to improvements and adaptations to the licensed

technology arising from the licensed use of the technology. Equally, the licence may cover improvements

made by the licensor to the original technology – the licensee may be entitled to access to any

improvements (possibly subject to conditions, such as additional royalties or licence fees). There may be

an agreement to cross-license improvements to one another, on a royalty-free basis. Unless the licensor

is not interested in continued research in the field, the licensor would normally try to secure non-

exclusive ‘grant-back’ rights, giving them access to any improvements made by the licensee – otherwise,

the licensee might be able to get patent protection on these improvements and deny the licensor access

to the best way of exercising their own invention. However, imposing licensing requirements for

exclusive grant-back rights – i.e. unduly limiting the licensee’s own capacity to exploit their inventions –

is often cited in national law as illegal anti-competitive commercial behaviour (see below on ‘abusive

licensing practices’) [7].

Cross-licence

This kind of agreement involves an exchange of different entitlements – in a sense, each party is both

licensor and licensee. So A grants B a licence to use A’s intellectual property, and B grants A a licence to

use B’s intellectual property. This is one way of resolving complex patent litigation or competing claims

to ownership of overlapping intellectual property rights [7].

Indemnification and warranties

These provisions cover such issues as who would defend (and pay for) any legal action against the

licensee, in the event that the licensed use is claimed to infringe a third party’s patent or other IP right.

The licence might try to give the licensor an indemnity or safeguard against any claim of damages

caused by legal action taken against the licensee regarding their use of the licensed technology. On the
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other hand, the licensor might be asked to give a warranty that they have the right to grant the licence,

that intellectual property rights are valid, and that they are actually owned by the licensor without any

conflicting claim. The licensor may need to warrant that they are unaware that the use of the licensed

technology would infringe the IP rights of a third party - this might include an undertaking actively to

investigate this possibility (such as through searches of patent documents). The licensee might be asked

to give warranties that they will ensure they will continue to have the necessary expertise and resources

to exploit the licensed technology effectively [7].

Required performance

If you are licensing out your IP-protected technology, you need to consider what level of performance

you are expecting from the licensee, and what kind of guaranteed performance you would like to build

into the licence agreement. To some extent, this is covered by the structure you choose for licence fees

and royalties (discussed above), but there may be additional performance targets that can be set – for

instance, minimum sales levels (potentially compared to previous years’ levels), or relative to other

markets or to competitors, such as a particular market share. This is especially relevant if you are

contemplating granting an exclusive licence. You need to be clear whether the licence is really just an

agreement to pay you a royalty when and if your technology is used, without any real obligation to

exploit the technology; or whether the licence is meant to create positive obligations on the licensee to

take active steps – or even their ‘best endeavours’ – to make sure the technology is fully exploited for

your benefit and for the public benefit, and even to ensure that the technology is improved and refined

as it is exploited.

The licensor may also have obligations to perform. The licensee may be expecting more than just a legal

right to use the technology, and may be looking for more substantial assistance to exploit the

technology effectively. So the license might involve obligations on the licensor to provide a certain level

of training and technical support and advice, and to assist in the process of gaining regulatory approval

to use the technology (for instance, assisting in providing the data necessary for the approval of a new

pharmaceutical formulation). The licensor might also be required to advise the licensee of any research

developments or improvements, or any new research outcomes that could adversely affect the viability

of the licensed technology [7].

Publication of research

Licenses may contain conditions on the publication of research relating to the licensed technology, both

to monitor developments in the technology and the licensed activities, and to ensure that prior

publication does not destroy any future patent rights [7].

Maintaining IP rights

Licenses may cover obligations on maintaining a patent, especially in ensuring that an application is

prosecuted to grant, and then ensuring that renewal fees are paid to keep the patent in force. Typically,

an annual fee or some form of regular payment must be paid to the patent office to keep the patent in

force –if it is not paid, then the patent lapses. These fees often increase during the life of a patent, and

if a patent is held in different countries, the payments can become very considerable.

Because the licensee is gaining benefits from the patent – especially under an exclusive licence – they
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may be asked to contribute to, or to be totally responsible for, keeping the patent in force by paying

these fees. In theory, a licence could provide that either party is responsible for paying renewal fees,

although the licensor (and patent holder) may feel more comfortable ensuring payment, as it can be

difficult (or after a certain time impossible) to reinstate a patent that has lapsed due to failure to pay

renewal fees. The license can stipulate that the licensee pay a proportion of the IP right maintenance

costs.

Especially if it involves a composite technology package – for example, combining patented technology

with unregistered trade secrets or know how (confidential information) – then the license will need to be

very clear about what happens when one of the components of the package changes status – say if a

patent expired or was invalidated, while the related knowhow remained protected. This could involve a

significant cut in the level of royalty payments, for instance, reflecting the decreased overall value of the

licence [7].

Enforcing IP rights

The licensee of IP rights is often in a better position to monitor what its competitors are doing, and

might be the first to find out about other parties infringing the patent or other IP right. Any licensee will

be interested in preventing this activity, because it represents a competitor gaining an advantage over

them, because they are avoiding licensing costs and other conditions on use of the licensed technology.

Yet the licensor, as the owner of the IP, also has a fundamental interest in avoiding damage to the value

of their IP caused by the infringing activities. IP litigation is expensive and time-consuming. Licenses can

therefore clarify the respective roles and responsibilities of the licensor and licensee in enforcing the

licensed IP rights [7].

Enforcing the licence and choice of law:

If either party fails to live up to the licence, there needs to be a way of enforcing the obligations

undertaken by the licensor and licensee, and for compensating the other party for damage caused.

Serious breaches of licences are not common, particularly if licences are well drafted and properly

represent the shared interests and agreed working relationship of the two parties. Yet major licence

disputes can be as complex and difficult as patent litigation. In addition, the licensor and licensee may

be based in different countries, raising questions about what national law applies to the licence.

Licences therefore often contain provisions specifying what action should be taken in the event of a

dispute between the licensor and licensee. It may provide for arbitration or mediation through a

specified service as an alternative to litigation. And it will normally specify which law applies to the

contract – such as the law of Indonesia or the law of Singapore, or in the case of a federal system such

as the United States or Canada, it may be a state law, such as the law of the Province of Ontario. Other

licence terms

The licence can be more than just an agreement to permit the usage of the licensed technology in

exchange for a payment. For instance, it might involve providing technical assistance, training and

continuing transfer of technology that will be of assistance in exploiting the licensed technology. The

license may cover such issues as marketing products produced by the licensed technology and

requirements for the licensor’s trade mark or certification mark to be applied. The license may also

include undertakings as to compliance with ethical standards, environmental protection measures, and
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government regulations.

In addition, broader technology management issues may be addressed, so that the licensee does not

impair the viability of the technology. If the licence covers biological material, it could contain provisions

concerning the handling and use of the biological material, including obligations or restrictions

concerning its export [7].
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Heads of agreement or letter of intent

A potential licensee may be unwilling to make firm and detailed commitments, for instance to pay a

certain level of royalties or to cross-licence its own proven technologies, before an opportunity to

evaluate the technology that is to be licensed. But they may be unwilling to invest in the evaluation

process unless they have some confidence they will get exclusive rights to exploit the licensed

technology. A confidentiality agreement or materials transfer agreement can be used to cover the initial

disclosure for evaluation, so the future licensee can check the technology without damaging the interests

of the party providing the technology or biological materials. But it might also be necessary to reach

preliminary agreement on the commercial arrangements that will apply and to ensure that the future

negotiations on the details of a licence have a solid basis of understanding. Even the commitment of

resources to engage in negotiations on a licence requires some level of confidence that it is a worthwhile

investment.

This leads to the commercial practice of agreeing on the general basis or overall framework of a future

agreement, by means of documents variously called ‘heads of agreement,’ ‘letter of intent,’

‘memorandum of understanding’ or‘ agreement in principle.’ You should be cautious when dealing with

these documents. It may be unclear whether you are entering into a firm legal obligation – a binding

legal contract – or just signaling your general willingness to do business and helping to shape and focus

the detailed negotiations. If the negotiations fail, the other party might seek to enforce rights under an

informal ‘letter of intent’ or ‘agreement in principle’ even if you thought it was not a strict legal

obligation but just a general framework for discussions [7].

Abusive licensing practices

An IP holder is often not entitled to use the power of their IP rights to impose unfair terms on licensees

who are interested in using the technology – national IP law or competition law often intervenes to make

unfair, coercive or abusive licences illegal. The TRIPS Agreement acknowledges that ‘some licensing

practices or conditions pertaining to intellectual property rights which restrain competition may have

adverse effects on trade and may impede the transfer and dissemination of technology.’ Examples of

these restrictions are exclusive grant back conditions (e.g. requiring a licensee only to grant licenses

over any improvements to the licensor and no-one else), conditions preventing challenges to validity

(e.g. requiring the licensee to avoid taking legal action against a patent on the basis that it is not novel

or is obvious), and coercive package licensing (e.g. requiring the licensee to use only the licensor’s

products in other areas as a condition of the license – stating, for instance, that a technology can only

be licensed on the condition that the licensee purchases raw materials from the licensor) [7].

Preliminary documents
Sunday, February 13, 2011
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Compulsory licences

A compulsory licence comes about when the holder of a patent is unwilling to license the technology or

is otherwise viewed as failing to ‘work’ or exploit the patent for the benefit of the community. Under the

patent law of many countries, there is provision for a court or similar legal authority to step in and issue

a licence to permit a third party to make use of the patented invention. Because the licence is issued

without the authorization of the patent holder it is known as a ‘compulsory’ licence. A compulsory

licence may be required to deal with anti-competitive behaviour regarding patented technologies, to

enable a patent holder of a dependent patent (a patent for a subsequent invention falling within the

scope of an earlier patent) to exploit the invention, and for other general public policy reasons. Typically,

compulsory licences are granted for limited purposes, are essentially restricted to the domestic (non-

export) market, are non- exclusive, and are subject to payment of compensation to the patent holder.

Often included under the category of compulsory licences is non-commercial government use. The

patent law of many countries provides for government agencies to make use of patented technology for

non-commercial purposes, without prior authorization of the patent holder, again subject to payment of

adequate compensation [7].
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